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Federal top Gun 
Shotshells Support 
Wounded Warriors
ATK-Federal has always supported 
our nation’s military, whether 
through supplying cutting-edge 
ammunition or by providing funding 
for causes that support veterans. 
Most recently, a special promotion 

has been developed through Federal’s 
Top Gun shotshells to support the 
Wounded Warrior Project and help 
provide much-needed funding 
required to aid injured service mem-
bers transition back to civilian life.

The 2¾-inch target loads are avail-
able in 12-gauge and packed with 
No. 8 shot. The hulls are an assort-
ment of red, white, and blue colors, 
which are not only worthy of compe-
tition on the range, but add patriotic 
fun to a casual day of shooting. Top 
Gun loads are economically priced, 
yet still made to deliver reliable per-
formance. The on-box royalty pro-
gram delivers proceeds from every 
sale of the ammunition directly to 
support the Wounded Warrior 
Project, an organization that aids 
individuals involved in service-related 
injuries on or after the tragedies of 
9/11. Booth #14562. (800-322-2342; 
federalpremium.com)

Industry Celebrates  
35 Years of SHOT Show
The industry visionaries who in 1979 created the first 

SHOT Show would probably, if they stood in a center 
aisle of the show that is now marking its 35th year, 

marvel at how large the show has 
grown over the intervening time. 
But they certainly understood the 
passion that is the foundation of 
the shooting sports industry, and 
they certainly would beam with 
pride to see their vision still going 
strong so many years later. The 
2013 SHOT Show will see more 
than 60,000 industry profession-
als who will use the next four days 
to view the latest in new products 
and network with professional 
associates. 

“While we expect to have 
another record-breaking SHOT 
Show, what’s more important is 
that the SHOT Show experi-
ence will be significantly 

improved for everyone—attendees, exhibitors, media, and 
guests alike,” says NSSF president Steve Sanetti. “NSSF 
senior vice president Chris Dolnack and his staff, working 

closely with Reed and Freeman 
exhibitions, have all worked very 
hard to enhance virtually every 
aspect of the show, and we think 
you’ll like what you see.”

Tonight more than 1,200 
ticketholders will attend the 
State of the Industry dinner 
sponsored by Outdoor 
Channel. At the conclusion of 
NSSF’s program, attendees will 
be entertained by Terry Fator, 
Las Vegas star and past winner 
of America’s Got Talent. As the 
headliner at The Mirage, Fator 
nightly captures the hearts and 
funny bones of America with 
his special brand of ventrilo-
quism. 
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Terry Fator—ventriloquist, impressionist, and 
comedian—will appear at nSSF’s State of the 

Industry dinner with his puppet entourage. 

Federal Premium is supporting the 
Wounded Warrior Project through 
sales of its Top Gun target loads.

SOG 
Enters 
Hunting 
Market
SOG Specialty Knives 
& Tools comes to the 
2013 SHOT Show show-
casing a new line of 
knives designed spe-
cifically for big-game 
hunters. Growing out of 
SOG’s well-established 
military and tactical back-
ground, the new line repre-
sents an expansion for 
SOG, which began in 1986 
by making a replica 
Bowie knife for military 
collectors.

There are nine new 
SKus in SOG’s 2013 hunt 
line, with a total of five 
blades. Booth #425. 
(425-771-6230;  
sogknives.com)

NEW PRODUCT 
REPORTS
SHOT daily hunts down the latest 
offerings in rifles p. 14, shotguns  
p. 26, handguns p. 36, and boots 
p. 48. also, we check out the hot-
test gear on the show floor p. 102.

NEWS
*Shot ShoW auCtion
Four historic firearms and a one-
of-a-kind knife celebrate american 
sporting traditions. See paGe 4

*BroWninG expanDS 
itS taCtiCal line
Black Label tactical line expands 
from knives to clothing, gear bags, 
gun safes, and more. See paGe 10

*SWanSon ruSSell 
CeleBrateS 50 yearS
Pr firm reaches half-century mark, 
remains key partner for many out-
doors companies. See paGe 12

*CrimSon traCe’S 
3-Gun niGht ShootS
nighttime shooting competition 
illuminated by the company’s laser 
sights. See paGe 100

FEATURES
*GrantS For StateS, 
ranGeS, SCoutS
nSSF sponsors heritage grants to 
promote hunting and the shooting 
sports. See paGe 66

*reminGton’S neW 
783 CenterFire
The brand-new bolt-action  
delivers accuracy, reliability, and 
durability. See paGe 74

*BuShnell GleanS 
the DiStanCe
a look at rangefinder history from 
the company that introduced the 
category. See paGe 82
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2013 Shot Show auction

T he 2013 SHOT Show marks the 35th anniversary of the hunting and shoot-
ing sports industry’s phenomenally successful trade show and the 30th anni-
versary of the exciting SHOT Show auction. This year’s auction is one of the 

most comprehensive and exciting in SHOT Show history, with one-of-a-kind fire-
arms and knives celebrating firearms marketing landmarks and tributes to America’s 
sporting traditions.

The 2013 auction will again be a month-long 
event on GunBroker.com, culminating on the 
final day of the SHOT Show. It will feature five 
special items, including a unique pair of Smith 
& Wesson handguns, a historic Winchester 
Model 70 rifle, an innovative Doug Turnbull 
TAR-10 semi-automatic rifle, and a one-of-a-
kind knife in recognition of America’s hunting 
heritage by Canal Street Cutlery. 

Smith & Wesson introduced its first semi-
automatic handgun in 1913 with the Model 
1913 .35 Automatic Pistol. The SHOT Show 
auction will commemorate Smith & Wesson’s 
100 years of semi-automatic handgun produc-
tion by pairing a new-condition Model 1913 
with a modern-manufacture and appropriately 
engraved Smith & Wesson Model 1911. 

The Model 1913 selected to commemorate 
the beginning of the 100-year span is a pristine 
example of the .35 auto, certified as being in 
“New Condition” by Smith & Wesson historian 
Roy Jinks. The historic handgun will include an 
original box and owner’s manual. In addition, 
the Model 1913 package will include a specially 
prepared history of the Model 1913 written and 
signed by Jinks. The modern end of the 100-
year auto-loading manufacture history is repre-
sented by an appropriately factory-engraved 
Model 1911. 

The high bidder for the pair of special hand-
guns will be invited to Smith & Wesson head-
quarters to meet with Jinks and Smith & 
Wesson executives and, at the buyer’s option, 
have their initials engraved on the trigger guard 
of the 1911. These very special handguns will be 
on display at the Smith & Wesson booth. 
#13731.

As a key component of celebrating the 75th 

Anniversary of its iconic Model 70, Winchester 
announced the production of a very limited edi-
tion of Model 70 Jack O’Connor Tribute Rifles 
to honor the incredible career of the outdoor 
writer. The limited run of 500 Jack O’Connor 
Tribute rifles sold out quickly, but Winchester 
set aside the very last gun in the tribute series to 
serve as this featured 2013 SHOT Show rifle. 
The rifle, hand-engraved at Baron Engraving, 
features a majestic whitetail buck on the butt-
plate, a rendition of the North American Sheep 
“Grand Slam” on the magazine floorplate, and 
O’Connor’s signature in gold on the trigger 
guard. The rifle can be viewed at the 
Winchester Booth. #15929.

As one of America’s premier builders of high-
quality collectible rifles, the folks at Turnbull 
Manufacturing have undertaken the production 
of a state-of-the-art carbon-steel .308 semi-
automatic rifle—and they have pulled out all the 
stops in presenting Serial #TAR-00001 of the 
new model as a 2013 SHOT Show rifle. The 
rifle is has been engraved by Adams and Adams 
and features exquisite gold inlay. The rifle can 
be viewed at the GunBroker.com booth. #15147.

The 2013 SHOT Show knife is serial #001 of 
the new Canal Street Cutlery Highland 
Skinner. This highly collectible knife is designed 
by Oleh Stecyk in collaboration with Canal 
Street Cutlery. The knife is hand- and laser-
engraved in a hunting heritage theme by Baron 
Engraving. The knife can be viewed at the 
Canal Street Cutlery booth. #2048. 

Each of these unique collector’s items is avail-
able exclusively for auction on GunBroker.com. 
You may bid at GunBroker.com or visit Booth 
#15147. Bidding closes at 2 p.m. Friday, January 
18, 2013.

Clockwise from 
top left: Highland 
Skinner knife, 
designed by Oleh  
Stecyk from 
Canal Street 
Cutlery; Smith & 
Wesson 1911; and 
a highly engraved 
state-of-the-art 
modern sporting 
rifle in .308 from 
Turnbull 
Manufacturing.

Petzl Looks  
to Strix 
This year Petzl looks 
to cast a little illumi-
nation via two tacti-
cal headlamps that 
offer multiple carry-
ing options. The Strix 
line follows Petzl’s mis-
sion to offer practical solu-
tions to common problems and 
to provide users with increased 
access to otherwise inaccessible places 
day or night. Both the VL and Ir were creat-
ed to meet the requirements of the military 
during operations where stealth is absolute-
ly crucial.

“We worked very closely with special 
operators and tactical teams on the design 
of the Strix,” says marketing director John 
Evans. “For example, they wanted a light 
that had really versatile mounting options; 
the biaxial design of the Strix lets you 
mount it on either side of a helmet, a load-
bearing vest, or on a headband while direct-
ing the beam exactly where it’s needed.”

The headlamps provide hands-free opera-
tion for working efficiently, and both ver-
sions can be mounted on a helmet with an 
Ops Core aCH-arC system via integrated 
rail, with no rail system using an aPaPT Strix 
plate, or on a vest with an integrated MOLLE 
clip. In addition, both the Strix Ir and VL fea-
ture a double-rotation system of the body 
and head of the lamp for orienting the beam 
180 degrees horizontally and 120 degrees 
vertically. The VL offers two lighting configu-
rations, including red, green, and blue for 
close-range work, along with white lighting 
in three modes, including a low-intensity 
beam for stealth and close-range vision 
mode. The Ir offers the added Ir lighting 
with three modes, including close-range 
vision, movement mode, and a flashing IFF 
(Identification Friend or Foe) mode. 

The constant lighting feature guarantees 
that performance of the headlamps does 
not decrease as the batteries are drained, 
and switches to reserve mode accordingly. a 
pulse control allows each mode to be 
accessed and quickly turned off, while a 
scan function instantly turns off when the 
button is released. Both models are available 
in camo and black, provide noiseless knob 
manipulation, and have a charge indicator 
that flashes when the battery is low so users 
won’t be caught in the dark. Booth #10167. 

The biaxial design of the Strix headlamp lets 
you direct the light wherever it needs to be 
while mounted on either side of a helmet.
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Leatherman Tool 
Group Celebrates 
30th Anniversary
W hen mechanical engineer Tim Leatherman sold his first multi-tool, in 

1983, he could not have known that a two-person enterprise founded 
in a small machine shop would grow to a team of nearly 500 people. 

What he did know was his goal: Keep his company and the manufacturing pro-
cess in Oregon in order to create not only high-quality and useful tools, but 
high-quality jobs for his hometown’s local economy. This year, Leatherman 
Tool Group will celebrate its 30th anniversary, and Leatherman can proudly 
say, “Goal accomplished.”

Although Tim Leatherman retired as 
president of Leatherman Tool Group in 
2005, his successor, president and CEO Jake 
Nichol, continues to follow Leatherman’s 
vision, and under his watch has taken the 
company to new heights. His implementa-
tion of lean manufacturing techniques have 
improved the workflow processes by nearly 
37 percent, in the process eliminating waste, 
streamlining relationships with suppliers, 
and improving time-to-market. Freeing up 
resources allowed Nichol and his team in 
2010 to engineer the acquisition of one of 
the world’s leading flashlight makers, LED 
Lenser, as well as the purchase of Seattle’s 
popular pocket tool company, PocketToolX. 

In addition to expanding through  
acquisitions, just last year the company 
started a new innovation lab company, 
FreeRangePDX, dedicated solely to the 
development of new product ideas and rapid 
prototyping. The group is located at a dif-
ferent site from Leatherman headquarters 
and employs a staff of engineers, marketers, 
and industrial designers responsible for 
coming up with and proving out new ideas. 

“With the Tool Group companies, we’ve 
built an extremely strong New Product 
Development (NPD) process for the multi-
tool and lighting categories,” says Nichol. “It 

has well-defined milestones for product  
ideation and a filtering process that ensures 
we’re delivering fresh and relevant new 
designs on time, on profit, and at cost targets. 
Instead of trying to break apart this successful 
model, we decided to create a whole new 
space—literally—where the focus was off spe-
cific products, or filtering for risk. A space 
where we didn’t have to ask ourselves, ‘Does 
that fit into one of our existing categories?’”

In the last 10 years, the company has also 
come a long way in standard product devel-
opment, moving from the launch of a new 
tool every few years to a few tools every sin-
gle year. This year alone the company will 
launch more than six new products, both 
traditional “multi-tools” and several activity-
specific “single-piece” pocket tools. 

From that oh-so-humble beginning, the 
Leatherman Tool Group has grown into an 
international behemoth that has sold more 
than 70 million tools in more than 100 
countries. That’s quite a legacy, but the 
founder believes the company’s culture is 
strong enough to provide continued growth. 
When asked about the future of his compa-
ny, Leatherman said, “In 30 years I expect 
we’ll still be doing well. Check back with me 
then to find out.” Booth #14512. (800-847-
8665; leatherman.com) 

Leatherman celebrates its 30 years with 
the Leatherman OHT, a 100 percent one- 
hand-operable multi-tool.

What’s happening
ATK SporTinG
Booth #14562
Celebrity appearances
tue., Jan. 15
10 a.m.–noon: CCI 
ammunition’s Troy and 
Jacob Landry, stars of 
Swamp People
11 a.m.–noon; 2–3 p.m.: 
demo: Todd Jarrett at 
Blackhawk stage
noon–1 p.m.: Exhibition 
shooter and TV host 
Tom Knapp
1–2 p.m.: The 
Outlanders, presented 
by Huntley ritter
2–3 p.m.: Fresh Tracks 
TV host randy 
newberg
Wed., Jan. 16
10 a.m.–noon: Swamp 
People including Troy 
and Jacob Landry

11 a.m.–noon; 2–3 p.m.: 
demo: Todd Jarrett at 
Blackhawk stage
noon–1 p.m.: Exhibition 
shooter and TV host 
Tom Knapp
1–3 p.m.: duck 
Commander team 
members from the hit 
series Duck Dynasty 
thu., Jan. 17
9–10 a.m.: Exhibition 
shooter Tim Bradley
10 a.m.–noon: Swamp 
People, including Troy 
and Jacob Landry
11 a.m.–noon; 2–3 p.m.: 
demo: Todd Jarrett at 
Blackhawk stage
1–3 p.m.: Team mem-
bers from Buck 
Commander, spon-
sored by Weaver 
Optics

Brownells to Give 
away a Dream 
Gun Package 

T he Brownells booth is always a popular—and 
must-see—stop at SHOT Show for those looking 
for the latest and greatest firearms parts, tools, and 

accessories. Attendees and exhibitors visiting the 
Brownells booth at SHOT Show 2013 will not only see 
the newest and best gun gear, but will also have the 
chance to win an incredible custom Dream Gun package 
provided by Brownells.

The “Brownells Dream Gun Sweepstakes” package 
includes the winner’s choice of any one of the Brownells 
Dream Guns, a course of their choice at the world-
renowned Gunsite Academy in Paulden, Arizona, plus 
$2,000 travel cash. To be eligible, people must visit the 
Brownells booth and have their credentials scanned. 

Among the 12 Dream Guns on display at the booth 
and available for the winner’s choosing are: highly cus-
tomized MSRs, Remington and Benelli shotguns, a 
Glock 17 pistol, 1911 pistols, and more. 

“Our Dream Guns have been awfully popular,” says 
Frank Brownell, chairman of Brownells. “We started out-
fitting MSRs and 1911s for our catalogs a couple of years 
ago to give our customers ideas for personalizing their 
own guns. With all of the great feedback, we started cus-
tomizing shotguns and other pistols, too. We’re looking 
forward to seeing all of the great folks at SHOT Show, 
and especially to give away one of these incredible guns.”

The winner will be drawn after the show and contact-
ed by Brownells. Entrants must be able to lawfully own 
the selected firearm in their state of residence and pro-
vide an authorized Federal Firearms Licensee for ship-
ping purposes.

Founded in 1939, Brownells is an Iowa-based, family-
owned company that supplies more than 75,000 firearms 
parts, accessories, reloading components, gunsmithing 
tools, and ammunition to armorers, gunsmiths, the mili-
tary, and shooters worldwide. In addition to its industry-
leading 100 percent lifetime guarantee (forever) on every 
product sold, the company’s staff of veteran gun techs is 
available to assist customers with technical help to fix any 
gun-related problem—free of charge. There are no mini-
mum order sizes or return/exchange fees. Booth #805. 
(800-741-0015; brownells.com) 
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Browning Expands Black Label 
Tactical Line
I n 2012, Browning introduced Browning Black Label Tactical Blades, which included 30 unique knives. For 2013, 

Browning is not only expanding its Black Label blade selection, but is also adding more tactical products, including tactical 
clothing, gear bags, range accessories, and gun safes.

“We all expected a positive reaction 
to the Black Label knives, but it defi-
nitely exceeded our expectations,” 
says Browning project manager Rafe 
Nielsen. “The response ramped up 
our efforts to broaden the line, and it 
set a pretty high bar for us to reach.” 

The new Black Label range acces-
sories include tactical glasses and 
goggles, a tactical hearing protector, 
and a range kit. A line of tactical bags 
and cases will include the Alfa shoul-
der bag, Alfa pistol case, and Alfa 
long-gun case. Black Label clothing 
will include two tactical pant models, 
four tactical shirts, soft shell vest and 
jacket, fleece vest and jacket, perfor-
mance T-shirts, a waterproof jacket, 
and the three-layer WindKill jacket. 

“The tactical market is becoming 
increasingly important to Browning,” 
says Nielsen. “The Browning name 
has always had a strong history with 
the military and law enforcement, so 
our new Black Label tactical products 
have a natural position in that market.”

The Tactical FMJ WindKill jacket 
features two chest-concealed carry 
pockets, ConcealAccess split sides 
with non-locking zippers, armpit zip-
pers, and two side slash pockets. SRP: 
$225 to $240. Black Label tactical 
pants feature wear-resistant canvas 
fabric with a partial elasticized waist-
band and heavy-duty belt loops. The 
pant has internal knee-pad pockets, 
two accessory side pockets, leading-
edge hidden-zippered side pockets, 

and two rear pockets.SRP: $80 to $87. 
The tactical shirt is constructed of 
lightweight cotton/spandex and fea-
tures SnapShot hidden magnetic cen-
ter buttons for fast access to a shoul-
der holster or chest pockets. The 
shirts sport a long, vented back, two 
front-load pockets, and two pleated 
chest pockets. SRP: $53 to $72.

The Tactical Alfa Range Bag is con-
structed of heavy-duty padded ballistic 
polyester fabric shell with water- 
resistant urethane interior coating. 
The roomy main compartment has 
four organizer pockets; it also has two 
zippered side compartments with six 

elastic magazine retainers and internal 
organizer pockets. A removable 
ammo/accessory bag with zippered 
top and hook and loop side pocket 
gives added versatility. SRP: $115.

The new Evader Tactical Hearing 
Protector is a lightweight folding 
tactical earmuff (NRR 31db) with an 
adjustable cushioned headband and 
soft earcup cushions for improved 
comfort and a better seal. SRP: $53.

“We’ve divided the tactical market 
into basically two segments: military/
law enforcement and recreational/
competitive shooter,” says Nielsen. 
“We’ve specifically designed products 

that target each segment, as well as 
products that work as great crossover 
items.

“Primarily, our tactical customer is 
someone who has enjoyed Browning 
hunting products, and now they get 
to take the brand they love with them 
on the tactical side,” he says. “We 
also hope to pick up new customers 
who may not have a history with 
Browning hunting, but recognize 
Browning for quality products and 
can trust the Black Label name to be 
‘The Best There Is’ in the tactical 
market.” Booth #12740. (801-876-
2711; browning.com) —Robert F. Staeger

Blackhawk opens new Facility in u.S.
I n reinforcing its commitment to ensuring top-

quality made-in-America products, Blackhawk 
recently opened a new facility in Manhattan, 

Montana. The new production complex will pro-
duce injection-molded holsters, buttstocks, and 
shooting sports accessories that will go into prod-
uct lines intended for military, law enforcement, 
and shooting enthusiasts. Key product lines made 
here will include Blackhawk’s Serpa line of  
holsters, Knoxx buttstocks, and Outers cleaning 
products.

The new plant boasts more than 80,000 square 
feet of workspace, along with the latest technolog-
ically advanced manufacturing equipment. It 
replaces an older plant, allowing the company to 
not only preserve 100 jobs in the area, but also to 
add another 60. 

“Montana has been a great place for us to call 
home,” says Blackhawk president Anthony Acitelli 
during the dedication ceremony. “We’re very excit-
ed to open a brand-new facility in Manhattan, and 
we certainly appreciate all the support we’ve 
received to help us get here today. The larger, more 

advanced facility will allow us to take on more busi-
ness, hire more people, and continue to grow.”

Blackhawk’s economic impact from its opera-
tions in Manhattan extends well beyond the 160 
projected jobs at the facility, as those employees 
spend money on food, housing, and other needs, 
supporting what is estimated to be more than 250 
jobs throughout the region. 

“The direct impact Blackhawk has had on the 
community of Manhattan and surrounding areas is 
tremendous,” said Montana governor Brian 
Schweitzer. “The original economic impact calcu-
lated for this project exceeded $120 million over a 
five-year period.”

Blackhawk is owned by ATK, makers of Federal 
Premium Ammunition, which acquired the com-
pany from former Navy SEAL Mike Noell in 
2010. The company is still headquartered in 
Norfolk, Virginia, where it has been since its 
founding in 1993. In addition to Montana, 
Blackhawk has production facilities in Idaho and 
North Carolina. Booth #14562. (800-694-5263; 
blackhawk.com) —Doug Howlett

The success of 
Browning’s Black 
Label tactical 
knives has led to 
an expansion of 
the Black Label 
brand, into such 
categories as 
tactical clothing, 
hearing protec-
tion, range 
accessories, and 
more. 

Blackhawk’s new facility in Manhattan, Montana, 
will eventually employ up to 160 people–a signifi-
cant increase in personnel from its previous plant.
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Swanson Russell Reaches  
a Major Milestone 
Public relations firm hits 50-year mark, remains key partner for  
many SHOT Show participants

A company that has represented numerous clients at the SHOT Show for decades has been celebrating a rare anniversary 
of its own. Swanson Russell, based in Lincoln, Nebraska, is 50 years old, an age that is estimated to be achieved by only 
about 10 percent of all advertising agencies past and present.

Started in 1962, Swanson Russell 
has grown to be among the largest 
agencies serving the hunting and 
shooting industry.

“I am often asked how an agency 
located in the heartland of the United 
States has been able to establish itself 
on such a national level,” says Brian 
Boesche, partner/chief creative offi-
cer. “It really started with a conscious 
decision to have a specific focus of 
expertise. Outdoor recreation is one 
of a handful of industries for which 
we chose to target our efforts.” 

Currently, Swanson Russell provides 
creative, media, public relations, data-
base, and interactive services to such 
premium outdoor recreation brands as 
Weatherby, Hodgdon, Leupold, 
Redfield, SIG Sauer, Woolrich, 
Nosler, and Otis Technology. 

“One of our founders, Gus 
Swanson, was an avid outdoorsman, 
and that allowed us as an agency to 
naturally gravitate toward companies 
that target hunters, shooters, and 
anglers,” Boesche says. “Our chair-
man of the board, Steve Russell, is an 
avid outdoorsman as well. During his 
25 years as president, he spearheaded 
the effort to work with many of the 
top brands in the outdoor industry.”

Weatherby (Booth #12729) has 
worked with Swanson Russell for 
more than two decades. During that 
time, Weatherby and Swanson 

Russell have forged a relationship 
that has been highly successful for 
the two partners.

“It has been important for us to 
work with an agency that truly 
understands the firearms industry 
and our target audience of hunters 
and shooters,” says Mike Schwiebert, 
Weatherby director of marketing. 
“From the beginning, Swanson 
Russell has been instrumental in 
assisting us in developing messages 
that resonate with our customers. 
They have also been crucial in help-
ing us efficiently and effectively 
deliver those messages through the 
correct channels.”

Knowing the target audience and 
building and maintaining a relation-
ship with that audience and the cli-
ents are all part of what Swanson 
Russell identifies as its brand prom-
ise—Real Connection. 

“We’re big believers in the power 
of brand,” says Boesche. “So much 
so, we’ve worked hard to develop our 
own. Real Connection is not just a 
catchphrase we can stick on a coffee 
mug. It’s the way we do business. At 
the end of the day, it’s about working 
relentlessly to bring our clients’ 
brands together with the people who 
live them.” 

That Real Connection brand phi-
losophy was evident when Swanson 
Russell worked with Weatherby to 

capture and engage an avid customer 
base. After extensively researching 
the firearms company’s audience, it 
was determined that the passion 
Weatherby owners had for their guns 
and the brand presented a perfect 
opportunity to create a dedicated 
social media platform.

“Together we created 
WeatherbyNation.com, and immedi-
ately got an overwhelming positive 
response from gun owners,” says 
Boesche. “From the very beginning, 
the audience not only interacted with 
each other, but they also connected 
with the brand and the people 
behind the brand.”

Today, the Weatherby Nation 
community has grown to more than 
70,000 people, and the bond between 
brand and customer is as strong as 
ever.

Being able to make a Real 
Connection between the audience 
and brand also requires the ability to 
understand and use the products. 
Swanson Russell has worked diligent-
ly with another of its clients, Leupold 
(Booth #11962, #13023), to get a true 
picture of product performance.

“Members of the Swanson Russell 
account team spend time with our 
sales and promotion staff not only to 
get educated about our products, but 
also to hear feedback we have 
received from our customers,” says 

Mike Slack, Leupold’s senior adver-
tising and communications manager. 
“We also know many members of the 
Swanson Russell team are avid hunt-
ers and spend time in the field using 
our products.”

Another long-time client of 
Swanson Russell is Hodgdon (Booth 
#16738), a SHOT Show regular. The 
two partners have worked diligently 
to make sure they develop marketing 
messages that connect with their tar-
get audiences. 

“Swanson Russell has been our 
agency of choice for more than 15 
years. They go out of their way to 
understand our uniquely diverse 
product line, along with its branding 
marketing strategies,” says Chris 
Hodgdon, public relations manager. 
“Swanson Russell is highly creative, 
delivering the most talked-about ads 
in the industry. They’ve been a huge 
part of Hodgdon’s success.”

By working with world-renowned 
brands, Swanson Russell has grown 
exponentially in the past five decades. 
The agency currently employs 140 
people and has reached annual bill-
ings of nearly $100 million. Although 
the agency does serve several indus-
tries, including agriculture, lawn and 
landscape, and healthcare, the out-
door recreation market continues to 
be a key component of its overall 
success.  

Clockwise from 
left: Vice presi-
dent/account 
supervisor dick 
Placzek gets 
some “in the 
field” experience 
on a shooting 
range. Swanson 
russell’s building 
in Lincoln, 
nebraska. The 
firm is celebrat-
ing its 50th year 
in business, due 
in large part to 
the hunting and 
shooting indus-
tries. Creative 
director Joe 
Maguire works 
with television 
talent to set up a 
shot properly.
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Varied Assortment
From rimfires to big bores, 2013 is a big year for  
new-rifle introductions of all types By Chris Christian

T his year sees the largest and most diverse selection of new 
rifles in recent memory. On the rimfire side, a number of 
new models from CZ-USA and Legacy Sports offer an 

array of fun gun choices in .22LR, .22WMR, and .17 HMR. In 
the bolt-action arena, new models run the full gamut, from 
lightweight game rifles, accuracy-guaranteed target guns, and 
heavy varminters to compact, suppressor-ready tactical guns and 
big-bore rifles that will reach out and touch targets as far out as 
2,000 yards. 

And that’s not all. A totally new 
(and very accurate) Remington hunt-
ing rifle will appeal to the price- 
conscious customer.

The AR-pattern Modern Sporting 
Rifle now appears in a staggering 
array of new models that can handle 
just about any task a rifle can be 
assigned, be it target, varmint, 3-Gun 
competition, tactical LE, or home-
defense use. There are even some 
classic lever guns in the mix. 

If rifles are big in your inventory, 
take notes. You’ll need them!

ArmaLite
New for 2013 is the ArmaLite AR 
30A1. This is the next evolution of 
ArmaLite’s AR-30 bolt-action tactical 
and target long-range rifle. It will be 
available in .300 Win. Mag. and .338 
Lapua, in both dedicated target and 
tactical versions.

The .300 Win. Mag. features a 
24-inch barrel, while the .338 Lapua 
uses a 26-inch tube. Both feature a 
removable muzzle brake. (The .300 
Win. Mag. uses 5/8-24 threads; the 
.338 Lapua uses ¾-24 threads. Both 
threads are standard within the 
sound suppressor industry and allow 
a number of suppressors to be 
attached for tactical applications.) 

Both models use a single-stage trig-
ger. The bolt-mounted safety mecha-
nism locks the firing pin to the rear 
and is considered stronger than a 
sear- or trigger-blocking safety. Both 
also use a single-stack detachable 
magazine constructed from steel, with 
a deep magazine well for positive 
magazine changes and positioning. 
Ambidextrous magazine releases allow 
the shooter to eject and catch the 
magazine with the same hand.

The competition-grade chrome 

moly barrel (1:10 twist for both cali-
bers) is housed in a rigid aluminum 
stock with ArmaLite’s patented 
V-Lock bedding wedge and V-Block 
stock. The stock features an adjust-
able cheekpiece, and the buttstock 
can be removed with a single Allen 
wrench for compact transport. 
Standard and target buttstocks are 
interchangeable on any receiver. 

A top 20 MOA Picatinny rail rides 
over the receiver for convenient 
optics mounting. The Picatinny rails 
on both sides of the forearm allow 
for the installation of other devices.

The .300 Win. Mag. weighs in at 
14.5 pounds; the .338 Lapua tips the 
scales at 15.3 pounds. Each gun 
includes one 5-round magazine, 
detachable sight and accessory rails, a 
hard case, a sling, and an owner’s 
manual. SRP: $3,264 for the standard 
Win. Mag.; $3,460 for the target ver-
sion; $3,404 for the standard Lapua; 

and $3,599 for the Target Lapua.
The .416 Barrett cartridge has 

proven itself to be one of the most 
effective long-range/soft-target 
rounds available. It is capable of stay-
ing supersonic out to 2,000 yards, 
and that extended trans-sonic point is 
a key to its exceptional accuracy. For 
2013, ArmaLite will offer the .416 
Barrett in its AR-50A1 platform in 
the new AR-50A1-.416 Barrett (SRP: 
$3,359). It offers all the features of 
the standard AR-50A1, including the 
V-Lock bedding wedge, the V-Block 
aluminum stock, and the highly 
effective AR-50A1 muzzle brake.

Although large-caliber bolt guns 
garner a lot of attention, compact car-
bines are more likely to be carried 
into harm’s way by military and law 
enforcement personnel. ArmaLite 
adds to that mix with a new  
compact carbine rifle chambered for 
7.62x51mm/.308. ArmaLite already 
manufactures the AR-10A2 carbine, 
based upon a traditional A2 front 
sight, A2 upper receiver, and perma-
nent carry handle. The new AR-10LE 
(SRP: $2,199) combines an innovative 
A2-style front sight with an A4 flattop 
upper receiver that can accommodate 
a wide variety of sights, scopes, lights, 

Armalite The ar-50a1-.416 is 
an ar-50a1 modified to accept the 
.416 Barrett. The rifle features a 
V-Lock bedding wedge, a V-Block 
aluminum stock, and a muzzle 
brake. This is a rifle for long-range 
shooters, as the cartridge is capa-
ble of shots out to 2,000 yards.

Colt Given its weight (13.2 
pounds), the M2012 in .308 has 
obviously been designed for  
precision shooting. it sports a 
button-rifled, match-grade barrel.
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and other LE accessories. The new 
A2-style front sight was designed by 
ArmaLite and manufactured from 
forgings at their factory. The front 
sight is taller than traditional A2 front 
sights to account for the difference in 
AR-15 and AR-10 receiver heights. 
This eliminates any issues with being 
able to zero iron sights when a carry-
handle-type sight or flip-up sights is 
used instead of optics.

The AR-10LE features a 16-inch 
chrome-lined moly barrel with a 
11.25-twist. A Troy Medieval Muzzle 
Brake adorns the muzzle, and 
ArmaLite claims it is tough enough 
to use as an improvised breaching 
device if the situation requires it.

The ERGOF 93 buttstock features 
a fixed cheekpiece for a consistent 
and repeatable cheek weld in any of 
the eight available stock-adjustment 
positions. Once the buttstock is 

locked into a position, it is as rigid as 
any fixed stock. The length-of-pull 
adjustment available is 4 inches. 

The trigger is a tactical two-stage, 
and the rifle’s empty weight is 
9 pounds. The AR-10LE is shipped 
with one 10-round magazine, a sling, a 
black case, and an owner’s manual, and 
is covered by ArmaLite’s limited war-
ranty. Booth #11771. (800-336-0184; 
armalite.com)

Bushmaster
For 2013, all catalogued Bushmaster 
Varminter, Predator, and 308 Hunter 
rifles will feature the new Magpul 
MOE Rifle Stock. The new profile 
provides a round forend, a flattop 
design with a Picatinny receiver rail 
for mounting optics, and a gentle 
butthook to aid in control when fir-
ing with the forend on a rest or 

Del-Ton designed 
for 3-Gun competi-
tions, the dTI 
Evolution (left) fea-
tures a 16-inch CMV 
chrome-lined light-
weight barrel, a 
Samson Evolution 
free-float rail, and a 
mil-spec buffer 
tube. The dT Sport 
Or (right) utilizes a 
16-inch 4140 steel 
barrel. 
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bipod. Booth #14229. (800-883-
6229; bushmaster.com)

Colt Competition
Given its weight (13.2 pounds), the 
.308 Colt M2012 has obviously been 
designed for precision shooting. It 
features a button-rifled, 22-inch, 
match-grade stainless custom fluted 
barrel (1:10 twist); a single-stage 
Timney trigger; a Magpul pistol grip; 
and a Cooper Firearms muzzle brake. 
SRP: $3,799. Booth #12529. (503-
783-2658; coltcompetitionrifle.com) 

CZ-USA
The CZ 455 is the next generation of 
the CZ bolt-action rimfire and will 
eventually replace the 452 line by 
consolidating all rimfire bolt-action 
receivers into one common platform. 
The CZ 455 allows the use of inter-
changeable barrels, calibers, and stock 
configurations. The common features 
of the 455 line include a rimfire bolt-
action fully machined from bar stock, 
a trigger adjustable for weight of pull 
(with a single-set trigger available on 
some models), a cold-hammer-forged 
barrel, a detachable magazine, stan-
dard 11mm rimfire scope-mounting 
dovetails milled into the receiver, 
interchangeable barrels, and inter-
changeable stocks. Five new CZ 455 
model variations enter the CZ rimfire 
line this year. 

The CZ 455 American Synthetic 
(SRP: $374) is chambered for .22LR. 
It features a black American-style syn-
thetic stock and blued metalwork, a 
20.5-inch barrel without supplied 
sights, an adjustable trigger, and a 
five-round detachable magazine. It 
has an empty weight of 5.81 pounds. 
The CZ 455 Varmint SST is 
equipped with a single-set trigger sys-
tem. The trigger is adjustable in both 
the primary and single-set pull 
weights. It features a 20.5-inch heavy 
barrel (without supplied sights), a wal-
nut stock and blued metalwork, and a 
five-round detachable magazine. It 
will be available in .22LR (SRP: $509) 
and .17 HMR (SRP: $536).

The CZ 455 Tacticool (SRP: $522) 
is designed as a rimfire training rifle 
but provides features that also make it 
a good choice for precision .22LR 
chores. It offers a black-painted lami-
nate stock with ambidextrous palm 
swells, an especially high Monte 
Carlo cheekpiece to accommodate 
larger scopes, and a beavertail forend 
to accommodate bag rests or a bipod, 
with a gentle buttstock hook to pro-
vide greater control with bag or 
bipod. The metalwork is blued. It 
features a five-round detachable mag-
azine, a 20.5-inch heavy barrel (with-
out iron sights), and the standard CZ 
455 adjustable trigger. 

The CZ 455 Varmint Thumbhole 
SST Fluted incorporates a vented 
Boyd’s thumbhole stock in a forest-
finished laminate construction, with 
blued metalwork. The 20.5-inch heavy 

fluted barrel comes without sights. 
The trigger mechanism is CZ’s Single 
Set Trigger (SST). A five-round 
detachable magazine is standard, and 
it will be available in .22LR (SRP: 
$588) and .17 HMR (SRP: $615).

Lastly, in the rimfire line, the CZ 
455 Single Set Trigger assembly will 
now be available as an accessory item 
(SRP: $60), and CZ states that it will 
fit all existing 455 actions with a seri-
al number of A956497 or higher.

In the centerfire arena, the CZ 527 
will now be available in the .17 
Hornet. Based upon the .22 Hornet 
cartridge case, the .17 Hornet will 
launch a 20-grain Superformance 
Hornady V-MAX bullet to 3,650 fps 
while delivering trajectory perfor-
mance similar to a 55-grain .223 
Rem. load, but with less recoil and a 
lower price. 

The CZ 527 bolt-action offers a 
true micro-length Mauser-style 
ac tion with controlled feed. A 
hammer- forged barrel, a single-set 
SST trigger, and a recessed target 
crown complete the package. Integral 
16mm scope dovetail mounts are set 
into the forged, square bridge receiv-

DPMS The 6.8 Hunter (left) uses a 
20-inch stainless fluted barrel with a 
free-float tube. The 300 Personal 
defense Weapon (right) utilizes an 
aaC Blackout flash hider.
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er using CZ rings. The rifle ships with a five-
round detachable magazine. The CZ 527 .17 
Hornet will be available in two versions, both with 
walnut stocks and blued metalwork. 

The CZ 527 American (SRP: $711) features the 
classic American-style stock in a sporter weight, 
with a 21.9-inch barrel. Scope rings are included. 
The CZ 527 Varmint (SRP: $704) has a heavy 
24-inch barrel. Scope rings are not included.

Two new selective-fire guns will be available only 
for military or law enforcement customers. The CZ 
805 Bren A2 is offered in two models: a 14.17-inch 
and a 10.91-inch barrel. It is a modular piston-
operated rifle chambered for the 5.56mm/.223 
round with a four-position safety—Safe, Single 
Shot, Two Round Burst, and Full Auto.

The modular construction allows it to switch 
between calibers and magazine configurations. 
Removing the barrel/piston system involves only 

six easily accessible screws. With a simple change 
of the bolt face, the rifle can shoot either 
5.56x45mm or 7.62x39mm. The current Bren uses 
an alloy frame and comes in the A1 configuration 
with a 14.17-inch barrel. The A2 configuration 
comes with a 10.91-inch barrel. Empty weight is 
about 7.5 pounds. Both models include a mono-
lithic 1913 top rail and accessory rail on the side 
and bottom. The standard fixed folding stock can 
be quickly changed to a folding, adjustable length-
of-pull stock, or it can be removed completely and 
replaced with a sling end pistol cap. Booth #16351. 
(913-321-2251; cz-usa.com)

Del-Ton
Designed for 3-Gun competitions, the DTI 
Evolution features a 16-inch CMV chrome-lined 
lightweight barrel (1:9 twist), a Samson Evolution 

free-float rail, and M4 feed ramps. Other features 
include a Samson Quick Flip Dual Aperture rear 
sight and Samson folding front sight, a two-stage 
mil-spec trigger, a Magpul MOE+ Grip, a Magpul 
CTR mil-spec buttstock, and a mil-spec buffer tube. 
Empty weight is 6.5 pounds. SRP: $1,300.

The DT Sport OR is designed to hit a lower 
price point. It features a 16-inch 4140 steel barrel 
(1:10 twist). Other features include an A3 flattop 
with white “T” marks and a hard-coat anodized, 
mil-spec-forged 7075 T6 aluminum lower receiver 
and an M4 six-position buttstock. Empty weight is 
5.6 pounds. SRP: $699.

The Echo 316H OR is a mid-priced A3 heavy-
barreled carbine designed to offer years of service 
and reliability. Key features include a 16-inch 
chrome-moly vanadium barrel (1:9 twist), M4 feed 
ramps, an A3 flattop with white “T” marks, a hard-
coat anodized, mil-spec forged 7075 T6 aluminum 
lower receiver, and an M4 six-position buttstock. 

Mossberg
The MVP 
(Mossberg 
Varmint 
Predator) Patrol 
rifle in 5.56mm 
now boasts a 
16.25-inch medi-
um bull barrel 
threaded to 
accept an a2 
flash suppressor. 
Other features 
include 
Mossberg’s LBa 
(Lightning Bolt 
action) trigger 
system designed 
for a crisp, creep-
free trigger pull. In 
addition, the trig-
ger pull weight is 
adjustable from 2 
to 7 pounds. The 
MVP accepts 
standard MSr 
magazines and is 
available with a 
10-round maga-
zine and a 
3–9X32mm 
scope. SrP: 
$462. Booth 
#12734. (203-230-
5300; mossberg 
.com)

FNH The alpine Ballista is a fully 
modular multi-caliber bolt-action 
rifle designed for precision fire at 
extended ranges. It features a 
high-strength vibration-isolated 
aluminum-alloy receiver. The 
ambidextrous stock is adjustable.
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Legacy The 
2013 line sports  

a new look,  
courtesy of a 

licensing deal 
between Legacy 
and Moon Shine 

attitude attire. 
Various models 

will now be avail-
able in camo 

patterns such as 
Harvest Moon 

(seen on this 
Howa 1500  

bolt-action), 
Outshine, and 

Muddy Girl. 

Empty weight is 6.4 pounds. SRP: 
$864. Booth #25407. (910-645-2172; 
del-ton.com)

DPMS Panther 
Arms
Several product changes mark 
DPMS’ new offerings this year. The 
2013 TPR Rifle (SRP: $1,399) will 
now feature the Magpul MOE Rifle 
Stock as well as a full-length upper 
rail for optics or sight mounting, a 
muzzle brake, and a short quad rail 
for the addition of lights and lasers. 
The 2013 Agency Carbine (SRP: 
$1,399) has been re-designed to use 
more DPMS components. It has 
eliminated undesired add-ons and 
the Surefire light, and has added a 
Magpul rear sight.

The 300 Personal Defense 
Weapon features a 7.5-inch barrel-
with an AAC Blackout flash hider, 
4-inch rail handguard, an SOG verti-
cal grip, and Magpul vertical sights. 
SRP: $1,289. The 6.8 Rem. SPC has 
slipped from many’s view, but it 
remains a very capable cartridge with 
modest recoil. The New DPMS 6.8 
Hunter (SRP: $1.269) makes it avail-
able with a fixed stock, a round 
forend, a receiver-mounted Picatinny 
rail for optics mounting, and a 
20-inch stainless, Teflon-coated flut-
ed barrel with a carbon-fiber free-
float tube. Booth #14229. (800-578-
3767; dpmsinc.com)

FNH USA
Built by Unique Alpine AG and mar-
keted by FNH, the FN/Unique 
Alpine Ballista is a fully modular 
multi-caliber bolt-action rifle 
designed for precision fire at extend-
ed ranges. Available in .308 Win., 
.300 Win. Mag., and .338 Lapua, it 
features a high-strength, vibration-
isolated, aluminum-alloy receiver. 
The receiver mounts a mil-spec 1913 
rail, and has multiple rail segments 
for slings, a bipod, lights, or lasers. 
The action trigger system is fully 
adjustable for a single or two-stage 
release between 2 and 5 pounds. It is 
equipped with a 26-inch fluted barrel 
that may be changed for other bar-
rels/calibers in under two minutes, 
and all installed barrels remain true 
to the receiver’s centerline. Fed from 
a detachable magazine, the stock is an 

ambidextrous model that is fully 
adjustable for length of pull, butt 
plate height, comb height, and cast 
on or off. SRP: $9,995 for the basic 
rifle, without additional barrels or 
accessories.

The FN SPR A5 XP (SRP: $2,899) 
is an enhanced version of the existing 
SPR A5M bolt-action platform. New 
features include a threaded muzzle to 
accept suppressors, a threaded tacti-
cal bolt knob, a 1:12 twist barrel to 
handle suppressed rounds, and a 
McMillan cheek rest. This model 
replaces all current SPR models.

For existing owners of the FNH 
SCAR rifles, barrel assemblies in 
shorter lengths are now available. 
Each complete barrel assembly 
includes the front sight and gas-block 
assembly, a gas piston, an underside 
rail, and a flash hider factory-installed. 
They are available in 10- and 14-inch 
lengths for the SCAR 16S, and 13 
inches for the SCAR 17S. SRP: 
$1,299 to $1,499. Booth #13462. 
(703-288-3500; fnhusa.com)

Legacy Sports 
International
Legacy Sports recently announced a 
licensing agreement with Moon 
Shine Attitude Attire in order to 
offer the popular Moon Shine camo 
patterns on Howa rifles, Escort shot-
guns, ISSC pistols, and Citadel M-1 
.22 rifles in selected parts numbers. 
The available camo patterns will 
consist of Harvest Moon, Outshine, 
and Muddy Girl.

The Howa 1500 bolt-action fea-
tures a three-position safety, a HACT 
two-stage trigger system, a forged 
one-piece bolt with two locking lugs, 
and an M16-style extractor. Available 
in a number of existing models, the 
new Moon Shine camo versions are 
available as rifles alone, or as a gun/
scope package featuring a Nikko 
Stirling Nighteater 3–9x42 riflescope 
that includes rings and bases.

For smaller-statured shooters, the 
Howa Youth model rifles will also 
include the Moon Shine camo pat-
terns. The Youth models feature a 
No. 1 contour 20-inch barrel, a 
Hogue Overmolded youth stock with 
a 12.5-inch length of pull that fea-
tures cobblestone texturing on the 
forend and pistol grip. The Youth 
series is available in .204 Ruger, .223 

Rem., .22-250 Rem., .243 Win., .308 
Win., and 7mm-08 Rem.

Legacy’s M-1 carbine “lookalike” 
M-1 .22 Carbine line will be expand-
ed to offer synthetic stocks dipped in 
the above-mentioned Moon Shine 
patterns. The M-1 .22 features an 
18-inch barrel with six-groove rifling 
in a 1:16 twist, an adjustable rear 
sight, and semi-auto blowback action, 
and operates from a 10-round maga-
zine. In keeping with its 35-inch M-1 
Carbine profile, it features a polymer 
bayonet lug, and the stock is cut for 
the traditional M-1 oiler and sling. 
SRP: $366.

A new rimfire bolt-action rifle 
joins the Legacy lineup this year. 
The ISSC 22/17 is a straight-pull 
bolt-action. It features an adjustable 
trigger, is fed from a 10-round maga-
zine, and sports a 20-inch barrel. It 
will be offered in three stock styles: 
classic wood, synthetic, and an AW 
(Arctic Warfare) model that features 
a folding stock with an adjustable 
cheekpiece and a butt spike. It will be 
available in .22LR (1:16.4 barrel 
twist rate), .22WMR (1:17.7 twist 
rate), and .17HMR (1:9 twist rate). 

In a more traditional vein, Legacy 
Sports announces the revival of its 
Howa laminate stock series of classic 
Varminter Supreme, Thumbhole 
Varminter Supreme, and Thumbhole 
Sporter rifles. The laminated stocks 
will be available in blued/nutmeg or 
stainless/pepper colors. All feature 
the standard Howa 1500 bolt-action/
HACT trigger-operating system. 
The Varminter Supreme and 
Thumbhole Varminter are equipped 
with No. 6 contour heavy barrels and 
beavertail forearm stocks with six 
cooling vents in the forend. The 
Thumbhole Sporter uses a No. 2 
contour sporter barrel and traditional 
field stock. Barrels are free-floated 
on each model. Booth #3036. (800-
553-4229; legacysports.com)

Remington
A number of new models enter the 
Remington line this year, but the big-
gest news is likely what Remington 
refers to as its next-generation bolt-
action—the Remington Model 783. 
This new bolt-action model is 
designed to fit into the price point in 
the gap between the Model 770 and 
the Model 700 SPS without sacrific-

Remington The Model 783 bolt-action utilizes a cylindrical 
receiver and a magnum contour button-rifled barrel for 
enhanced accuracy. The barrel is attached to the receiver via a 
barrel-nut system that allows for precise headspace settings.
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ing performance. The new design 
features premium magnum contour 
button-rifled barrels and a cylindrical 
receiver with a minimum-size ejec-
tion port for a more rigid action. The 
barrel is attached to the receiver with 
a barrel-nut system that allows for 
very precise headspace settings. The 
stock is a modern synthetic material 
with a black finish and uses pillar 
bedding to secure the action. The 
stock uses integral molded sling swiv-
el studs and is equipped with 
Remington’s SuperCell recoil pad. 

The trigger assembly features a 
two-position safety, and the trigger 
pull weight is factory-set at 3.5 
pounds but is consumer-adjustable. 
The rifle is shipped without sights, 
with the option of using a one-piece 
Weaver-style rail or integral scope 
base/ring set. The Model 783 will 
initially be available in a 22-inch bar-
rel in .270 Win., .30/06, and .308 
Win.; a 24-inch 7mm Rem. Mag. 
also will be available. SRP: $451.10.

The new Model 700 SPS Wood 
Tech offers the classic Remington 
700 action in a synthetic classic-style 
stock that features a walnut-appear-
ing finish, with black Hogue grip 
panels on the pistol grip and forend, 
and sling swivel studs. Shipped with-
out sights, but drilled and tapped for 
scope mounting, it is available in 
22-inch barrels for standard calibers 
and 24-inch for magnum calibers. It 
features the Remington X-Mark Pro 
externally adjustable trigger (factory-
set at 3.5 pounds) and Remington’s 
SuperCell recoil pad. It will initially 
be offered in .270 Win., .30/06, 
7mm Rem. Mag., and .300 Win. 
Mag. Empty weight for standard cal-
ibers is 73/8 pounds, 75/8 pounds for 
magnums.

For 2013, Remington announces a 
special edition rifle to commemorate 
the 50th anniversary of the creation 
of the .300 Winchester Magnum car-
tridge. The Model 700 CDL SF 
Limited Edition 300 Win. Mag. 
(SRP: $1,250.22) features a satin- 
finished American walnut stock, a 
24-inch stainless-steel fluted barrel, 
and a X-Mark Pro externally adjust-
able trigger that is factory-set at 3.5 
pounds. For collectors, the word 
“Limited” is marked on the left side 
of the receiver, with a 50th anniver-
sary commemorative floor-plate.

Remington’s 2013 Rocky 
Mountain Elk Foundation Limited 
Edition will be the Model 700 XCR 
II RMEF (SRP: $1,134.25). 
Chambered for the .257 Weatherby 
Magnum, it features a 26-inch bar-
reled action of 416 stainless steel 
with a black TriNyte finish on the 
barreled action, a Realtree AP-HD 
stock with Hogue Overmolded grip 
panels, a SuperCell recoil pad, and 
the X-Mark externally adjustable 
trigger, which is factory-set at 3.5 
pounds.

On the semi-auto side, Remington 
announces a new line of R-15 rifles, 
chambered for .223 Rem., with 

Magpul furniture. All rifles feature 
AAC 51 Tooth Brakeout, a Magpul 
grip and trigger guard, and a competi-
tion two-stage trigger, and are fin-
ished in Mossy Oak Brush camo. All 
are flattop designs with a rail mount 
on the receiver for mounting optics. 
SRP: $1,326.90 for each. The 60018 
model uses a 16.5-inch barrel with a 
collapsible stock and mid-length 
forend. The 60019 features an 
18-inch barrel, a collapsible stock, and 
a Dissipator forend. The 60010 is an 
18-inch barreled carbine with a fixed 
stock and a Dissipator forend, and the 
60011 is a 22-inch barreled rifle with 
a Dissipator forend. Booth #14229. 
(800-243-9700; remington.com )

SIG Sauer
Five new long guns join the SIG Sauer 
lineup this year, running the gamut 
from “ultra tactical” to the “total 
sporting.” On the tactical side, the 
new SIG SMG is available in 9mm, 
S&W .40, and .357 SIG. It will be 
available in four variants: A 6.5-inch 
barrel SMG/SBR with a telescoping 
stock, a 6.5-inch pistol, a 12-inch 
internally suppressed system, and a 
16-inch carbine that will be available 
without all the SBR paperwork. 

All variants use a unique gas sys-
tem that allows the use of subsonic 
loads (including frangible loads) and 
+P ammo without gas-system adjust-
ments. It feeds from proprietary 
magazines in 10-, 20- and 30-round 
capacities. The barrel is easily 
removable for cleaning, and it fea-
tures the same ergonomics as the 
standard MSR platform.

The new SIG 516 PRM (SRP: 
$2,399) is chambered for the 
5.56x45/.223 Rem. round. It features 
an 18-inch match-grade barrel with a 
1:7 twist and is threaded for ½-28 
with a supplied thread cap. The four-
position gas-adjustment system 
ensures proper function with virtual-
ly any 5.56mm load. 

Additional features that lend them-
selves well to both sport and tactical 
uses include a M1913 quad rail, a 
Geissele two-stage match trigger, a 
Magpul UBR six-position stock, an 
ambidextrous safety selector and mag-
azine release, SIG flip-up front and 
rear sights, and integral sling points 
machined into the lower receiver and 
quad rail. The 516 PRM also ships 
with a Harris bipod and a 1913 Bipod 
Rail Adapter. This gun also accepts 
any mil-spec AR/M4/M16 magazines. 

The new SIG 716 PRM (SRP: 
$2,399) is, essentially, a 7.62x51 (.308 
Win.) version of the SIG 516 PRM. 
It features an 18-inch match-grade 
barrel with a 1:10 twist, a four-posi-
tion gas system, an M1913 quad rail, 
a Geissele two-stage match trigger, a 
Magpul UBR six-position stock and 

MIAD grip, an ambidextrous safety 
and magazine release, SIG flip-up 
front and rear sights, and integral 
machined sling-swivel points on the 
lower receiver and quad rail. It ships 
with a Harris bipod and 1913 bipod 
rail adaptor. Booth #12240. (603-
772-2302; sigsauer.com)

Weatherby
For 2013, Weatherby offers its 
“Range Certified” accuracy assurance 
in the Mark V rifle line with the new 
Accumark RC, which comes with a 
Sub-MOA guarantee. All Accumark 
RC rifles are accuracy-tested at 
Weatherby’s indoor range, where 
technicians mount optics, bore-sight 
the gun, and test-fire each individual 
rifle to determine the most accurate 
load using the Oehler Research 83 
Ballistic Imaging System. After test-
ing, each “Range Certified” rifle is 
cleaned and packed with a signed test 
target. The RC rifles are guaranteed 
to produce a three-shot group of .99 
inch or less with specified Weatherby 
factory or other premium brands.

The Mark V Accumark features a 
hand-laminated raised-comb Monte 
Carlo stock, with a matte gel-coat 
finish with spiderweb accents and a 
Pachmayr Decelerator recoil pad. A 
button-rifled No. 3 contour stainless-
steel barrel is free-floated and topped 
with a recessed target crown. 
Depending upon caliber, barrel 
lengths are available in 24-, 26-, and 
28-inch lengths. 

The Mark V action is secured in 
the stock via a CNC-machined 6061 
T-6 aluminum pillar-bedded plate, 
and the trigger group is fully adjust-
able. Each rifle sports a special RC 
engraved floor-plate, and is drilled 
and tapped for scope mounting.

The Mark V Accumark is available 
in .240 Wby. Mag., .270 Win., .308 
Win., .30/06, .257 Wby. Mag., .270 
Wby. Mag., 7mm Rem. Mag., .300 
Win. Mag., .300 Wby. Mag., .30-378 
Wby. Mag., .338-378 Wby. Mag., 
.340 Wby. Mag., and .338 Lapua. 
Additional calibers and left-handed 
models are also available through the 
Weatherby Custom Shop. SRP: 
$2,400; $2,700 for .30-378 Wby., 
.338-378 Wby. Mag., and .338 Lapua.

For those shooters who can accept 
a 1.5-inch accuracy guarantee rather 
than MOA, the new Weatherby MV 
Fibermark provides excellent perfor-
mance at a significantly reduced 
price. The Accuracy Guarantee is 1.5 
inches at 100 yards with specified 
Weatherby factory ammunition or 
other premium brands. 

It shares many of the features of 
the Mark V. Like that rifle, it’s a  
pillar-bedded action placed into a 
hand-laminated raised-comb Monte 
Carlo composite stock with a matte 
gel finish and spiderweb accents with 
a Pachmayr Decelerator recoil pad. 
The button-rifled chrome-moly bar-
rel comes with a field crown. Barrel 
lengths are 24 or 26 inches (except 

Weatherby The S2 Synthetic 
Package (left) comes with a redfield  
revenge scope. The MV Fibermark 
(right) uses a pillar-bedded action. 
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for the .30-778 Wby., which, because of the muzzle 
brake, is fitted with a 28-inch barrel). The trigger 
is factory-tuned and fully adjustable by the user.

Standard calibers weigh a trim 6.5 pounds empty 
weight. Magnum calibers weigh 8 to 8.5 pounds. It 
will be available in .240 Wby. Mag., .270 Win., 
.30/06, .308 Win., .257 Wby. Mag., .270 Wby. 
Mag., .270 Wby. Mag., 7mm Rem. Mag., 7mm 
Wby. Mag., .300 Win. Mag., .300 Wby. Mag., .30-
378 Wby. Mag., .340 Wby. Mag., and .375 H&H. 
SRP: $1,500 for standard models, and $1,800 for 
the .30-378 with a 28-inch barrel and muzzle brake.

Two new offerings join the Vanguard Series 2 
line this year, and both come with Weatherby’s 
Sub-MOA guarantee. The Vanguard Series 2 Back 
Country (SRP: $1,399) weighs a trim 6.75 pounds. 
It features a pillar-bedded Monte Carlo composite 
stock with spiderweb accents and a Pachmayr 

Decelerator recoil pad. The chrome-moly metal-
work is covered with CeraKote Tactical Grey fin-
ish to provide a high degree of corrosion resis-
tance. Equipped with a 24-inch fluted barrel, the 
action has a match quality two-stage trigger with 
an auxiliary sear for creep-free let-off and is 
adjustable down to 2.5 pounds. A three-position 
safety is standard. Available calibers include .240 
Wby. Mag., .270 Win., .257 Wby. Mag., .30/06, 
.300 Win. Mag., and .300 Wby. Mag.

Weatherby’s Vanguard Series 2 Synthetic Rifle 
Package ($999) provides a hunting-ready package 
that includes a mounted and bore-sighted scope, 
an adjustable nylon rifle sling with sling swivels, 
and an injection-molded plastic-scoped rifle carry-
ing case. The supplied scope is a matte-finished 
3–9x42mm Redfield Revenge with a 4-plex reticle 
mounted in Talley-designed Weatherby Vanguard 
mounts. Empty weight for the scope/rifle package 
is 8.25 to 8.5 pounds, and it will be available in 
.223 Rem., .22-250 Rem., .243 Win., .25-06 Rem., 
.257 Wby. Mag., .270 Win., .300 Win. Mag., .300 
Wby. Mag., .30/06, .308 Win., .338 Win. Mag., 
7mm-08, and 7mm Rem. Mag. Booth #12729. 
(805-227-2600; weatherby.com) 

Winchester 
Winchester Repeating Arms will announce the 
return of the Model 1873 lever-action rifle for 
2013. The Model 73 is world-renowned as “The 
Gun That Won the West.” Now consumers can 
own the real thing—a genuine Winchester 
Repeating Arms Model 73 with an oil-finished 
walnut stock, a classic blued steel crescent butt-
plate, and a 20-round barrel, just like the original. 
Other features include a full-length magazine 
tube, a semi-buckhorn rear sight with a Marble 
Arms gold-bead front sight, a steel loading gate, 
and a receiver rear tang drilled and tapped for an 
optional tang-mounted rear sight. Offered in 
.357/.38 Spcl. chambering. SRP: $1,299.99.

Winchester Repeating Arms will also add a 
Model 94 Carbine to the historical line of lever-
action offerings. The new Model 94 Carbine will 
feature a walnut stock with satin finish, authentic 
straight-grip styling, a blued steel carbine strap 
buttplate for smooth shouldering, and a blued steel 
forearm band that all offer a nostalgic look. It will 
be available with a 20-inch barrel in .30/30 Win. 
or .38/55 Win. SRP: $1,199.99.

New in the Model 70 bolt-action line for 2013 
are the Ultimate Shadow Hunter SS and Ultimate 
Shadow Hunter, which both feature lightweight 
synthetic stocks in Mossy Oak Break-Up Infinity 
camo. The stocks also feature gray overmolded 
rubberized surfaces that offer enhanced control 
and a firm grip. The Ultimate Shadow Hunter SS 
will feature a forged stainless-steel receiver and a 
sporter-weight free-floating stainless-steel barrel. 
The Ultimate Shadow Hunter will feature a 
forged steel receiver and a sporter-weight free-
floating barrel with blued finish. A pre-’64-style 
controlled-round feed with claw extractor is also 
featured on both models. It will be available in 
most popular short-action calibers with 22-inch 
barrels, Short Magnum, and standard calibers with 
24-inch barrels and long-action magnum calibers 
with 26-inch barrel lengths. SRP: $1,039.99 to 
$1,079.99, Model 70 Ultimate Shadow Hunter SS; 
$829.99 to $869.99, Model 70 Ultimate Shadow 
Hunter. Booth #13129. (801-876-3440;  
winchesterguns.com) 

Winchester 
The famous Model 1873 (left) makes a comeback 
in 2013. The Model 70 (right) is now available in 
Mossy Oak Break-up Infinity camo.
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Variety and 
Practicality
Home-defense and price-point 
field models dominate the new 
smoothbore offerings this year  
By Chris Christian

R egardless of your customer base, or the size of their wal-
lets, there will be something for everyone in this year’s 
selection of new shotgun models. As with every other seg-

ment of the firearms market, personal defense is a strong seller. 
And few would argue with a shotgun in that role. This year sees 
a number of new home-defense models, including some effective 
and practical 20-gauge versions.

In the field gun area, new models 
seem to reflect the need for a lower 
price point, with a number of pump-
action guns hitting that mark. In that 
regard, a new Versa Max version 
from Remington delivers semi-auto 
performance for a more modest 
price.

Over/under models are also well 
represented, including some very 
upper-level collector-grade models 
from Browning. But there are some 
more modestly priced field models 
that will capture the attention of 
those who prefer fixed-breech guns.

Youth and ladies models, designed 
for smaller-statured shooters, make a 
noticeable appearance, and the 
southpaw community will find some 
new true left-handed models. It’s a 
varied, but very practical, new-model 
selection.

Benelli USA
Two new M2 20-gauge models—a 
new short-stocked 12-gauge M2 and a 
lightweight synthetic 12-gauge 
Montefeltro—join Benelli’s recoil-
operated semi-auto shotgun line this 
year. The M2 20-Gauge Left Hand 
(SRP: $1,499) is a true southpaw 
model. It features a 26-inch barrel 
chambered for 3-inch loads, with a 
red bar front sight and is threaded for 
interchangeable Crio choke tubes. 
They are supplied in C, IC, M, IM, 
and F. The length of pull is a standard 
143/8 inches, with a 2¼-inch drop at 
heel and a 1½-inch drop at comb. 
Shims to adjust both drop and cast are 
included. Magazine capacity is 3 + 1, 
and Benelli states the minimum rec-
ommended load for all M2 20-gauge 
shotguns is 2½ dram 7/8 ounce. Empty 
weight is a trim 5.8 pounds.

The M2 20-Gauge Comfortech 
Short Stock (SRP: $1,409) is designed 
for smaller-statured shooters, with a 
length of pull of 131/8-inch, a 21/8-inch 
drop at heel, and a 1½-inch drop at 
comb. Shims to adjust drop and cast 
are included. The 24-inch, 3-inch-
chambered barrel features a red bar 

front sight, and Crio choke tubes in 
C, IC, M, IM, and F are supplied. 
Magazine capacity is 3 + 1, and the 
empty weight is 5.8 pounds.

The new M2 12-gauge Comfortech 
Short Stock (SRP: $1,359) is likewise 
designed for smaller-statured shoot-
ers and features the same stock speci-
fications as the 20-gauge Short Stock, 
with cast and drop adjustment shims 
included. Chambered for 3-inch 
shells, the 26-inch barrel features a 
red bar front sight, and Crio choke 
tubes are supplied in C, IC, M, IM, 
and F. Empty weight is 7 pounds, and 
Benelli recommends the 3-dram 11/8-
ounce load as the minimum shell for 
proper operation in all M2 12-gauge 
shotguns. 

The Montefeltro Synthetic 
12-Gauge (26-inch barrel) is the first 
Montefeltro to use a synthetic stock. 
It features a 143/8-inch length of pull, 
2¼-inch drop at heel, and 1½-inch 
drop at comb. The gun weighs 6.9 
pounds empty. The 26-inch barrel 
wears a red bar front sight and uses 
Crio choke tubes, which are included 
(IC, M, and F). The magazine capac-
ity is 4 + 1, and Benelli recommends 
a 3-dram 11/8-ounce load as the mini-
mum for reliable operation. Booth 
#13356. (301-283-6981; benelliusa 
.com)

Browning 
Beginning in 2013, Browning will 
introduce a new High Grade pro-
gram. Each year, two exquisite fire-
arms will be added to the line. These 
limited editions will include addi-
tional engraving, gold accents, high-
grade wood, and other features that 
separate them from standard models. 
Two Citori 725 models (a Grade III 
and Grade V in 12-gauge with 26- or 
28-inch barrels) kick off the pro-
gram.

The new Grade III 725 receiver 
features high-relief engraving of 
pheasants on the left and mallards on 
the right, with a dog on the bottom, 
in silver nitride finish. The stock and 

Browning Left to right: The Grade III Citori 725 features high-grade 
wood and high-relief engraving. The BT-99 Micro Midas 12-gauge trap will 
appeal to youth shooters. Maxus Sporting Golden Clays has gold-
enhanced engravings. all-new 12-gauge a5 features a classic design.
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forearm feature Grade III/IV walnut with gloss 
finish and sharp 20-lines-per-inch checkering. 
SRP: $3,729.99. The new Grade V 725 High 
Grade receiver features full-coverage high-relief 
engraving with gold-enhanced pheasants on the 
left and mallards on the right. The stock and fore-
arm feature Grade V/VI walnut with sharp 22-lpi 
checkering. SRP: $5,599.99.

New to Browning’s Citori 725 line is a 725 
Feather 12-gauge model that features a lightweight 
alloy receiver with steel breech face and hinge pin. 
The low-profile design of the 725 receiver has 
accented, high-relief engraving with a silver nitride 
finish. Other features include the FireLite mechan-
ical trigger system, a gloss oil finish Grade II/III 
walnut stock and forearm, Vector Pro lengthened 
forcing cones, Invector DS choke tubes, and an 
Inflex II Technology recoil pad. Available in 26- or 
28-inch barrel lengths. SRP: $2,649.99.

Also new in Browning’s shotgun lineup is the A5 
12-gauge semi-auto, which will be offered in the 
new Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Blades camo. 
Unique features found on the A5 action include 
the recoil-operated Kinematic Drive, along with a 
strong, lightweight aluminum-alloy receiver, a 
composite stock and forearm with textured  
 

gripping surfaces, the Speed Load Plus patented 
feeding system, and Browning’s new Invector DS 
choke-tube system. An ABS case is included. It 
will be available in 26-, 28-, and 30-inch barrel 
lengths in 3-inch chambering. SRP: $1,559.99.

Browning will expand its Micro Midas line of 
youth-oriented firearms to include the new BT-99 
Micro Midas 12-gauge trap and BPS Micro Midas 
12-gauge pump models. The stock on the new 
BT-99 Micro Midas is scaled down to comfortably 
fit smaller shooters and features a compact 13-inch 
length-of-pull stock and beavertail forearm in satin 
walnut. It will be offered in 28- or 30-inch barrel 
lengths. SRP: $1,429.99. 

The new BPS Micro Midas will be offered in 
12-, 20-, 28-gauge, and .410. The scaled-down 
13-inch length-of-pull stock fits smaller shooters. 
An Inflex Technology recoil pad is supplied on the 
12-gauge model. It will be available with 24- or 
26-inch barrels in all gauges. SRP: $649.99 to 
$689.99. All Micro Midas firearms qualify for the 
Growth Insurance Program, which allows new 
owners to purchase a full-size stock at 50 percent 
off the retail price.

Browning will expand the Maxus line of 12-gauge 
gas-operated semi-auto shotguns to include the new 
Maxus Ultimate and Maxus Sporting Golden Clays 
models for 2013. The Maxus Ultimate’s lightweight 
receiver will feature laser engraving (pheasants on 
the right, mallards on the left) with a durable satin-
nickel finish. Other features include a polished, 
engine-turned bolt finish, a Gloss finish Grade III 
walnut stock and Speed Lock forearm with 22-lpi 
checkering, and is shim-adjustable for length of 
pull, cast, and drop. It ships with an ABS case, and 
will be available in 26-, 28-, and 30-inch barrel 
lengths. SRP: $1,869.99. 

The new Maxus Sporting Golden Clays model 
features gold-enhanced engravings of game birds 
transforming into a clay target (quail on the right, 
mallards on the left) with a durable satin-nickel 
finish. The gloss finish stock and forearm are in 
Grade III walnut with close-radius pistol grip. It 
will be supplied with five Invector-Plus choke 
tubes, an Inflex Technology recoil pad, a Hi-Viz 
Pro-Comp fiber-optic front sight, shim adjust-
ment, and two ¼-inch stock spacers. An ABS case 
is included, and it will be available in 28- or 
30-inch barrel lengths. SRP: $1,999.99. Booth 
#12740. (801-876-2711; browning.com)

CZ-USA
Eight new smoothbores in a diverse array of per-
sonal protection, clay target, waterfowl, and 
upland game models joins the CZ-USA line this 
year. Few would argue with the effectiveness of a 
12-gauge shotgun for personal defense, and two 
new CZ pump shotguns are specifically designed 
for home defense. 

The CZ 612 HC-P (SRP: $349) is chambered for 
3-inch 12-gauge and features a full-length black syn-
thetic pistol-grip stock with a length of pull of 14½ 
inches, and a full-length pump forend. The 20-inch 
barrel is threaded for interchangeable choke tubes 
and is supplied with a Cylinder tube. Ghost Ring 
sights with fiber-optic inserts are standard. Empty 
weight is 6.5 pounds. The CZ 612 Home Defense 
pump shotgun (SRP: $290) is a no-frills version of 
the HC-P. It provides the same 3-inch 12-gauge 
chamber and stock configuration, but with an 18.5-
inch fixed Cylinder choke barrel and a plain-bead 
front sight. Empty weight is 6 pounds.

An additional 612 pump offering this year is the 
CZ 612 Waterfowl Magnum (SRP: $409). It is 
designed as a rugged pump shotgun for the water-
fowl or turkey hunter. Chambered for 3½-inch 
12-gauge, it will handle all 2¾- and 3-inch loads. 

Legacy The Escort youth (right) and Ladies (left) 
20-gauge semi-auto is now available in Moon 
Shine’s Muddy Girl camo pattern.
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The synthetic stock is fully wrapped in camo. It has 
a length of pull of 14½ inches, a 15/8-inch drop at 
comb, and a 2¼-inch drop at heel. The 26-inch 
barrel wears a 6mm vent rib, and is threaded for 
interchangeable choke tubes. It is supplied with a 
Modified tube for steel shot and an Extra Full tur-
key choke tube for tight patterns with lead shot. 
Empty weight is 6.8 pounds. A 26-inch accessory 
barrel to fit all 612 series guns is available for $126. 
Chambered for 3-inch 12-gauge, it features a vent 
rib and is threaded for interchangeable choke tubes.

On the semi-auto front, the new CZ-712 ALS 
(SRP: $562) helps solve the problem of getting the 
stock to fit properly to the shooter. The synthetic 
black polymer stock is a fully adjustable ATI Akita 
model. It allows the shooter to change the length 
of pull within the 12- to 14-inch range with the 
push of a button, and it also features three differ-
ent comb-height positions that are accessed with 
easy screw adjustments. Chambered for 3-inch 
12-gauge (and also handling 2¾-inch shells), the 
26-inch barrel features a 8mm vent rib and is 
threaded for interchangeable choke tubes (three 
chokes are included). Empty weight is 7.8 pounds.

Those who favor a softer-shooting 20-gauge 
semi-auto will want to look at the new CZ 920 
Semi Auto (SRP: $541). The gun is built on a 
bright alloy receiver with a high-gloss black chrome 
28-inch barrel. Chambered for 3-inch 20-gauge, it 
is designed to handle all standard 2¾-inch 20-gauge 
field loads. The barrel is equipped with a 8mm rib 
and is threaded for interchangeable choke tubes 
(three chokes are supplied). The stock is walnut, 
with a 14½-inch length of pull, 17/16-inch drop at 
comb, and 2¼-inch drop at heel, with cast off at 
heel and toe. Empty weight is 6.4 pounds.

Over/unders get some new treatment this year 
with three added models. The CZ Sporter Standard 
Grade (SRP: $1,799) is designed for sporting clays 
applications, but will work well for any clay-target 
game, and won’t take a back seat in a dove field. 
Chambered for 12-gauge 3-inch, it features the 
same single selective trigger as found on the CZ 
Redhead model and is factory-tuned to break at a 
crisp 4 to 5 pounds. It is fitted with a walnut Grade 
2 Monte Carlo sporting stock with an adjustable 
comb height, a right-hand palm swell, and a manual 
tang safety. Available in barrel lengths of 30 or 32 
inches, a 10mm vent rib is standard. The barrels are 
threaded for interchangeable choke tubes, and six 
extended Kick’s tubes are supplied. The length of 
pull is 14¾ inches, with a 1¾-inch drop at comb 
and a 2¼-inch drop at heel, with cast at heel and 

toe. Empty weight is 8.5 pounds for the 30-inch 
barrel and 8.7 pounds for the 32-inch barrel.

The new Upland Sterling (SRP: $979) 12-gauge 
O/U is chambered for 3-inch shells and weighs  
7.5 pounds. It is built on a new platform that  
features a CNC-milled steel receiver. The 28-inch 
barrels wear a 8mm vent rib and are threaded for 
interchangeable choke tubes (five tubes are sup-
plied). The Turkish walnut stock features a  
stippled grip area on the wrist and forend instead 
of traditional checkering. A manual tang safety 
provides a lot of shooter control in the bird fields 

or the clay target range.
Sub-gauge O/U shooters will want to look at the 

new CZ Super Scroll Combo Set (SRP: $3,899). 
The Super Scroll is a switch-barrel package that 
provides both a 20-gauge and 28-gauge set of bar-
rels, along with forearms matched to the gauge. 
The 30-inch barrels are equipped with ejectors 
and threaded for interchangable choke tubes; five 
extended tubes are supplied for each gauge. Both 
barrel sets feature an 8mm vent rib. The 20-gauge 
barrel set is chambered for 3-inch shells. A manual 
tang safety allows shooters options when in the 

Weatherby 
The no-frills  
Pa-08 Synthetic 
(top) features a 
straight black-
synthetic stock 
and a 3-inch 
chambered 
20-gauge 
chrome-lined 
barrel. The 
Pa-08 Tr  
(middle) is a 
20-gauge pump-
action designed 
for personal 
defense. The  
Pa-459 Tr  
(bottom), also 
used for personal 
defense, sports 
an ergonomic 
pistol grip.
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field or on a clay-target range. 
Ornate hand-engraved scrollwork 
adorns the receiver, side-plates, trig-
ger guard, and mono-block. The gun 
is built on a 20-gauge frame and has 
an empty weight of 6.7 pounds. The 
No. 3 Grade walnut stock has a 14½-
inch length of pull, with a 13/8-inch 
drop at comb, and a 2¼-inch drop at 
heel, with built-in cast at heel and 
toe. Booth #16351. (800-955-4486; 
cz-usa.com)

Cimarron Firearms
Well-known for its Old West–style 
firearms that are highly respected on 

the Single Action Shooting Society 
tournament trail, as well as by aficio-
nados of those period arms, 
Cimarron added a new Coach Gun 
this year. The new 1878 Coach Gun 
is a 12-gauge side-by-side double 
barrel with exposed working ham-
mers, double triggers, and period-
correct extractors instead of ejectors. 
Available in 20- or 26-inch barrel 
lengths that feature a chrome-lined 
bore and a raised rib and bead front 
sight, it will be chambered for 3-inch 
shells with fixed Cylinder chokes. 
American black walnut furniture 
completes the package. Empty 
weight is 7.5 pounds. SRP: $574.60 

for the 20-inch version, $594.10 for 
the 26-inch model. Booth #16527. 
(830-997-9090; cimarron-firearms 
.com) 

Legacy Sports 
International
Legacy Sports adds a lightweight 
20-gauge frame-size shotgun to its 
Escort line this year, and it will be 
available in both right- and true left-
handed versions. The new Escort 20 
features a 26-inch nickel chrome 
moly-lined barrel (proofed for steel 
shot) sporting a raised ventilated rib 
with a fiber-optic front sight and is 

chambered for 3-inch shells. The 
barrel is threaded for interchangeable 
choke tubes and five tubes (Skeet, 
IC, M, IM, F) are supplied. The gas-
operated action utilizes the Escort 
SMART valve-cycling system, which 
will reliably handle all 20-gauge 
shells from 3-inch magnums to light 
2¾-inch target loads. Its FAST load-
ing system and magazine cut-off fea-
ture allows for both quick reloading 
and rapid changes of chambered 
shells to meet changing conditions. 
The guns are equipped with wood 
stocks and forends in a high-gloss 
finish and weigh in at a petite 6.5 
pounds. SRP: $603.
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The Legacy Sports Escort Youth 
and Ladies 20-gauge model shotgun 
has a 13-inch length of pull and barrel 
lengths of 22 or 26 inches, and is sup-
plied with interchangeable choke tubes 
in IC, M, and F. It features a raised 
ventilated rib with a Spark fiber-optic 
sight. The action uses Escort’s FAST 
loading system, SMART valve-cycling 
system, and a magazine cut-off to 
allow a quick change of shells. For 
2013, that model will be available in 
Moon Shine Muddy Girl camo, a 
pink/black/silver-white brush pattern 
(SRP: $549), and in Realtree MAX4 or 
AP camo (SRP: $549). Booth #3036. 
(800-553-4292; legacysports.com)

Fabarm
Following the popularity of its first 
product, the XLR5 Velocity semi-
automatic target shotgun, Fabarm is 
launching the Elos, a 20-gauge over/
under designed for upland bird hunt-
ing. The new model features a trim, 
round-body action that has tradition-
ally been a hallmark of very expensive 
handmade shotguns. Other features 
include an oil-finished Turkish walnut 
stock and forend, a Tri-Bore tapered 
barrel bore, automatic ejectors, and 
chrome-lined barrels. The barrels are 
fully compatible with steel ammo. 
SRP: $2,295. Booth #11358. (410-
901-1260; fabarmusa.com)

Mossberg
Mossberg seeks to reduce the recoil 
created by hard-kicking loads by 
installing Mathews Harmonic damp-
ing technology on six popular shot-
guns: The 835 Ulti-Mag Turkey 
($427), 835 Ulti-Mag Waterfowl 
($371 to $427), 535 ATS Turkey 
($371), 535 ATS Waterfowl ($371), 
500 Field/Deer Combo ($385), and 
500 Tactical ($368). Booth #12734. 
(203-230-5300; mossberg.com)

Remington
A price-point Versa Max model, a new 
tactical pump and semi-auto, and a 

special anniversary issue of the venera-
ble Model 1100 highlight Remington’s 
new smoothbore offerings this year. 
The new Versa Max Sportsman 
12-gauge (SRP: $1,025 to $1,175) is 
designed to be a lower price-point ver-
sion of the Versa Max semi-auto 
12-gauge. It includes all the mechani-
cal performance features of the Versa 
Port operating system: multi-port gas 
system, self-cleaning pistons, and 
rotating bolt head. It differs from 
Remington’s existing Versa Max in that 
it uses a standard synthetic stock with-
out overmold or comb inserts. In addi-
tion, no length-of-pull kit is included, 
the barrel is finished in black oxide 
instead of TriNyte, and it includes only 
one Pro Bore choke tube (accessory 
choke tubes will be available). Finally, 
the shotgun does not ship in a hard 
case, but uses a new box format.

It will be available in a black syn-
thetic-stock model with a 26- or 
28-inch barrel, a Mossy Oak Duck 
Blind camo finish with a 28-inch bar-
rel, a Realtree AP-HD camo stock 
with a 26-inch barrel, or a Turkey 
Gun version with Mossy Oak 
Obsession camo and a 22-inch barrel. 
The Turkey model ships with a TXF 
choke tube; the other models ship 
with a Modified Pro Bore choke tube. 

A fully rifled 12-gauge 25-inch slug 
barrel, chambered for 3-inch shells 
and featuring adjustable rifle sights, 
will be available as an accessory for 

Remington The 12-gauge 
Versa Max Sportsman has been 
designed to offer the same 
shooting performance as the 
original Versa Max, but at a lower 
price point. It does, however, 
include all of the mechanical 
performance features of the 
Versa Port operating system.
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$365. It will fit the new Versa max Sportsman, and 
all other Versa Max series shotguns.

If zombies are a problem in your neighborhood 
(or if a tactical 12-gauge semi-auto is appealing), 
the new Versa Max Zombie (SRP: $1,599) may be 
the answer. This Versa Max 12-gauge semi-auto 
features a 22-inch vent rib barrel and extended 
magazine, with a Pro Bore Tactical choke tube 
included, and Remington states that it ships with 
high and straight comb stock inserts. The 
Gargoyle Green camo version features a straight 
ventilated rib. The Explosion Pink camo version is 
equipped with a receiver rail that accepts optical 
sights in addition to the standard rib.

If a pump-action 12-gauge is preferred, the new 
870 Tactical with Magpul Stock and Forend (SRP: 
$871.52) is worth a look. Built on the 870 milled-
steel receiver, this 870 model features an 18.5-inch 
barrel with an extended tactical choke tube, 
CeraKote coating on the barrel and receiver, a one-
piece magazine tube, and a fully adjustable XS Ghost 
Ring sight rail (Picatinny-style) with a removable 
white bead front sight. The Magpul stock features 
detachable cheek risers for use with optics or raised 
sights, a MOE forend, a spacer system for length-of-
pull adjustments, and a SuperCell recoil pad.

The Remington 1100 is considered one of the 
finest semi-auto shotgun designs ever produced. 
This year marks the 50th anniversary of its intro-
duction, and Remington celebrates it with a special 
12-gauge Model 1100 50th Anniversary collectors’ 
edition (SRP: $1,999). It features a machine-cut 
engraved receiver with extensive gold fill that is 
based upon the 2 millionth Model 1100, originally 
engraved by master engraver Leo W. Bala, which is 
currently on display in the Ilion, New York, muse-
um. All models are equipped with a B-grade walnut 

stock with a white-diamond grip cap and white line 
spacer. It will be produced with a 28-inch vent rib 
barrel with Rem. chokes and is shipped in a green 
Remington hard case. Booth #14229. (800-243-
9700; remington.com) 

Stoeger
For 2013, Stoeger’s recoil-operated 12-gauge 
semi-autos (Model 3000, 3-inch chamber; Model 
3500, 3.5-inch chamber) will offer two new models 
each. Waterfowlers who prefer the classic twin-
barrel guns will find a new 12-gauge side-by-side 
and an over/under designed for the duck blinds.

The M3000 APG Pistol Grip 12/24 Camo 
Turkey Gun (SRP: $649) features a camo finish 
and a full pistol grip for more precise control 
when delivering an accurate shot on a gobbler. 
The 24-inch barrel is equipped with a red bar 
front sight, but the receiver is drilled and tapped 
for mounting optical or red-dot sights. Threaded 
for interchangeable choke tubes, it is supplied with 
three tubes—IC, M, and XFT (Extra Full Turkey). 
Magazine capacity is 4 + 1. As with all Stoeger 
recoil-operated shotguns in the 3000 and 3500 
series, Stoeger recommends a minimum load of 
3-dram 11/8-ounce for reliable operation.

The M3000 Black Synthetic Pistol Grip 12/18.5 
(SRP: $579) is the same gun as the Turkey model, 
but with some enhancements designed to  facilitate 
home defense. The 18.5-inch barrel is in a fixed 
Cylinder choke and features a blade front sight. The 
stock is a black synthetic with a pistol grip. The 
receiver is drilled and tapped for optics or red-dot 
mounting; magazine capacity is 4 + 1. If a 3-inch 
12-gauge magnum isn’t enough, a pair of 3500 3.5-
inch models is available in the above configurations.

Winchester Left to right: The Super X Black 
Shadow is a 12-gauge slug gun; the Super X Pump 
Marine defender can handle the elements; the Super 
X Waterfowl Hunter wears new Mossy Oak camo.
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The M3500 APG Pistol Grip 12/24 camo Turkey 
Model (SRP: $759) is identical in specifications, 
magazine capacity, supplied choke tubes, and stock 
as the M3000 gun—with the exception of the 3.5-
inch 12-gauge chamber. 

The M3500 Black Synthetic Pistol Grip 12/18.5 
(SRP: $649) mirrors the M3000 version in all 
respects and supplied equipment, but with 3.5-inch 
chambers. For a number of shooters, the classic 
fixed-breech double gun holds an allure, whether 
you’re walking the upland bird fields or crouching 
in a duck blind. This year, waterfowlers have their 
choice of an easy-on-the-wallet SxS or an O/U 
designed for waterfowling. 

The Longfowler SxS 12/30 (SRP: $449) is 
Stoeger’s classic 12-gauge SxS with a single trigger 
and a 30-inch barrel choked IC and M. A brass-
bead front sight and an extractor system complete 
the mechanical aspects. The Longfowler O/U 
12/30 shares all the features of the SxS, except in an 
over/under barrel configuration. SRP: $449. Booth 
#13356. (301-283-6981; stoegerindustries.com) 

Weatherby
More than a few well-respected self-defense experts 
feel that a short-barreled, lightweight, and highly 
maneuverable 20-gauge shotgun is an excellent 
home-defense tool. With a lighter weight and lesser 
recoil than a 12-gauge, it is usable by even the most 
petite family members. And at the usual close range 
that occurs in such situations, the standard 20-pellet 
No. 3 buckshot 20-gauge load is nothing to sneer 
at—it’s more than adequate for the task. Weatherby 
adds two such guns to its lineup in 2013.

The PA-08 TR Threat Response Shotgun is a 
20-gauge pump-action gun that features a straight 
stock (stock and forearm are molded from black 
synthetic) with sling-swivel studs installed. The 
receiver is a lightweight CNC-machined aluminum 
alloy. The 18.5-inch chrome-lined non-ribbed bar-
rel is chambered for 3-inch shells and features a 
white-dot blade front sight. The empty weight is 
approximately 6 pounds and the overall length is a 
compact 39 inches. SRP: $399.

The new PA-459 TR Threat Response Pump 
Shotgun uses the same CNC aluminum-alloy 
receiver and barrel, but adds a number of other 
features. The black synthetic stock is a full pistol-
grip configuration with a textured rubber grip area 
and a compact 13.5-inch length of pull. The fore-
arm is extended for easier pump operation, and the 
stock is equipped with sling-swivel studs. The bar-
rel is fitted with an extended and ported choke 
tube, and the upper receiver features an installed 
Picatinny rail that can accept virtually all red-dot 
sights. The rail is equipped with an adjustable 
Ghost Ring sight that mates with an elevated blade 
front sight that incorporates a fiber-optic insert for 
quick target acquisition. Magazine capacity is 5 + 1 

with 2¾-inch shells, 4 + 1 with 3-inch loads. 
Overall length is 39 inches, and the empty weight 
is 5.75 pounds. SRP: $499.

For those who prefer a more traditional field-
grade pump-action shotgun, the same action used 
in the home-defense models is available in a basic 
20-gauge field gun. The PA-08 Synthetic Shotgun 
uses the same action, a straight black synthetic 
stock, and a 3-inch chambered 20-gauge chrome-
lined barrel. Available in 26- or 28-inch barrel 
lengths, it features a raised rib and a brass-bead 
front sight. Interchangeable choke tubes in IC, M, 
and F are included, as are sling-swivel studs. Empty 
weight is 6.5 pounds, and all metalwork is matte 
black to reduce glare. SRP: $399. Booth #12729. 
(800-227-2016; weatherby.com)

Winchester
New in the Winchester Repeating Arms Super X 
Pump line is the Super X Pump 12-gauge 3-inch 
Field model, which will feature a hardwood stock 
and forearm in satin finish with traditional check-
ering. Its four massive rotary bolt lugs provide 
support, strength, and solid lock-up, and a hard-
chrome chamber and bore make surfaces highly 
resistant to wear and corrosion. Inflex recoil pad 
and Invector-Plus choke tube system with .742 
Back-Bored barrel technology are also featured on 
the new Super X Pump Field. Available in 26- or 
28-inch barrel lengths. SRP: $399.

The new Super X Pump Marine Defender will 
feature matte hard-chrome plating on the barrel and 
magazine tube for the ultimate protection against 
wear and the elements. The 18-inch barrel also fea-
tures the Invector-Plus choke system with cylinder 
choke installed, and a removable TruGlo fiber-optic 
front sight. The alloy receiver is drilled and tapped 
for scope bases, and the synthetic stock has textured 
gripping surfaces with an Inflex Technology recoil 
pad. The tactical ribbed forearm provides better 
control when needed. SRP: $369.99.

Also new in the Super X Pump (SXP) lineup  
for 2013 is the Black Shadow Deer 12-gauge 3-inch 
model, which features a black synthetic stock and 
forearm, a 22-inch fully rifled barrel, and a receiver-
mounted Mil-Std. 1913 Picatinny rail that allows 
users to easily mount an electronic or optical sight. 
A TruGlo fiber-optic front sight and adjustable rear 
sight are also featured. SRP: $519.99.

The Super X3 semi-auto Waterfowl Hunter will 
feature the new Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Blades 
camo pattern for 2013. The SX3 Waterfowl Hunter 
is offered in 12-gauge 3 ½-inch, 12 gauge 3-inch, 
and 20-gauge 3-inch models, with 26-inch or 
28-inch barrels. Other features include lightweight 
alloy receivers, synthetic stocks with textured grip-
ping surfaces, and the Invector-Plus choke tube sys-
tem. SRP: $1,139.99 to $1,999.99. Booth #13129. 
(801-876-3440; winchesterguns.com) 

What’s happening
BUShneLL
Booth #12519
autograph Signings: Tue.–
Fri., Jan. 15–18, 10–11 a.m.: John 
Scoutten, host, Shooting USA
Tue.–Wed., Jan. 15–16, 11:30 
a.m.–12:30 p.m.: Will and 
Jimmy Primos, hosts, Primos 
Truth About Hunting 
Tue., Jan. 15, 1–2 p.m.: Haley 
and G.O. Heath, hosts, Family 
Traditions
Tue., Jan. 15, 3–4 p.m.: Les 

Johnson, host, Predator Quest 
Wed., Jan. 16, 10–11 a.m.: Keith 
Mark, Shawn Michaels, hosts, 
MacMillan River Adventures 
Wed., Jan. 16, 1–2:30 p.m., Fri., 
Jan. 18, 11:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.: 
Michael Waddell, Travis “T 
Bone” Turner, nick Mundt, 
hosts, Bone Collector
Wed., Jan. 16, 3–4 p.m.: Michael 
Hunsucker, Shawn Luchtel, 
hosts, Heartland Bowhunter 
Thu., Jan. 17, 10–11 a.m.: Tony 

and angie Walker, hosts, The 
American Way 
Thu., Jan. 17, 11:30 a.m.–12:30 
p.m.: Craig Morgan, host, All 
Access Outdoors 
Thu., Jan. 17, 1–2 p.m.: Jay Greg-
ory, host, The Wild Outdoors 
Thu., Jan. 17, 2–3 p.m.: Chad 
and Marsha Schearer, hosts, 
Shoot Straight 
Thu., Jan. 17, 3–4 p.m.: Tony 
Smotherman, host, Travelin’ 
Hunter
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On the Slide
Whether for sport or self-defense, semi-autos lead 
the pack in 2013’s handgun offerings By Chris Christian

S urprisingly, given the developments of recent years, revolvers are virtually absent from this 
year’s crop of new handgun introductions. But there are enough new semi-autos designed 
for sport, self-defense, or both to keep customers happy.

On the recreational shooting side, 
new competition-ready models from 
CZ and SIG are poised for the 
Winner’s Circle, while new self-
defense-oriented semi-autos emerge 
from a number of makers. Among 
them is Remington, who has appar-
ently made a commitment to become 
a major player in the 1911 market-
place. That will be a crowded arena, 
since new 1911s crop up every year—
and 2013 is no exception. Add a few 
rimfire offerings, and a new pint-size 
.380 from Kahr Arms, and there’s 
plenty to be excited about this year.

CZ-USA
New models for duty, civilian self-
defense, and upper-level competition 
highlight CZ’s 2013 offerings. The 
CZ P-09 Duty (SRP: $514, 9mm; 
$528, .40 S&W) is a full-size version 
of the recently introduced SA/DA 
polymer-framed CZ P-07 Duty. It 
increases the barrel length to 4.53 
inches, and increases the magazine 
capacity to 19 rounds in 9mm and 15 
rounds in .40 S&W, and does it with 
flush-fitting magazines. It features a 
black finish, fixed sights, and the ver-

satile Omega trigger system that pro-
vides a DA first pull with a crisp  
single-action trigger for subsequent 
shots. It is shipped with decockers 
installed, but can easily be converted 
to a manual safety (like the CZ 75B) 
with the supplied parts and instruc-
tions. Also included are three inter-
changeable backstraps that allow 
shooters to achieve a high degree of 
hand fitting. An integral 1913 
Picatinny rail allows the use of lights 
or laser sights. Empty weight is 
about 30 ounces, and the overall 
length is 8.1 inches. 

The CZ 97B is the .45 ACP big 
brother to the venerable CZ 75B. It 
features the same DA/SA operating 
action that allows a shooter to trigger 
the first shot with a DA pull, with all 
subsequent shots SA, or start cocked 
and locked for a straight single-
action gun. The CZ 97B features a 
screw-in barrel bushing, loaded 
chamber indicator, and a double-
stack magazine that holds 10 rounds. 
It’s been around for a while, and this 
year CZ introduces improved ver-
sions in three different styles.

The improved CZ 97B is now avail-
able with thin aluminum grips with 

fixed sights using a fiber-optic front 
and two-dot rear. It will be available in 
a black polycoat finish (SRP: $686) or 
a gloss blue finish (SRP: $713). The 
CZ 97BD (SRP: $792) is a DA version 
with a decocker, and it features fixed 
three-dot tritium sights. All three ver-
sions offer an updated feed ramp sys-
tem to assure reliable feeding with 
modern .45 ACP JHP loads. All mod-
els have 4.53-inch barrels and an 
empty weight of about 40 ounces. 

The lightweight alloy-frame DA/SA 
P-01 has proven a popular handgun, 
and this year the CZ Custom Shop 
chops it down to produce a compact 
28-ounce carry 9mm with a 3.7-inch 
barrel and 14 + 1 capacity. The Custom 
Shop installs a competition hammer 
that’s modified to work with the 
decocker mechanism that is polished 
and smoothed to produce a DA trigger 
pull in the 7.5- to 8-pound range, with 
a 3.5- to 4-pound SA trigger pull. 
Riding atop the slide are tritium dot 
night sights in the Heinie Pro Slant 
pattern. Interior custom parts include a 
solid firing pin stop and trigger pin, an 
extended firing pin, and a stainless-steel 
guide rod. The grips are thin alumi-
num. SRP: $1,379. 

For serious competition shooters, 
two new models emerge from the CZ 
Custom Shop. The 9mm CZ 75 
Shadow earned kudos from competitive 
shooters in its original DA/SA trigger-
operating action. This year, it will be 
available in a straight single-action 
model. The CZ 75 Shadow SAO 
(Single Action Only) has been modified 
to produce a clean and crisp 3.5-pound 
single-action trigger pull. Fitted with a 
redesigned trigger unit that was origi-
nally used in the CZ 75 Champion; the 
hammer of the SAO is slightly wider 
and provides a modified sear engage-
ment that results in a smoother release 
and more positive ignition. The CZ 
single-action aluminum trigger has an 
overtravel adjustment and is factory-set 
at 3.5 to 3.8 pounds. 

The CZ Shadow platform has been 
known for accuracy, and the new 9mm 
Custom Shop CZ 75 SP-01 Accu-
Shadow (SRP: $1,665) is claimed to 
take it to a new level. This DA/SA pis-
tol receives a new Accu-Bushing sys-
tem that more precisely positions the 
4.61-inch barrel for greater repeat-
shot accuracy. Groups substantially 
less than 3 inches at 50 yards have eas-
ily been achieved in CZ testing (using 
Fiocchi 124-grain JHP loads). In addi-
tion to the new barrel-bushing system, 
the gun features a competition ham-
mer, lighter springs (11-pound recoil 
and a 13-pound main spring), thin 
black aluminum grips, a stainless-steel 
guide rod, and highly polished inter-
nals. A short reset disconnector is 
incorporated to greatly reduce the 
trigger reset and turn a traditional 
DA/SA into a finely tuned SA gun.

The Accu-Shadow is topped with a 
fiber-optic front sight and a HAJO 
adjustable serrated rear sight. The 
Accu-Shadow is finished in CZ’s 
durable black polycoat finish. Booth 
#16351. (913-321-2251; cz-usa.com)

FNH USA
The new model FN FNX-45 (SRP: 
$824) is modeled after the FNP-45 
service pistol introduced in 2007 
under the U.S. Joint Combat Pistol 
program. It is a double-action/single-
action hammer-driven pistol that 
includes a manual safety or decocker 
system, with a fully ambidextrous 
slide stop and magazine release con-
trols. The slide and barrel are stain-
less steel. The polymer frame features 
interchangeable backstraps to allow a 
degree of individual hand-fitting and 
a lanyard eyelet. A mil-spec 1913 rail 
on the dust cover allows for light or 
laser mounting. The .45 ACP pistol 
ships with three magazines and a 
lockable hard case.

The new FN FNS Compact (SRP: 
$749) offers all the operational fea-
tures of the striker-fired FN FNS 
duty pistol that was introduced in 
2012, but in a smaller, more compact 
package. It weighs 23 ounces and fea-
tures a 3.5-inch barrel in either 9mm 
(12-round capacity) or .40 S&W (10-
round capacity). Available with either 

FNH The FnX-45 is a double-
action/single-action hammer- 
driven pistol that includes a manu-
al safety and decocker system as 
well as an ambidextrous slide stop 
and magazine-release controls. 
The polymer frame features inter-
changeable backstraps to allow a 
degree of individual hand-fitting.
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a black matte or stainless-steel finish, 
it ships with three magazines and a 
lockable hard case. Booth #13462. 
(703-288-3500; fnhusa.com)

Kahr Arms
Minuscule .380 ACP semi-autos that 
don’t bulge or sag the pocket have 

been one of the hottest handgun  
sellers in recent years, and this year 
Kahr introduces its newest, and 
smallest, .380 ACP version.

The Kahr CW3833 (SRP: $419) 
maintains most of the operating fea-
tures of its P380, but in a package 
weighing just 10.2 ounces. The black 
polymer frame features 4140 steel 

inserts molded into the frame at 
front and rear for added strength. It 
also uses Kahr’s patented “safe cam” 
trigger action that is found on all its 
pistols, whereby the cocking cam 
releases the striker and striker block 
in one smooth movement of the  
double-action trigger pull. The trig-
ger does not stack and breaks at a 

factory set 6.5 to 7 pounds. 
The capacity is 6 + 1. Overall 

length is 5 inches and the height is 
3.9 inches. The slide is .75 inches 
wide, and locks back after the last 
round. White bar-dot combat sights 
are standard. It ships with one 
6-round 400 stainless-steel magazine 
with a flush baseplate. Booth #15949. 
(508-795-3919; kahr.com)

Legacy Sports 
International
Legacy Sports International has 
announced the expansion of its 
Citadel M-1911 line of single-action 
semi-auto centerfire handguns, with 
the addition of a 9mm version. It will 
be available in both a full-size (5-inch 
barrel) and a compact (3.5-inch bar-
rel) models. Both models feature 
wood-panel grips, a skeletonized 
hammer and trigger, a grooved slide-
stop lever, the Series 70 firing system, 
a flared ejection port, an extended 
beavertail grip safety, and a beveled 
magazine well. The full-size model 
uses a full-length guide rod, while the 
compact model uses a bushingless 
barrel. Both ship with two single-
stack magazines. SRP: $589.

The popular ISSC M22 .22LR  
pistol will now be available in the 
Moon Shine Attitude Attire camo 
series, and include Harvest Moon, 
Outshine, and Muddy Girl patterns. 

Kahr  The 
CW3833 is a 
minuscule semi-
auto in .380 aCP,  
perfect for con-
cealed carry. 
Weighing only 
10.2 ounces and 
borrowing many 
of its operating 
features from the 
P380, the CW 
3833 features a 
black polymer 
frame (with steel 
inserts for more 
strength) and a 
patented “safe 
cam” trigger.  
The slide locks 
after the last 
round, and  
white bar-dot 
combat sights 
are standard.
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The polymer-frame ISSC M22  
features a windage-adjustable rear 
sight with a white-dot front sight, a 
match-grade barrel, a lower accesso-
ry rail, and five safety features: ham-
mer drop down, loaded chamber 
indicator, external key lock, trigger 
safety lever in the same style as 
Glock handguns, and a magazine dis-
connect. It is available in a 4-inch 
barrel model, a 4.375-inch model, 
and a 5.5-inch model. SRP: $456 to 

$552. Booth #3036. (800-553-4292; 
legacysports.com)

Para
Now a part of the Freedom Group, 
with a new management team, Para 
continues its line of 1911 handguns 
with new additions in the Elite 
Series—a full-size 5-inch gun and a 
4.25-inch Commander model. Both 
are chambered for .45 ACP. The 

specifications are identical for both, 
with the exception of the barrel 
length. SRP: $949.

The Elite series guns feature a 
stainless match-grade barrel and 
stainless-steel slide and frame with a 
black IonBond finish. Sights are a 
two-dot dovetail rear with a fiber-
optic front sight. The hammer and 
trigger are skeletonized, and the  
grip safety is a beavertail with a  
pronounced memory bump. The  

grips are cocobolo double-diamond 
panels, and the guns ship with two 
extended eight-round magazines. 
Booth #14229. (704-930-7600;  
para-usa.com) 

Remington
A lot of people were surprised a  
couple of years back when Remington 
decided to return to the handgun  
market with a basic 1911 .45 ACP R1. 

Legacy The ISSC M22 will now be available in the Moon Shine attitude 
attire camo, including (left to right) Muddy Girl, Outshine, and Harvest 

Moon. The polymer-frame pistol features a windage-adjustable rear sight 
with a white-dot front sight, and a match-grade 4-inch barrel. 
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That was followed by a basic stainless-
steel version and an enhanced carbon-
steel model. According to Remington, 
it’s not going to stop there. The com-
pany has announced its intention to 
offer a full line of classic 1911 hand-
guns, and for 2013 there will be four 
new models available in special appli-

cation and concealed-carry models.
The R-1 Enhanced TB (SRP: 

$1,140) is a full-size 5-inch 1911 
chambered for .45 ACP. It features a 
stainless match-grade barrel that is 
threaded and equipped with an end 
cap. High-profile sights allow for the 
use of suppressors. The slide and 

frame are carbon steel with a black 
oxide finish. The grip safety is a bea-
vertail with a 20-lpi checkered memo-
ry bump, with a flat 20-lpi mainspring 
housing. A skeletonized hammer and 
blackened machined skeletonized trig-
ger and enhanced laminate hardwood 
grips complete the package. It ships 

with two extended 8-round magazines.
The Model 1911 R1 Carry (SRP: 

$1,299) is a full-size 5-inch 1911 in 
.45 ACP. It features a de-horned car-
bon steel frame and slide in a black 
oxide finish, with a stainless match-
grade barrel. Novak Night Sights 
with a tritium front are standard. The 
frame features a flat mainspring hous-
ing, a beavertail grip safety with 
checkered memory bump, and a 
checkered front strap (all checkering 
is 25 lpi). A skeletonized aluminum 
trigger, a skeletonized hammer, ambi-
dextrous extended thumb safeties, 
and smooth cocobolo grips complete 
the packages. It ships with one flush-
fit seven-round magazine and one 
extended eight-round magazine.

The R1 Stainless Enhanced is 
another full-size 5-inch 1911 in .45 
ACP. It features a stainless-steel slide 
and frame with front and rear cock-
ing serrations. The beavertail grip 
safety with memory bump and flat 
mainspring housing feature 20-lpi 
checkering. Sights are an adjustable 
rear with a fiber-optic front. It wears 
enhanced laminate hardwood grips 
and will ship with two extended 
eight-round magazines.

The R1 Carry Commander is 
Remington’s first foray into more 
compact 1911s. It is a Commander-
size 1911 in .45 ACP, with a 4.25-inch 
stainless match-grade barrel. The 
frame and slide are carbon steel with a 

Ruger 
Firearms
Many retailers have yet to get 
their hands on the new ruger 
Single nine (SrP: $629), 
which was introduced in late 
2012. Building upon the popu-
lar .22Lr Single Ten single-
action revolver, the Single 
nine offers nine rounds of .22 
WMrF. 

Constructed from stainless 
steel with a satin finish, it fea-
tures hardwood “Gunfighter” 
grips, a 6.5-inch barrel with a 
1:14 rH twist, and fully adjust-
able Williams sights with 
front and rear fiber-optic 
inserts. Overall length is 12 
inches, and the empty weight 
is 39 ounces. Booth #11840. 
(203-259-7843; ruger.com) 
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SIG Sauer Chambered for 9mm, 
the M11-a1 sports corrosion-resistant 
controls, a phosphate-coated barrel, 
and an anodized alloy frame.

black-oxide finish, and de-horned for 
comfortable carry. It features ambidex-
trous extended thumb safeties, a bea-
vertail grip with checkered memory 
bump, flat checkered mainspring 
housing, and a checkered front strap. 
All checkering is 25 lpi. Sights are 
Novak Night Sights with a tritium 
front. It ships with one flush-fit seven-
round magazine and one extended 
eight-round magazine. Booth #14229. 
(800-243-9700; remington.com)

SIG Sauer
Five new SKUs enter the SIG Sauer 
handgun line this year, including an 
addition to its Classic Pistol alloy-
frame line. The new Classic Line 
P227 Pistol (SRP: $993 to $1,125) is 
built on the same full-size frame as the 
P226 or P220. It is chambered for the 
.45 ACP and uses a double-stack mag-
azine that holds 10 + 1 in the flush-fit 
versions and 14 + 1 in the extended 
versions. It has the same frame feel as 
the P226, and the alloy frame with a 
stainless-steel slide fits the SIG Sauer 
Classic Line mold. It will be intro-
duced in three DA/SA variants.

The standard P227 features a 4.4-
inch barrel, with a one-piece ergo-
nomic grip and a rail on the dust 
cover. The P227 Carry offers a 3.9-
inch barrel, one-piece grips, and a rail 
on the dust cover. The P227 SAS2B 
features a 3.9-inch barrel, one-piece 

ergonomic grips, and does not 
feature a rail. The slide and 
frame are de-horned for con-
cealed carry. SIG Sauer notes that 
the P227 will also accept any P220 
upper unit/top end, whether it is 
Carry, Standard, or Match. 

The P226 SAO (Single Action Only) 
appears to be presented as a competi-
tion handgun, and should be a good 
one. Using the P226 frame, this SAO 
version features a Nitron-coated stain-
less-steel slide with front cocking serra-
tions. A new ambidextrous safety design 
allows both weak- and strong-hand use. 
It features classic two-piece X5 grips, 
and the Elite frame is milled for a X5 
jet funnel. Siglite night sights are stan-
dard. It will be chambered for 9mm, .40 
S&W, and .357 SIG. SRP: $1,228.

The new M11-A1 (SRP: $1,125) is 
an updated version of the M11 Pistol 
issued by the U.S. Military. 
Chambered for 9mm, it features  
corrosion-resistant controls, a phos-

phate-coated barrel, a Nitron-
coated stainless-steel slide, and 
an anodized alloy frame without a 
dust-cover rail. Siglite night sights 
are standard, and it uses classic 
two-piece polymer grips. It ships 
with three 15-round magazines.

The P226 TACPAC-Laser Combo 
is a combat-ready package that 
includes a STL-900 light/laser 
combo, with a Level 2 holster with a 
hood. The package is built on the 
proven P226 frame and is chambered 
for 9mm, .40 S&W, and .357 SIG. It 
features a Nitron-coated stainless-
steel slide, with a hard-anodized alloy 
black frame with an accessory rail. 
Siglite night sights are standard, along 
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with the rail-mounted STL-900 light/laser, and the 
Level 2 holster. It ships in a lockable hard case.

The same TACPAC package will also be available 
in the SIG P220, P229, and SP2022 models. SRP: 
$710 to $1,215, depending upon the model selected.

Lastly, the new P226 Tribal ($1,100 to $1,285) is 
chambered for 9mm, and features SIG’s standard 

Nitron-coated stainless-steel slide, but includes 
front cocking serrations. This gun is a non-rail 
model for those who prefer that smoother profile, 
and it uses the standard hard-anodized black-alloy 
frame. Siglite night sights are standard, and the gun 
features custom two-piece black aluminum grips.

Setting it apart from other handguns are the 

subdued tribal patterns in the slide and grips. It 
ships with two 15-round magazines and will also 
be available in a two-tone finish. Booth #12240. 
(603-772-2302; sigsauer.com) 

Smith & Wesson
Seven new competition and self-defense models 
enter the S&W handgun line this year. The 
Performance Center Custom SW1911 is a full-size 
5-inch barrel 1911 in .45 ACP designed as a special-
ized option for competition shooters. Hand-tuned by 
the Custom Shop, it is built on a stainless-steel slide 
and frame with a glass-bead finish. Features include 
polished feed ramp, polished action parts with a 3.5- 
to 4-pound match-grade trigger pull, hand-lapped 
frame to slide-rail fit, adjustable black rear sight with 
a black post front, G10 grips with 30-lpi checkering, 
an ambidextrous thumb safety, and other custom 
touches. It has an 8 + 1 magazine capacity.

Designed for compact concealed carry, the 
Performance Center Round Butt SW 1911 .45 
ACP shares the mechanical features and ambidex-
trous controls of the above full-size gun, but is 
built on a scandium-alloy Commander-size frame 
with a stainless-steel slide and rounded butt. Empty 
weight is trimmed to 29.6 ounces; overall length is 
7.95 inches. The magazine capacity is 8 + 1.

The M&P semi-auto series will see the introduc-
tion of new Competition Optics Ready Equipment 
Models. The M&P Pro Series C.O.R.E. pistols will 
be available in 9mm and .40 S&W in barrel lengths 
of 4.25 and 5 inches. They retain all the features of 
the standard M&P guns, with the addition of new 
interchangeable backstraps (three supplied) with 
pronounced stippling and a Perfor mance Center 
sear that allows for a 4.5-pound trigger pull, with a 
faster reset than the standard models. 

The biggest change is that the optics-ready plat-
form is made up of a specialized removable bracket 
system that mounts to the side of the pistol. 
Through the use of removable brackets, shooters 
will be able to simply install the appropriate 
mounting screws to achieve the proper mounting 
height and fit for the Trijicon RMR, C-More STS, 
Leupold DeltaPoint, Doctor, Insight MRDS, and 
J-Point red-dot sights that are among the most 
popular with competitive shooters. Booth #13731. 
(800-331-0852; smith-wesson.com)

Walther America
Three new models join the Walther line this year. 
The new Walther PPK/S .22 (SRP: $399 to $429) 
is chambered for .22LR and is a virtual copy of its 
centerfire PPK/S models. It will be available in 
matte black or nickel finish. Weighing 23 ounces, 
it features a 10-round magazine and a manually 
operated drop safety.

The PPQ M-Series (SRP: $599.99 to $699.99) 
builds on the PPQ series with two new 4-inch-
barrel models. Available in 9mm (15-round capaci-
ty) and .40 S&W (11 rounds). It weighs 21 ounces 
empty and features a black matte finish, striker-
fired action, and a Walther Quick Defense Trigger 
that pulls at 5.6 pounds. 

The new Walther PPX (SRP: $449 to $499) is 
designed as an economical self-defense handgun in 
either 9mm or .40 S&W. It features a polymer 
frame, a 4-inch barrel with adjustable three-dot 
sights and a constant force trigger that breaks at 
6.5 pounds. Two drop safeties and a firing-pin 
block safety, along with a loaded chamber view 
port, assure safe carry. A reversible magazine catch 
makes it a good choice for southpaws, and option-
al accessories include a 1913 Picatinny rail and a 
threaded barrel for suppressors. Booth #16241. 
(800-372-6454; waltheramerica.com) 

Smith & Wesson Created for compact concealed carry, the Performance Center round Butt 1911 
(lower left) is built on a scandium Commander-sized frame. The Performance Center Custom SW 1911 is a 
full-size, 5-inch barrel 1911 in .45 aCP designed as a specialized option for competitive shooters.    
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Feet First
Improved construction and design are making boots 
more comfortable and durable than ever  
By Peter B. Mathiesen

O verall, regional sales were up this season as retailers filled consumers’ needs caused by wet and 
stormy East Coast weather. Many stores sold completely out of their rubber boot inventory. 
In the Western mountain states, sales of high-end leather boots surpassed last year’s. A few 

technical mountain boots approached, or exceeded, the $400 suggested retail price mark. Although 
there was a slight increase in domestic boot production, pricing remained stable. Work boots contin-
ued to expand into the inventories of hunting-boot retailers. Here’s a look at what’s new for 2013.

Bogs
Constructed of hand-laid, puncture-
proof, scent-free rubber, the 100 per-
cent waterproof Diamondback snake 
boot will ship to retailers this summer. 
Billed as the lightest snake boots on 
the market, Diamondbacks are lined 
with 2mm of EverDry neoprene as 
well as Bogs’ Max-Wick liner to keep 
feet dry. The dual-density, contoured 
EVA insole with DuraFresh antimi-
crobial reduces odors and offers 
improved shock absorption. The 
BioGrip hunting outsole provides sure 

traction in mud or on dry ground. 
The boot comes in the Realtree AP 
camo pattern in whole sizes from 8 to 
14. SRP: $200. Booth #10132. (800-
201-2070; bogsfootwear.com) 

Danner
Built upon the athletic-inspired 
Danner Trailguard platform, the 
High Ground offers the comfort of a 
hiking boot. The upper is construct-
ed with ultra-durable nubuck leather 
paired with abrasion-resistant action 

leather in high-wear areas to elimi-
nate hot spots and pinch points. 

The lacing system includes ghillies 
across the forefoot for a secure fit and 
locking speed hooks for quick lacing. 
The boots have a Gore-Tex 100 per-
cent waterproof breathable liner and a 
floating-tongue design for easy on 
and off. An antimicrobial polyure-
thane footbed with open-cell con-
struction and EVA midsole ensure 
underfoot comfort and air circulation 
throughout the boot. A Danner Talon 
outsole provides extremely light-

weight athletic performance over rug-
ged terrain. Sizes in medium and wide 
from 6 to 14EE, including half sizes; 
women’s sizes run from 5 to 10. SRP: 
$139.95 to $189.95. Booth #10770. 
(800-345-0430; danner.com)

Filson 
Back from vacationing in China, the 
Highlander (and Uplander) will once 
again be manufactured in the USA. 
Constructed from 100 percent full-
grain, oil-tanned cowhide, these tradi-
tional Wellington boots have a smooth 
toe to protect feet against rain, snow, 
and mud. Fully lined with soft, water-
repellant leather, the gripping Vibram 
sole delivers great traction in wet con-
ditions. Ideal for engineering, ranch-
ing, or any outdoor farm task, these 
boots are extremely quick to pull on 
or take off. The removable EVA/cork 
insoles provide additional comfort 
against shock for long periods of 
standing. Sizes range from 8 to 13, 
with half sizes in D width; EE widths 
include 8 to 13, with half sizes also 
available. SRP: $340. Booth #15324. 
(866-860-8906; filson.com)

Bushnell 
Footwear
The Sierra line of boots is 
intended for extreme back-
country hunts in rough terrain. 
Each boot is equipped with 
lacing hardware that extends 
from the top of the boot to the 
toe box, allowing hunters to 
have more control over fit. 
Sierras also sport a rubber 
rock-Guard that wraps around 
above the midsole, protecting 
the upper from sharp rocks 
and mud. The boots are 
insulation- free to prevent 
hunters from overheating.

The outsole is dual-density, 
with an EVa midsole to cush-
ion the heel. The anti-slip 
rubber- sole plate keeps hunt-
ers’ feet on the ground. Inside, 
a heat-zone removable insole 
system is designed to accom-
modate an adhesive toe 
warmer for frigid morning 
hunts. Sierras also use 
ScentMask odor elimination 
and a Hydro-Guard water-
proof membrane backed by a 
Breathe right moisture- 
wicking lining. SrP: $185. 
Booth #12519. (800-325-6116; 
bushnellfootwear.com)

Bogs 
Constructed of 
puncture-proof 
scent-free  
rubber, the 
diamondback 
snake boot is 
lined with 2mm 
of Everdry neo-
prene as well as 
Bogs’ Max-Wick 
liner to help keep 
feet dry. Other 
features include  
a contoured EVa 
insole and a 
BioGrip hunting 
outsole that pro-
vides sure trac-
tion in mud and 
dry ground.
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Frogg Toggs
The Hellbender Breathable Wader is 
a boot-foot wader that uses DriPore 
C3-4-ply technology with an ultra-
tough nylon microfiber outer shell. It 
sports double-reinforced knees and 
shins for protection against slash and 
rocks, with a comfortable, adjustable 
elastic wading belt. The waders are 
supported by a set of Y-back, adjust-
able elastic suspenders. 

A zippered pouch keeps keys and 
licenses away from the marsh, while 
the 600 grams of Thinsulate and 
wool midsoles keep feet warm all day. 
Additional pockets include a fleece 
hand warmer and an expandable 
storage pocket. Sizes 7 to 13 (whole 
only) with Advantage Max 4 camo. 
SRP: $239.95. Booth #10219. (800-
349-1835; froggtoggs.com)

Georgia Boots 
Featuring 1,000 grams of Thinsulate 
Ultra insulation and backed by 
Georgia Boot’s waterproof protection 
and exclusive Arctic Toe technology, 
the 10-inch-tall Arctic Grip is perfect 
on the coldest days of the year. The 
upper is constructed from full-grain 
Crazy Horse leather with Realtree AP 
Cordura accents and solid brass milled 

hardware. There are also toe and heel 
bumpers for added durability. The 
Arctic Grip includes the Arctic AMP 
footbed that insulates from the bot-
tom, along with a merino wool blend-
ed lining throughout the boot to max-
imize warmth. The outsole ensures 
traction on slippery surfaces while 
providing a strong grip for traversing 
the outdoors. Available in men’s sizes 7 
to 13 in D and EE widths. SRP: Starts 
at $149. Booth #11170. (877-795-
2410; georgiaboots.com) 

Kenetrek
Whether you hunt in South Africa or 
Arizona, Safari boots are ideal for use 
in dry desert climates. Designed for 
support and comfort in warmer tem-
peratures, they are perfect for early fall 

Danner Built upon the athletic-inspired Trailguard platform, the High 
Ground offers the comfort of a hiking boot, but gives a spot-and-stalk 
hunter the performance of a premium hunting boot. The boot has been 
designed to eliminate pinch points and hot spots. 

Georgia Boots The arctic Grip 
uses 1,000 grams of Thinsulate to 
provide cold-weather protection.
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hunting seasons in the mountain in the West. The 
Safari is non-insulated and constructed with thick 
2.5-mm full-grain leather uppers lined with 
Cambrelle to increase durability, enhance breath-
ability, and wick perspiration. Suited for walking 
long distances in any kind of terrain, the lightweight 
Eurosuole outsoles provide shock absorption and 
minimize slipping. Weighing in at 2.9 pounds a pair, 
the extra padded soft collars and special flex notch 
upper design provide all-day comfort. SRP: $275. 
Booth #2860. (800-232-6064; kenetrek.com)

LaCrosse 
Built with patent-pending AeroForm technology, 
the AeroHead boot takes advantage of new con-
struction that offers a comfortable fit along with 
high flexibility and durability in a lightweight pack-
age. AeroForm technology is a liquid polyurethane-
over-neoprene construction used to build the boot. 
The procedure starts with a flexible and insulating 
neoprene sock around the foot. Using LaCrosse’s 
Armor Weld process, a liquid rubber seal is applied 
to the back seam of the sock, adding durability and 
allowing the flexibility needed to easily slide the 
boot on and off. In the final step, liquid polyure-
thane is injected into a mold around the sock to 
form a highly durable, lightweight, and insulating 
shell surrounding the foot up to the shin. 

Inside the mold, a thick layer of polyurethane 
forms between the neoprene and the outsole, joining 
the rubber outsole to the boot and creating a sup-
portive platform to offer cushion and comfort 
underfoot. The integrated shank under the arch 
provides support while climbing in and out of tree-
stands, and the large, adjustable back gusset allows 
extra room for pants. The Brush Tuff bi-directional 
material on the upper is abrasion-resistant, which, 

Kenetrek The non-insulated Safari is con-
structed of thick, full-grain leather uppers with 
Cambrelle to increase durability, enhance 
breathability, and wick perspiration—all of which 
the hot-weather hunter needs.

Irish Setter 
Hunters will appreciate the hand-sewn 
construction of the Havoc Big Game 
boots, which provide flexibility and out-
of-the-box comfort. The polyurethane 
footbed delivers long-lasting cushioning. 
airflow channels and 1,000 grams of 
Thinsulate ultra insulation keep feet drier 
and warmer. The lightweight ultraFlex Big 
Game sole’s broad platform supplies 
enhanced stability on rocky, mountainous 
terrain. The upper features premium 
leather with a variety of camo options 
and proven Gore-Tex waterproofing for 
breathable comfort. The CuShin comfort 
tongue offers greater flexibility and 
ensures comfort at the top of the boot. 
The BOa Closure System provides 
instant-on, easy-off convenience. BOa 
cable technology is a fast, one-handed 

closure system. It’s easier to 
re-tighten—and no more 
broken laces. available in 
Mossy Oak Break-up 
Infinity camo. Sizing 
includes medium and 
wide widths from 8 to 

14. SrP: $230. Booth 
#10047. (800-738-

8370; irishsetter 
boots.com) 
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combined with the patent-pending shin guard 
design, delivers protection against brush and briars. 
Available in 3.5-mm-thick versions in Mossy Oak 
Break-Up Infinity or Realtree Xtra Green, as well 
as in 7mm neoprene in Mossy Oak Bottomland or 
Realtree Xtra. Sizing includes men’s 5 to 15, whole 
sizes only. SRP: starts at $139.95. Booth #10770. 
(800-323-2668; lacrossefootwear.com) 

Muck Boots
With a comfort range of minus 40 degrees, the all-
new Woodland Extreme is the company’s first 
boot to feature a leather-lace profile with breath-
able CR-foam insulation. Starting inside with an 
EVA removable footbed, an Airmesh layered 6mm 
CR-foam insulation bootie surrounds the foot. 
This system provides exceptional moisture man-
agement with efficient warming insulation. An 
Aegis anti-microbial barrier guards against odor.

The exterior is finished in Crazy Horse leather 
and Cordura with a durable rubber toe guard. The 
collar is generously padded, and the lacing locks 
tight. The package is exceptionally warm, as well as 
waterproof. The result is a boot that is as warm as 
a Pac boot, but is far more comfortable for long 
distances. The Woodland comes in whole sizes 
ranging from 7 to 15, in Mossy Oak Break-Up 
camo. SRP: $199.95. Booth #10951 (877-438-
6825; muckbootcompany.com)

Magnum USA
The Mach II 8.0 is specifically designed for an 

even lighter, more technologically advanced ath-
letic feel. This lightweight boot includes a durable, 
polishable, Clarino Microfiber and rip-stop nylon 
upper, along with non-metallic hardware. 

The Impact Response footbed improves comfort 

Lowa
The Tibet GTX, right at home in rocky, rugged off-trail hunting and backpacking situations, has 
proven itself on mountain ranges the world over. The new 2013 version arrives with proprietary 
I-Lock lace hooks, the patent-pending I-Core midsole construction that incorporates carbon-fiber 
technology, and a wider toe box. The Tibet utilizes a one-piece, water-repellent nubuck leather 
upper with a medium-tall shaft for maximum ankle support. a rubber rand delivers durability and 
abrasion resistance. This strap-on crampon-compatible boot features the Vibram Masai outsole, 
3d FlexFit, patent-pending X-Lacing, Tongue Stud, and Balance Insole. There is a Gore-Tex lining, 
climate-control wicking, and Lowa’s C4 Comfort Tongue System. available in men’s sizes 7 to 14, 
including half sizes and wide widths. SrP: $360. Booth #10232. (203-353-0116; lowaboots.com) 

LaCrosse Built with 
patent-pending 
aeroForm technology, 
the lightweight 
aeroHead offers flexi-
bility and durability. an 
integrated shank under 
the arch provides sup-
port while climbing in 
and out of treestands, 
and the large, adjust-
able back gusset allows 
extra room for pants. 
The boot is also 
abrasion- resistant.
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and shock absorption in the Achilles 
tendon area with a high-flex zone, 
even when standing on concrete all 
day. A lace pouch and light-compos-
ite shank works with a high-flex EVA 
midsole and Vibram outsole provid-
ing fast-moving traction and durabil-
ity. SRP: $150. Booth #11164. (800-
853-2896; magnumboots.com)

Rocky
The Broadhead low-cut boot features 
an athletic fit with a zip-up shell made 
from VapourFlex, a waterproof, 
breathable, and stretchable fabric 
designed specifically for high perfor-
mance. Fast on/off and extremely 
comfortable, this boot is ideal for 
early season or a long stalk. The boots 
are equipped with Rocky’s Climate 
IQTM technologies to control tem-
perature, moisture management, and 
scent profile. Inspired by athletic 
shoes, the outsole features a tough 
rubber skin and an aggressive tread 
for grip in any terrain. Available in 
Realtree AP Xtra, sizes range from 8 
to 14, with half sizes available up to 
size 12 in both medium and wide. 
SRP: $189.99. Booth #11034. (740-
753-1951; rockyboots.com) 

Wolverine
Built for the longest treks over the 
most brutal ground, the Grouse Zero 

Mass Bird Boot is a light, athletic 
boot that features an EVA outsole 
with rubber forepart and heel pads to 
cushion with non-loading traction. 
The low-profile, 10-degree heel-to-
toe angle improves stability over 
unforgiving terrain. A waterproof 
leather and 1,000-denier nylon upper 
lined with a wave-mesh waterproof 
membrane guarantees feet will  
stay dry.  

An EVA midsole offers additional 
cushion in each step. There are two 
models: a 5-inch boot with 200 
grams of Thinsulate, or a 5-inch, 
non-insulated boot. Available in 
Mossy Oak Break-Up and Real 
Brown/Brown. Sizes include medium 
7 to 12, 13, 14; and wide 7 to 12, 13. 
SRP: starts at $120. Booth #10540. 
(800-545-2425; wolverinebootsand 
shoes.com) 

Under Armour
The Thermal Spinex is the first neoprene rubber boot to feature a 
battery-powered thermal-heating system. The easy-to-reach ther-
mostat switch located on the top of the boot allows variable tem-
perature control for individual comfort settings. In addition to the 
heating system, the boot lining offers the company’s patented 
Infrared ceramic print coating that reflects heat, helping to retain 
body heat. 

The breathable, fleece lining contributes to warmth by managing 
moisture, and the antimicrobial molded Ortholite sock liner keeps 
odor at bay. The internal memory foam heel pad allows for easy 
entry and a snug fit while reducing heel slip. The lightweight, fully 
contoured molded EVa midsole grants extended wear and sure foot-
ing. a lightweight, flexible skeletal rubber exterior 
delivers extra protection against tree limbs and rocks. 
a durable webbing rear pull strap offers easy on and 
off. available in uniform/Blaze in whole sizes from 8 
to 14. SrP: $299.99. Booth #11044. (888-727-6687; 
underarmour.com)

Wolverine In addition to an EVa 
midsole, the Grouse uses an nXT 
odor-control sock liner that breaks 
down sweat with organic enzymes.
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The View from the Peak
NSSF’s fourth Shooting Sports Summit offers an opportunity to assess 
progress and make one final push By Robert F. Staeger

I n 2008, the National Shooting Sports Foundation welcomed 
high-level representatives from the outdoors agencies and the 
firearms industry to meet to discuss the future of hunting 

and the shooting sports at the Shooting Sports Summit. There, 
a goal was set: increase hunting and shooting sports participation 
by 20 percent by the end of 2014.

Progress in increasing participation 
dates back to even earlier summits. 
Past summits have spawned pro-
grams such as Step Outside, First 
Shots, the Hunting Heritage 
Partnership and Range Partnership 
grants, and more.

In the spirit of cooperation, orga-
nizations have partnered to get the 
job done. Families Afield brought the 
National Shooting Sports 
Foundation, the National Wild 
Turkey Federation, and the U.S. 

Sportsmen’s Alliance together for a 
common cause. NSSF began the 
Scholastic Clay Target Program and 
passed on its administration to the 
Scholastic Shooting Sports 
Foundation.

Looking Forward
“The summit is essential to NSSF’s 
mission to promote, protect, and pre-
serve the shooting sports,” says NSSF 
senior vice president and chief mar-
keting officer Chris Dolnack. “As the 
industry’s trade association, it’s incum-
bent on us to lead the way and pro-
vide that forum for the various leaders 
of the community to share their suc-
cess stories and to posit thoughts on 
where we might go from here.”

Now, with the 2014 deadline 
looming, we’re beginning to see the 
fruits of those efforts. A U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service survey released 

in August shows an increase in hunt-
ing participation of 9 percent 
between 2006 and 2011—proof that 
things are moving in the right direc-
tion. The question is, can those 
numbers grow fast enough to meet 
the original goal?

It’s time for one final push to the 
finish line. On June 10–12, in 
Springfield, Massachusetts, the 
fourth Shooting Sports Summit will 
see leaders from industry and wildlife 
agencies all put their shoulders to the 

same effort: to increase hunting and 
shooting sports participation. “Now’s 
the time, it’s the final kick,” says 
Dolnack. “A football team wants to 
finish the game strong in the fourth 
quarter, and that’s what we’ve got to 
do now. We’ve got to finish the game 
strong in ’13 and ’14. The prelimi-
nary survey results provide some 
great news, but we can’t take our eye 
off the ball now.”

Plans call for the summit—offi-
cially named the 2013 Shooting 
Sports Summit—to take place at the 
Sheraton Monarch Place, in down-
town Springfield. The location 
offers a variety of activities for par-
ticipants. “I think it will be attractive 
for state wildlife agencies and the 
NGOs and conservation groups we 
work with. The Smith & Wesson, 
Savage, and Colt factories are near-
by, as are the Springfield Armory 
national historic site and the 

Basketball Hall of Fame,” says 
Dolnack. 

The summit’s keynote speaker will 
be Louisville basketball coach Rick 
Pitino, author of Success Is a Choice 
and Lead to Succeed. “We’re excited to 
have Rick Pitino as our closing key-
note speaker,” says Dolnack. “He’s 
recognized as one of the top team 
builders, motivators, and communi-
cators, and his ‘success is a choice’ 
message will help prepare summit 
attendees for the final drive to 
increase participation by 20 percent.” 
Summit attendees will receive an 
autographed copy of Lead to Succeed.

Working Together
The attendance at the summit is 
remarkably diverse—NGOs such as 
the Rocky Mountain Elk 
Foundation and the International 
Defensive Pistol Association work 
side by side with manufacturers like 
Remington and ATK and state fish 
and wildlife agencies—and each has 
different resources and expertise to 
draw upon. Participation from rang-
es is specifically highlighted in this 
session, even though NSSF also 
hosts a Shooting Range and Retail 
Conference in the summit’s off 
years. “We know the importance of 
having everyone working together 
toward the common goal, and rang-
es are a huge component of that,” 
says NSSF’s director of recruitment 
and retention, Melissa Schilling. 
“We want to see more ranges come 
out to this summit and participate 
and give ideas on what’s going on.” 
Schilling also stresses the impor-
tance of getting people involved 
from different echelons of various 
organizations. “Not only are we 
looking for the decision makers,  
but also the people who get differ-
ent programs on the ground and 
running.”

As at previous summits, activities 
will include general sessions and then 
different tracks, devoted to subjects 
like recruitment and retention, mod-
els of success, and marketing. 

“We’re thinking about branching 
out a little bit, too,” says Dolnack, 
who’s considering including more 
hands-on training in the breakout 
sessions. For example, there might be 
a session where people are walked 
through the nuts and bolts of setting 
up and using a Twitter account effec-
tively. “At a summit, with all the top 
leadership from all these organiza-

tions, you tend to talk from 30,000 
feet. That’s what a summit is. But 
there are also folks attending who 
might get excited about increasing 
their social media outreach, but when 
they get back to their office, they’re 
not quite sure what to do. During 
those sessions we can certainly have 
policy discussions, but we can also 
then have the folks that actually do 
the work at the various organizations 
roll up their sleeves and get some 
actual hands-on experience there.”

Perhaps the most important fea-
ture of the summit is the opportunity 
to examine past efforts to increase 
participation that have been success-
ful, and to consider ways to make 
them even more effective. “That’s 
where the summit shines,” says 
Dolnack. “It’s an opportunity for 
these state agencies to learn of these 
models of success from their peers. 
Don’t take NSSF’s word for it; listen 
to how Ohio did it, or listen to how 
Pennsylvania did it.”

“We’re going to be presenting dif-
ferent models of success, whether 
they be hunting-related programs or 
target-shooting programs, to show-
case different efforts that are being 
used to move the needle of participa-
tion,” says Schilling. “We’re going to 
have a lot of different programs to 
showcase, and we’re also hoping for 
the audience to walk away with more 
tools in their tool belts. We’re hop-
ing for a lot of ideas, especially new 
ideas, to be floating around.”

For example, through the Hunting 
Heritage Partnership grants, NSSF 
funded a Pennsylvania plan to add 
hunting areas to the official county 
highway maps. It was successful, but 
Virginia’s fisheries and game depart-
ment took it a step further, making 
the information available via GPS. 
“They put it on their website, and 
saw the number of unique visitors to 
their site, and the number of down-
loads, far exceed their expectations,” 
says Dolnack. Further pilot programs 
in the West refined the idea even 
more; Oregon researched the effects 
and found that people actually went 
afield because they had access to that 
information.

Making It Work
It’s a spirit of common purpose and 
cooperation that pushes these ideas 
forward, says Dolnack. “The point is 
to provide a forum where all that 
information can be shared, and then 
people have time in between the ses-
sions during lunch, or in the eve-
nings, to follow up and get more 
information. Then they can go back 
to their state agency, or their NGO, 

nSSF’s director of industry research and analysis, Jim Curcuruto, discussed the 
preliminary findings of the “understanding activities that Compete with Hunting 
and Target Shooting” study at the 2011 Shooting Sports Summit. 
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or their factory and take this information and put 
it to good use.”

Another model for success the summit will be 
looking at is a recent effort in New York to use 
direct mail to remind hunters to renew their 
licenses. It’s a very simple, no-frills effort—just a 
black-and-white postcard—but it generated 777 
responses for more than $47,000 in revenue from 
an outlay of approximately $15,500. 

“We’ve been talking a lot about it here in the 
office,” says Dolnack, and it’s worth exploring at 
the summit as well. “People are just tuning out the 
e-mail, but if you have a targeted message, to a 
targeted audience, that has a call to action and an 
offer that’s easy for the consumer to activate, you 
have a much greater chance of activation.” It’s pos-
sible the summit can build on this model in the 
future.

“Public opinion polls consistently tell us that 
hunting and recreational shooting are showing 
the highest levels of public support in decades,” 
says NSSF president Steve Sanetti. “We think 
this is at least in part due to the hard work and 
diligent efforts of many diverse groups and indi-
viduals who share our passion for the shooting 
sports—and that’s why attendance at our 
Shooting Sports Summits is so important. There, 
we share ideas, discover what works, and devise 
new ideas to try, which we all hope can improve 
the outlook even further. So we invite extensive 
participation in this year’s summit to keep the 
ball rolling and help preserve our unique and 
precious American traditions.”

“If we all work together and put our minds to it, 
and focus on those programs that are demonstrat-
ed models of success, we can make a difference,” 
says Dolnack. “We can have an impact if we all 
work together and put our oars in the water at the 
same time, in one powerful stroke.”

The Shooting Sports Summit will take place in 
Springfield, Massachusetts, from June 10–12. For 
information on attending, visit nssf.org. 

Men and women from across the industry attend 
the Shooting Sports Summit, where they discuss 
ways to increase participation in our sports.

“We know the 
importance of having 

everyone working 
together toward the 

common goal.”
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The Next Threat
NSSF helps keep the tradition in traditional  
ammunition By David Draper

W ith an overwhelming majority of Americans supporting a citizen’s right to hunt, anti-
hunting groups now are trying new and nefarious ways to block hunters from enjoying 
the sporting tradition. Armed with flawed science and biased research, anti-hunters and 

other groups are currently attacking traditional ammunition that utilizes lead components in what 
amounts to an end-around attempt to ban hunting outright. Luckily, hunters and shooters have 
the National Shooting Sports Foundation on their side, which continues to go to great lengths to 
oppose bans or restrictions on traditional lead-based ammunition, which represents 95 percent of 
the ammunition currently sold.

Anti-hunting and other groups are 
attacking traditional ammunition on 
two fronts, both based on flawed sci-
ence. First, the anti-hunters, led by 
the Center for Biological Diversity 
and other short-sighted environmen-
tal groups such as the Peregrine 
Fund, argue that lead-based ammuni-
tion presents a danger to wildlife 
populations, especially raptors such as 
eagles and condors that may feed on 
entrails from hunter-harvested game. 
The second battle falsely claims that 
eating game meat from animals har-
vested using traditional ammunition 
can adversely affect human health. 

“The attempt to ban traditional 
ammunition is by far the most seri-
ous threat to our industry that exists 
today,” says Lawrence Keane, senior 
vice-president and general counsel 
for NSSF. “Such a ban would raise 
the cost of ammunition by an average 
of 190 percent and drive hunters out 
of the field and shooters off the fir-
ing line. The reduction in ammuni-
tion and firearms sold would crater 
the excise taxes that fund conserva-
tion of the very animals these anti-
hunting groups purport to protect.”

Although the arguments against 
traditional ammunition have no basis 
in science, anti-hunting groups like 
the Center for Biodiversity continue 
their attacks through frivolous law-
suits against the Environmental 
Protection Agency and the U.S. 
Forest Service. The CBD, along with 
other groups, has twice now sued the 

EPA, demanding the government 
agency ban the manufacture and use 
of traditional ammunition. Both 
times, NSSF has stood up for our 
industry, as well as for gun owners, 
hunters, and shooters. In 2011, 
NSSF successfully moved to dismiss 
the first of these lawsuits. 

“This second frivolous lawsuit, 
which is essentially the same as the 
one dismissed, is equally without 
merit,” says Keane. “This is a waste 
of taxpayers’ dollars and EPA 
resources in having to defend a base-
less lawsuit. The suit should be dis-
missed with prejudice to discourage 
future litigation of a similar nature.”

In the August 30, 2012, filing, 
Keane also noted there is absolutely 
no evidence that lead in ammunition is 
causing harm to the health of hunters 
or having an adverse impact on gener-
al wildlife populations that would war-
rant banning traditional ammunition.

“There is, quite simply, no sound 
science that shows the use of tradi-

tional ammunition is harming wildlife 
populations or that it presents a 
health risk to humans who consume 
game taken with such ammunition,” 
he says. “Banning traditional ammu-
nition would cost tens of thousands 
of jobs in America and destroy wild-
life conservation that is funded in 
part by an 11 percent excise tax on 
the sale of ammunition. The protec-
tion and management of wildlife is 
properly handled by the professional 
biologists in the state fish and game 
agencies, as it has been for over 100 
years.”

NSSF has also fought efforts at the 
state level in both California and 
Iowa, where anti-hunting groups 
have attempted to impose bans on 
traditional ammunitions. In addition, 
the organization supports legislation 
sponsored by Senator Jon Tester 
(D-MT) and Representative Jeff 
Miller (R-FL) that would clarify the 
EPA’s position that the government 
agency does not have jurisdiction 

over traditional lead ammunition 
under the Toxic Substances Control 
Act and that the issue is best man-
aged by state fish and game agencies.

“An important part of NSSF’s 
position is that manufacturers do 
make alternative ammunition using 
different metals, in response to con-
sumer demand,” says Keane. “A 
hunter has the right to choose what’s 
right for his need. If the hunter 
wants to use alternative ammunition, 
which is significantly more expensive, 
he should be able to do that. But it’s 
not right to force a ban on hunters 
and shooters when there is no scien-
tific basis for doing so.”

In 2010, NSSF launched the 
Hunting Works for America initia-
tive to illustrate and promote the 
financial impact of hunting in the 
United States. The HWFA program 
creates partnerships between sport-
ing organizations and manufacturers 
with the many businesses at both the 
state and local level that depend on 
hunting to survive. This ever- 
growing alliance of more than 500 
member-partners serves as a unified 
voice advocating for public policy 
supporting hunting, including pro-
tecting the hunter’s right to use tra-
ditional ammunition.

The HWFA initiative will play an 
important part in the fight against a 
traditional ammunition ban, which 
would be a severe blow to the many 
communities who depend on hunter-
spent dollars. NSSF estimates that as 
many as 29,700 Americans could lose 
their jobs if such a ban were enacted, 
reducing the Gross Domestic 
Product by about $4.9 billion. In 
addition, federal, state, and local tax 
revenues would be reduced by up to 
$655.1 million and excise taxes up to 
$113.8 million.

Because of the way a ban against 
traditional ammunition with lead 
components would be enforced, 
many of those jobs and dollars would 
go overseas.

“The Center for Biological 
Diversity concedes that the EPA 
could not regulate fully assembled 
cartridges, arguing instead that the 
EPA can ban the components such as 
shot and bullets,” says Keane. “Were 
the EPA to accept the CBD’s argu-
ment and ban bullets and shot, the 
result would be that ammunition 
production would move offshore, and 
fully assembled cartridges would be 
imported. This would cost thousands 
and thousands of jobs in the U.S.” 

With traditional ammunition now in 
the crosshairs of anti-hunting groups, 
nSSF is setting the record straight on 
the perceived hazards of ammo that 
utilizes lead-based bullets.

“The attempt to ban traditional 
ammunition is by far the most serious 
threat to our industry that exists today. 
Such a ban would drive hunters out of 
the field and shooters off the firing line.”
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The SHOT Show Just 
Keeps Getting Better 
Attendees will see a host of improvements 
for 2013, with more to come By Brian McCombie

A ttendees and exhibitors to this year’s SHOT Show will notice many helpful and 
important improvements to our venue. From more aisle space to additional sit-
ting areas this year, to more food vendors and refurbished restrooms, the SHOT 

Show keeps improving. With your input, it will only keep getting better and better.

The biggest change?
“We asked the Sands, and they actually put in 

an all-new escalator between Level 1 and Level 2,” 
says Diedra Cauley, NSSF director, exhibitions 
and conferences. “That’s made getting between 
the levels so much easier. In addition, they 
changed all the lighting on Level 1, at our request. 
The Sands and Reed Exhibits [which manages the 
show for the NSSF] have really worked with us to 
address concerns from past shows.”

“The Sands Expo has invested millions of dol-
lars in renovations, and we’re excited to be here 
through 2015,” says Chris Dolnack, NSSF senior 
vice president and chief marketing officer. “The 
bright new lobby is more inviting and makes 
ingress and egress much easier for our customers.”

Responding to the concerns of attendees and 
exhibitors alike, the show floor has been “shrink-
ing,” in a sense, for the last couple of years. When 
the SHOT Show was at Orlando, Florida, for 
example, exhibitor floor space topped out at 707,000 
square feet. For 2012 at the Sands, that exhibitor 
floor space was down to 634,000 square feet.

“That’s to make more room for more seating 
and wider aisles,” Cauley says. “We’ve expanded 
the size of the aisles, and we have added a num-
ber of food and seating options throughout the 
show. In order for us to do all of that, we have 
had to shrink the show floor.”

This year, SHOT Show veterans will also 
notice an increased amount of electronic signage, 
alerting people to seminars and other show 

events, and more wireless hotspots dotting the 
show floor. The Sands also made extensive 
upgrades to their public restrooms.

“Even though last year’s SHOT Show set 
records for attendance, exhibitor sales, and cus-
tomer satisfaction, we can’t rest on our laurels,” 
says Dolnack. 

As an attendee or exhibitor, there may be some 
element of this year’s show you didn’t think worked 
too well. Or there may have been changes imple-
mented that made this SHOT Show a more fulfill-
ing experience. Either way, NSSF very much wants 
to hear from you. Just fill out a SHOT Show sur-
vey, and you can rest assured that your ideas and 
concerns will be read, discussed, and considered.

“At the end of the SHOT Show, our team sits 
down and reads every survey,” says Cauley. “We 
take this feedback very seriously, and we work to 
make the changes that will make this become a 
better and better experience for everyone.”

Last year, that translated into more than 1,800 
surveys read, tabulated, and discussed by the team.

“The SHOT Show provides the bulk of the 
revenue for NSSF’s customer recruitment and 
retention programs, business development servic-
es for retailers, shooting ranges, distributors, and 
manufacturers, and our government relations 
work in D.C. and the state capitals,” Dolnack 
says. “So all of us at NSSF and Reed Exhibitions 
will continue to work together with the Sands 
Expo to ensure that our customer experience at 
the SHOT Show is the best it can possibly be.” 

renovations at the Sands Expo—including more wireless hotspots and a new escalator between Levels 
1 and 2—should translate into a smoother and better experience on the SHOT Show floor. nSSF will 
provide attendees with surveys, encouraging feedback to ensure continued improvement.

Best of Both 
Worlds 
Based in Brescia, Italy, Chiappa Firearms 

employs high-tech types as well as old-
school traditional craftsmen to turn out a 

wide variety of high-quality firearms. But, real-
ly, who are these guys?

The company was started by Ezechiele “Oscar” 
Chiappa. After working at Tanfoglio (first on the 
production line, then as production manager), 
Oscar began subcontracting for other companies. 
By 1958, his new business led to more produc-
tion, and at 29, Oscar founded Armi Sport.

Armi Sport mostly manufactured replica fire-
arms, such as blackpowder and early Western 
models like those used in America’s Wild West, 
popular in Europe thanks to movies and televi-
sion. Eventually Oscar’s replica firearms business 
came over into the huge U.S. market. At about 
the same time he originated a high-quality line 
of realistic blank firearms (sold under the Kimar 
brand). In many countries in Europe, you cannot 
have home-defense firearms or handguns, but 
realistic blank guns are legal and have actually 
been used to convince criminals to buzz off.

Oscar’s son Rino grew up in the gun industry. 
By visiting his father’s factory whenever possi-
ble, Rino learned early on how to make fire-
arms. By the age of 10, he was able to correctly 
operate most of the machines. Rino’s manufac-
turing education continued at the family busi-
ness after hours, through high school, and dur-
ing summer vacation.

When Tanfoglio went bankrupt in the 1980s, 
it presented an opportunity for the Chiappa 
family to pick up more firearms-oriented mill-
ing machines. Rino, then 19, pressed for the 
family to buy these machines. He also pressed 
the family to restructure Armi Sport to make it 
more efficient.

Finally, Oscar turned the company over to his 
son, staying on as a consultant and spending his 
time in the shop doing what he loved best—
making firearms.

The company flourished, and under the fami-
ly name—Chiappa Firearms—expanded pro-
duction into modern firearms (such as the 
Rhino revolver) while retaining production of 
its quality replica and blank firearms. Currently 
Chiappa makes more than 70,000 firearms a 
year in its new, ultra-modern 108,000-square-
foot plant. The company employs more than 80 
workers, and exports to 62 countries.

Chiappa’s replica firearms unit reverse- 
engineers vintage firearms and then, using mod-
ern equipment, creates accurate, high-quality 
replicas. Chiappa machines all parts and compo-
nents from solid bar stock—no castings are used. 
Wood parts are hand-oiled several times, then 
hand-polished. This combination of old-country 
quality and modern technology produces firearms 
that are truly the best of both worlds. Booth 
#11729A. (chiappafirearms.com) 

Chiappa’s rhino 40dS 
revolver features hand-oiled, 

hand-polished wood.
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The Best Ambassadors
Hunters and target shooters are the nation’s 
most diligent conservationists, but many don’t 
even know it By Brian McCombie

T hose of us who attended last year’s SHOT Show will no doubt remember that, dur-
ing the show, NSSF helped kick off the 75th anniversary celebration of the Pittman-
Robertson (PR) Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act. The actual 75th anniversa-

ry was on September 2, 2012, but NSSF and numerous other organizations wanted to 
start the celebration a little early—in large part, to get the word out that PR has been a 
major boon for wildlife conservation in this country, and that hunters and target shooters 
have led the way to help conserve wildlife and wildlife habitats all across America.

A little history first. President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt signed into law the Federal Aid in 
Wildlife Restoration Act, now called the Pittman-
Robertson Wildlife Restoration Act, on September 
2, 1937. Since then, PR has fostered partnerships 
between federal and state fish and wildlife agencies, 
the sporting arms industry, conservation groups, 
and sportsmen and -women to benefit wildlife. 

The PR Act does this by providing grant funds 
to the states and their wildlife agencies for projects 
to restore, conserve, manage, and enhance wild 
birds and mammals and their habitat. Usually, 
those grants are matched by funds from the states 
in question and, in many cases, by conservation 
organizations as well. Those PR grants are gener-
ated through an 11 percent excise tax on sporting 
arms and ammunition. Archers are part of the 
equation, too, with an 11 percent excise tax on 
bows, arrows, and their parts and accessories, for 
use in wildlife projects or hunter safety programs. 
In 1970, a 10 percent tax was also levied on pistols 
and revolvers, half of which may be used by the 
states for hunter safety programs.

Anglers and the fishing and boating industries 
established similar funding strategies through the 
Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Act (the 
Dingell-Johnson Sport Fish Restoration Act) in 
1950, and the Wallop-Breaux Boating Trust Fund 
amendment in 1984.

All told, this American System of Conservation 
Funding has generated more than $12 billion, which 
has been entrusted to agencies for fisheries and wild-
life restoration and management, for hunter, angler, 
and boater access, as well as for hunter and boater 
safety education. Yet, even with that rich and long 
history, many hunters and target shooters don’t real-
ize that they are the backbone of the North 
American Model of Wildlife Conservation, through 
the taxes they pay. “Sportsmen and hunters have 
some vague notion that their license fees have some-
thing to do with fish and game departments,” says 
Steve Sanetti, NSSF president and CEO. “But the 
fact that they pay billions of dollars [in excise taxes], 

far in excess of any other group, for conservation of 
all species, is, sadly, unknown to most of them. Even 
less well known is the fact that conventional target 
shooters, action target shooters, collectors, trap, 
skeet, and sporting clays shooters, plinkers, and even 
those who purchase a firearm or its ammunition for 
self-defense, are all contributing to conservation.” 

In 2011, NSSF also introduced “The Original 
Green Movement.” This program is designed to 
let people know that sportsmen and -women are in 
many ways the original “greenies,” harvesting and 
consuming fresh, natural foods in their roles as 
hunters and fishermen. But we don’t just harvest. 
The Original Green Movement gives back in a 
huge way. In fact, sportsmen and -women contrib-
ute nearly $8 million per day toward conservation 
through licenses, excise taxes, and other special 
taxes, such as duck stamps. That equates to more 
than $2.7 billion annually for conservation.

As a public relations vehicle, the Original Green 
Movement has been quite effective, too.

“We’ve generated a lot of attention on this issue 
via social media,” says Bill Dunn, NSSF managing 
director, marketing communications. “Anytime we 
put the Original Green Movement message on 
Facebook, YouTube, or Twitter, we get a very good 
response—many comments and lots of sharing.”

Dunn notes that NSSF will continue to promote 
the Original Green Movement well into the 
future. “It’s important for hunters and shooters to 
hear and pass on this message,” says Dunn. 

You can access the program at nssf.org/hunter 
green. NSSF as a whole will continue to share all 
these messages.

“We are determined to get the word out,” says 
Sanetti. “It is so important that we reclaim our 
place as America’s first and best conservationists. In 
an increasingly urbanized nation, we might forget 
our rural roots and look askance at the idea of hunt-
ing or the recreational shooting sports. So, please—
tell your friends and neighbors about what you do 
for conservation anytime hunting or the shooting 
sports come up. You are our best ambassadors.” 

Opti-Logic’s 
Bright Future
Founded in 1987, Opti-Logic 
Corporation knows the value of its 
assets—and is being rewarded hand-
somely. “Opti-Logic introduced the 
first low-cost laser rangefinder for 
golfers in 1994,” says CEO Sam 
Harper. “We also developed the first 
ballistic-compensating laser range-
finder for sportsmen in 2001, and fol-
lowed that with the world’s smallest 
consumer laser rangefinder in 2010. 
as the originator and patent holder of 
ballistic-compensating laser range-
finders that use VaC—vertical angle 
compensation—we continue to offer 
this groundbreaking technology in 
bold new designs. I think what sets us 
apart is that we are the developer of 
this technology, not just another mar-
keter of laser rangefinding products.”

The laser rangfinder category has 
experienced rapid growth over the 
past few years, with no end in sight. 
Seeing the continued potential of this 
market, Opti-Logic recently acquired a 
new 10,300-square-foot facility that 
will be dedicated solely to production, 
helping the company meet a previ-
ously unseen level of volume.

Harper is understandably bullish 
about Optic-Logic’s future. “I’ve been 
asked many times, ‘Why is Opti-Logic 
growing in such a difficult economy?’ 
Well, we planned for it by partnering 
with an aggressive, Tennessee-based 
venture capital firm that sees huge 
opportunities in our technology 
assets.” 

That access to capital no doubt 
helped with the acquisition of the 
building. But there was also an 
investment in intellectual capital. 
“after extensive vetting by the cus-
tomer,” Harper says, “OLC has 
become the exclusive supplier to the 
Israel defense Forces of mil-spec 
handheld battery-powered laser 
rangefinders. That’s taught us how to 
design, engineer, and build very rug-
ged laser rangefinders, and those 
skills are currently being applied to all 
of our products.”

Harper says the company is taking 
advantage of another trend, as well. 
“We believe that, more than they have 
in the past 10 years, the american 
people want to buy american. OLC is 
the only american-made laser range-
finder on the market. all of the com-
peting models are made overseas.”

OLC’s products are also highly 
prized in the military and LE commu-
nities, says Harper. “Given what’s at 
stake here, for our customers’ sake, 
OLC cannot afford to be unsuccess-
ful. But since we’re known for deliver-
ing first-class technology that can 
provide clear, fast, and precise dis-
tances for those whose livelihoods—
and lives—depend on it, we will be 
successful.” Booth #2253. (888-678-
4564; opti-logic.com)

hunters and shooters 
contribute nearly $3 
billion for conservation 
annually through 
licenses and taxes.
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Flawed Concepts
Why microstamping and ballistics imaging aren’t  
viable crime-fighting tools By David Draper

M ore than a decade ago, ballistic imaging (or “fingerprinting,” as it wrongly came to be 
known) was held up by the political punditry as the be-all and end-all solution to  
solving crimes, something so seemingly brilliant it warranted redirecting millions of 

taxpayer dollars from actual crime prevention to ineffective post-crime investigation. More 
recently, microstamping has been held up as the panacea for the police to get illegal guns off 
the streets. In reality, both technologies are more flawed than foolproof, and each has been 
proven by independent studies to be little more than a thinly veiled attempt at controlling and 
banning legal gun ownership.

“In effect, microstamping would 
become a gun ban due to the high 
cost of compliance that could not be 
passed on to the consumer,” says 
Lawrence Keane, senior vice presi-
dent and general counsel of the 
National Shooting Sports 
Foundation. “That’s precisely why 
they’re supported by the Brady 
Center and New York City mayor 
Michael Bloomberg and his coalition 
of misguided mayors.”

Around the recent millennium, 
ballistic imaging was the “magic bul-
let” for anti-gunners who claimed 
the ability to identify and track hand-
guns by the markings left behind on 
empty shell casings. Despite the bur-
dens of both time and money, law-
makers in Maryland and New York 
bit on ballistics imaging in 2000. 
Both states enacted laws requiring 
firearms manufacturers and licensed 
retailers to provide state crime labs 
with a spent cartridge casing from 
every new handgun sold in the state. 
The cost to comply with either of 
these laws was estimated to be as 
much as $7 per gun, and for retailers 

who did their own test firing, it could 
cost as much as $70 a gun, expenses 
which were then passed on to the 
consumer. Even more money would 
have to be invested by the states to 
build and maintain the enormous 
gun database as well as purchase 
expensive ballistic identification 
equipment.

At the urging of gun-control 
groups, a few years ago California’s 
legislature was on the verge of pass-
ing a similar ballistic imaging law 
until an independent study by the 
University of California at Davis 
supported what NSSF and others 
had been saying all along—building a 
ballistic imaging database of lawfully 
purchased firearms does not work. 
Years later, a study by the National 
Academy of Sciences validated the 
conclusion of the UC Davis study. 

Unfortunately, it has taken New 
York and Maryland tens of millions 
of taxpayer dollars to figure this out. 
In 2004, Maryland State Police testi-
fied that ballistic imaging had not 
solved any crimes, nor did they want 
to be held to a statute requiring its 

use. In New York, ballistic imaging 
has not been effective in solving a 
single crime in the 12 years it’s been 
in place, something Governor 
Andrew Cuomo took into consider-
ation when he wrote a repeal into his 
2012 budget. Millions of dollars of 
taxpayer money was spent on ballis-
tics imaging, and not a single crime 
was solved, not a single criminal con-
victed and incarcerated.

“With the money saved by repeal-
ing ballistic imaging, the New York 
State Police hired seven new troop-
ers,” says Keane. “Unfortunately, 
Maryland has yet to repeal its ballis-
tic imaging law.”

As ballistic imaging has fallen out 
of favor, anti-gunners have increas-
ingly touted microstamping as the 
new panacea du jour to solve crime 
(and price consumers out of owning 
a gun). It doesn’t work either. The 
flawed concept purports to track fire-
arms by way of a serialized or other-
wise marked firing pin that would 
leave a unique and identifiable coder 
on the spent casing’s primer.

“First and foremost, independent 
peer-reviewed studies, including 
work by the National Academy of 
Sciences, has established that micro-
stamping just doesn’t work as adver-
tised,” says Keane. “It does not leave 
a legible mark on the primer, and it 
can be easily defeated using common 
household items such as an emery 
board, sandpaper, or a sharpening 
stone. Not to mention, a criminal 
can remove and replace a firing pin.”

Microstamping will also prove 
costly to the gun industry, requiring 
manufacturers to invest an extraordi-
nary amount of money to comply 
with the faulty technology. The esti-
mates of the cost of a handgun to the 
consumer would increase by at least 
$200 if gun companies were legislat-
ed into microstamping the firing pin 
of every new handgun made.

“We’re talking about a 150 percent 
increase in the cost of a mid- to low-
er-priced firearm,” says Keane. “The 
reality is, if a state were to adopt 

microstamping, manufacturers would 
simply stop selling firearms in that 
market. Microstamping is a gun 
ban.”

The facts about microstamping’s 
failings and costs have been support-
ed by several peer-reviewed studies, 
including one published by 
UC-Davis concluding microstamping 
was “flawed” and “further testing, 
analysis, and evaluation is required.” 
Even the inventor of the technology, 
Todd Lizotte, has reversed course, 
now saying his concept requires 
more research before it is imple-
mented. It’s this research that NSSF 
is supporting, joining with ATF and 
law enforcement groups in calling for 
a federally funded study into micro-
stamping and why the concept does 
not function reliably.

Despite a number of independent 
studies, as well as overwhelming evi-
dence as to microstamping’s flaws, 
several states have fallen for the anti-
gun rhetoric. California passed a law 
requiring all new semi-automatic 
handguns manufactured after January 
1, 2010, to have their firing pins seri-
alized with microscopic etchings. 
The District of Columbia has also 
passed microstamp legislation, 
though neither has moved forward 
with implementation. In New York, 
the State Assembly voted to approve 
similar legislation, a move endorsed 
by Bloomberg and groups like the 
Brady Center.

“New York would be well advised 
not to repeat the mistake of ballistic 
imaging, which it would do if it 
enacted microstamping,” Keane says. 
“Instead, New York should focus its 
resources on proven crime-fighting 
tools such as putting more police on 
the street to prevent crime from 
occurring in the first place.”  

In effect, 
microstamping 
would become 
a gun ban due 

to the high cost 
of compliance 
that could not 

be passed on to 
the consumer. 

Microstamping etches firing pins so 
they’ll leave a distinctive mark on a 
bullet’s casing, but it’s an expensive 
and ineffective process, too easily 
foiled by sanding or replacing the pin.
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Fresh Start
Remington reveals a new rifle—and new attitude By Slaton l. White

T here are times when you need to completely re-invent the wheel. Throw out all the old, tired designs and start over from 
scratch. Other times what’s needed is a fresh look at what you have. Then you borrow the best components and combine 
them into something new.

That’s exactly the tactic Remington 
has taken with its new Model 783 
bolt-action centerfire rifle, which 
makes its debut at the 2013 SHOT 
Show.

John Fink, Remington’s senior 
product manager for rifles, says the 
inspiration for the design came after 
a thorough look at existing products. 
“We took the best aspects of all of 
the rifles in our line, as well as com-
petitive offerings, and rolled them all 
into one rifle.”

And though its DNA comes from 
existing designs, Fink stresses that the 
Model 783, the culmination of two 
years of work, is not a simple recombi-
nation of various elements. “It’s a 
brand-new rifle that’s been developed 
from the ground up,” he says. “The 
driving requirements were accuracy, 
reliability, and durability. I believe 
we’ve hit on all three.”

He’s especially proud of the accu-
racy, which I experienced first-hand 
when Fink and I hunted elk in north-
ern New Mexico last fall. When I 
marveled at how well the rifle shot, 
Fink said it was the result “of a firm 
foundation.”

They began with a round receiver 
(which features a minimum-sized 
ejection port and a detachable box 
magazine), into which, Fink says, “we 
put in as much steel as possible” in 
order to assure rigidity. The Model 
783 also uses a button-rifled mag-
num-contour barrel. “It’s our heavi-
est sporter-weight barrel. Again, the 
idea was to make the platform as 
rigid as possible.”

The receiver and barrel are joined 
by a barrel-nut system. “This is a 
first for Remington,” Fink says, “and 
it allows us to set the head space at a 
minimum dimension for improved 
accuracy.”

The action is dropped into a new 
composite injection-molded pillar-
bedded stock. “We wanted a very 
rigid stock that would flex only mini-
mally during recoil,” he says. “Less 
flex means greater accuracy. In addi-
tion, we free-floated the barrel with 
twin pillars for enhanced accuracy.” 

Next came the trigger, which sits 
within an oversize trigger guard that 
makes it easier on cold-weather 
hunters wearing gloves.

“The CrossFire trigger is a trigger-

The author (left)
sights in the new 
Model 783. 
Below, the first 
three shots 
(once the gun 
was zeroed in), 
at 100 yards. The 
author also shot 
at metal silhou-
ette targets at 
200 and 300 
yards and heard 
the clang of a hit 
far more than the 
silence of a miss. 
John Fink 
(below) at the 
shooting bench 
the day before 
the hunt.

The receiver and barrel are joined by a 
barrel-nut system, a first for Remington. 
Going this route allows the manufacturer to 
set the headspace at a minimum dimension 
for improved accuracy. 
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block design that allows us to set the 
trigger at the factory at 3.5 pounds,” 
he says. “Consumers can adjust it, 
though they would have to take the 
barreled action out of the stock to do 
so.” The range of adjustment is 2.5 
pounds to 4.5 pounds.

Rounding out the package is 
Remington’s patented SuperCell 
recoil pad. “It soaks up to 54 percent 
of the recoil. It’s really very comfort-
able to shoot on the range.”

Indeed it is, even when shooting 
magnum loads, as we did (160-grain 
7mm Rem. Mag., to be exact). It’s 
also light in the hand, a rifle that a 

spot-and-stalk hunter can carry com-
fortably all day.

“Some of the early prototypes that 
we built came in at just over 6½ 
pounds,” Fink says. “I went back to 
the engineering group and said, ‘Guys, 
let’s figure out how to beef this up a 
little bit. We want this gun to come in 
between 71/8 and 7¼ pounds.’ The 
actual weight will vary depending on 
the chambering, but the guns will 
average about 7¼ pounds.”

To mount a scope, the consumer 
will need to use two Model 700 front 
bases (the rear Model 700 base won’t 
fit on the cylindrical receiver). “These 

are currently available from Weaver,” 
Fink says, “but we’ve also been work-
ing with Leupold, Millet, and Warne 
to let them know this rifle is coming. 
Remington Accessories will also have 
an integral base and rings available 
for the Model 783. It also turns out 
that a Savage 10/110 round-body 
receiver also takes two Model 700 
front bases, so a hunter will have no 
problem finding what he needs to 
mount a scope.”

Now, what is all this going to cost 
a consumer who has been shell-
shocked by a flatlined economy? As 
it turns out, not a lot.

“We had too big of a gap between 
our top-of-the-line Model 700 and 
our budget-priced Model 770,” Fink 
says. “So, with the Model 783 we set 
out to fill that void. The suggested 
retail price is $450, but real-world 
pricing will most likely be between 
$399 and $429. We feel this is a 

high-performance rifle at a good 
value price point for the consumer.”

It is, and a rifle that performs this 
well for that price should help kick-
start bolt-action sales, which, accord-
ing to retailers that SHOT Business 
regularly polls, have been in the dol-
drums. That’s good news for retailers. 
Another bit of good news—this is a 
rifle you can sell to an experienced 
hunter who craves accuracy, but 
doesn’t have $1,000 to achieve it. It’s 
also a good rifle for a beginner. For 
not a lot of money, he gets to join the 
Remington family.

There’s also one more bit of news 
that should interest retailers frustrat-
ed by backordered or non-available 
products.

“We are changing the way we 
announce products,” Fink says. “We 
are not going to announce a product 
until we have it built and sitting in 
the warehouse.”

Remington started building the 
Model 783 in November in its 
Mayfield, Kentucky, plant, which 
means two months of product have 
already come off the line. The Model 
783 will initially be available in 
.30/06, .270, .308, and 7mm Rem. 
Mag. And when Remington announc-
es the next four calibers later this 
year, retailers can rest assured that 
those rifles also will be ready to ship. 
Booth #14229. (800-243-9700;  
remington.com) 

John Fink (above) with his bull. The 
author (left) with his elk. neither bull 
went very far after being hit.
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Jessie Duff 
Wins Again
Taurus looks to competition to  
improve product 

Competitive shooter Jessie Duff has earned multiple World 
and National Champion shooting titles in five different 
shooting disciplines over the course of her career. Among 

these are the prestigious Bianchi Cup and the World Speed 
Shooting Championships. Last summer, under trying circum-
stances, she won the High Lady Open Division of the United 
States Practical Shooting Association Area 3 Championship. 

After the match, Duff said, “I real-
ly enjoyed shooting the Area 3 
Championship, as this was my first 
time competing at this venue. It was 
a challenging match, testing several 
skills necessary to succeed.”

Duff wasn’t the only one who cele-
brated her win. Her sponsor, Taurus, 
basked in the reflected glow of her 
achievement.

“We are very proud of Jessie’s per-
formance at this year’s USPSA Area 
3 Championship,” said Taurus USA 
president and CEO Mark Kresser, 
after the event. “This is Jessie’s third 
win under the Taurus name, and she 
is well on her way in taking Taurus 

to a new level and breaking open the 
door of the competition world.”

According to Kresser, this kind of 
competitive shooting is incredibly 
valuable in promoting the Taurus 
brand. 

“The addition of Jessie Duff brings 
two-fold value: approachability and 
credibility,” he says. “Without ques-
tion, we are set to become the most 
approachable gun company in the 
world. Jessie Duff is an affable, con-
genial figure in the shooting sports 
world. Her open smile and honest, 
polite, helpful conversations win 
raves with all who have the chance to 
talk with her. With the addition of 

this world-class athlete to our team, 
we also up the credibility ante, and 
her winning record so far this season 
speaks for itself.”

Kresser also says competitions and 
sponsorships help improve and 
evolve the product line at Taurus. 
“Via Jessie at her competitions and 
appearances, we are able to talk with 
and listen to an even larger customer 
base. The more we listen, the better 
we can become, whether it’s custom-
er service or product innovation.”

For example, Kresser notes that 
Duff’s gunsmith has fined-tuned a 
Taurus 1911 for use in Open 

Divisions. “It is our intention to offer 
an all-new 24/7 G2 in single-action 
pistol, which is now being developed 
with our Brazilian engineers per 
Jessie’s competition specifications,” 
he says. “When available and with 
subsequent qualifying sales, this 
would become the Production 
Division semi-auto pistol model for 
competing shooters to purchase and 
win with.”

Sounds like a win all the way 
around for Duff, Taurus, and the 
general shooting public. Booth 
#14140. (800-327-3776; taurus 
usa.com)  

Competitive 
shooter Jessie 
Duff has won a 
number of presti-
gious competi-
tions, and now 
that she is a 
member of the 
Taurus team, the 
firearms manu-
facturer is  
basking in the 
reflected glow of 
her multiple  
victories. Taurus 
intends to  
develop models 
built on her  
competition 
specifications.
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Bringing Cherished 
Brands Back to Life
Who, exactly, is Acme United Corporation...
and why should you care? 

E ver heard of Acme United Corporation? Most outdoorsmen haven’t a clue as 
to who (or what) it is, but they should. It’s the entity that brought a pair of 
venerable knifemakers—Camillus and Western—back to life. Acme United 

owns several diversified companies that specialize in various types of cutting tools 
suitable for gardening and construction use. In addition, it owns a line of home, 
office, and auto first-aid products. It also happens to be the largest importer of 
cutting steel in the U.S.

Camillus and Western each have a long histo-
ry in the U.S., but both suffered from a variety 
of intractable problems before Acme, wearing 
the proverbial white hat, stepped in and bought 
both at a bankruptcy auction in September 
2007. It did so because the primary business of 
Acme is the manufacture of cutting instru-
ments, and it believed in the power of these two 
brands. Though Acme will continue to import 
various models of high-tech steel knives (as do 
most major brands), Rick Constantine, vice 
president of marketing, says several fixed-blade 
Camillus models are now made entirely in the 
USA.

The original Western brand began business 
in 1896 as Platts & Sons Cutlery in New York. 
Founder Charlie Platt was an experienced 
knifemaker who emigrated from Sheffield, 
England. He spent nearly three decades making 
knives for Northfield Knife Company in 
Connecticut. His sons continued the business, 
and in 1911, H.N. Platt bought out his siblings 
and moved the plant to Boulder, Colorado, 
where it became Western States Cutlery. The 
name was later shortened to Western Cutlery. 
Western flourished, and even provided special 
fighting knives to elite military units during 
World War II and the Korean War. In 1984, 
the Platt family sold the company to Coleman. 
Seven years later, Coleman sold Western to 
Camillus Cutlery.

Camillus began life around 1873, when one 
of the founders, Adolph Kastor, began import-

ing German-made knives into the United 
States. Business was good, and the fledgling 
company decided to produce knives in the 
United States from a facility in Camillus, New 
York. Although the population of the U.S. was 
small, the company still made nearly 1 million 
knives that year. Over the years, Camillus pro-
duced many types of cutting instruments, from 
scalpels to fighting knives. But a rise in inex-
pensive imports, as well as labor and manage-
ment problems, caused the manufacturer to 
close in 2007, taking Western with it.

But now both are back. Retailers can rest 
assured that Acme is not new to cutlery, and its 
management and overall knowledge of the cut-
lery business will help it make the decisions that 
should reintroduce these two great old brands 
to a generation who may only know of them 
from collector and gun shows.

“Camillus is a historic and trusted brand, and 
the Camillus team is 100 percent focused on 
building the brand so it exceeds our current and 
future customers’ expectations,” says 
Constantine. “We believe Camillus is a brand 
where the sky is the limit, and we’re launching 
a new line of knives that boast innovation, exot-
ic steels, and true craftsmanship at the SHOT 
Show.” Constantine also says the Western 
brand will continue to provide high-quality 
knives and cutting tools focused on home, 
hunting, and sporting applications. 

Booth #1410. (800-835-2263; camillusknives 
.com) 

rick Constantine, acme’s vice president of marketing, believes the re-establishment of Camillus 
and Western is working. Both brands “are currently the fastest growing cutlery businesses in the 
u.S. Both feature incredibly aggressive pricing, which is good news for sportsmen.”

the Crosman 
advantage
Retailer incentives
help to drive demand

T he technology behind airguns is 
actually quite sophisticated, and has 
been for some time. Problem is, not 

enough retailers know it. And if the retail-
ers aren’t familiar with the product, how 
can they sell it?

Crosman understands that product knowledge is a 
vital resource. So vital, in fact, that it created a new 
retailer program that provides the retailer with a 
freestanding display and video monitor to help 
showcase the product. According to Blake Anderson, 
Crosman’s sales manager of wholesale distribution, 
“Demon strations on hunting, plinking, and target 
shooting will all be seen on the video. It’s a great 
way to help showcase our product.”

And though Crosman has done POP incen-
tives many times, Anderson stresses that this 
program is different. “This is the most signif-
icant investment Crosman has made to the 
independent retailer channel,” he says. “The 
displays are quite expensive, but it’s Crosman’s 
goal to support the qualifying retailers with a 
marketing advantage using the display pro-
gram.”

The new program differs from earlier 
efforts in three key areas. First, the manufac-
turer has never before offered such a large and 
colorful fixture to display airguns and accesso-
ries. Second, the display will include a 7-inch 
color video monitor to get the consumer 
excited and interested in airguns. Third, 
retailers will receive shirts, hats, banners, and 
decals, all helpful in promoting the brand and 

stimulating sales.
The target audience is independent 

retailers that wish to get started in air-
guns. But established retailers who want 
to increase airgun sales can also greatly 
benefit from the addition of the display. 

To further whet a retailer’s appetite 
for the Crosman and Benjamin lines, 
the manufacturer has added a special 
incentive: a whitetail hunt in Texas with 
company pro staffer Jim Shockey. To 
qualify for the drawing, a retailer needs 
to place a minimum order of $3,000 in 
Crosman and Benjamin products. 

Though the hunt incentive is a one-
time event, Crosman intends to keep 
the display program active for inter-

ested retailers. 
“Our main goal is to capture 

retailers that are not stocking the 
Crosman brands or not stocking in a 

sufficient manner. But we’re also hop-
ing the display will draw foot 
traffic and show consumers how 
much fun airguns can be,” says 

Anderson. “We believe retailers 
can profit from the Crosman 
Advantage.” 

Consumers can, too. Booth 
#13940. (800-724-7486;  

crosman.com) 

Crosman’s Vantage airgun 
is just one of many rifles 

featured in its new in-
store video promotion.
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Bushnell Ranges Forth 
Optics innovator Bushnell continues its leadership role in the  
rangefinder market By David Draper

T he more mature (read: older) hunters among us probably remember a time before laser rangefinders, when estimating distance 
was a woodsmanship skill not easily learned and rarely accurately applied. Though they seem ubiquitous now, a must-have 
piece of equipment for the hunter’s arsenal, rangefinders are a new concept, relatively speaking, to the sporting world. In fact, 

one could say laser rangefinders are still in their evolution stage, with new features and smaller models introduced at the SHOT 
Show each year. Among the companies making and marketing laser rangefinders is Bushnell, which not incidentally was the first 
company to offer a handheld model specifically for the sportsman.

In the early 1990s, compound bow 
manufacturers were pushing the 
envelope in terms of speed, thereby 
increasing bowhunters’ effective 
range. Although these new bows 
were capable of delivering arrows 
accurately out to 40 to 50 yards and 
beyond, the hunters themselves were 
having trouble estimating range at 
those distances. Recognizing the 
need for some type of rangefinder, 
Bushnell looked to the military and 
aerospace industries, where laser 
rangefinding had been in use since 
before the Apollo mission in 1969.

“By the late 1980s and early 1990s, 
the laser rangefinding technology 
first used by NASA had boiled down 
into military applications,” says 
Jordan Vermillion, product director 
of sports optics for Bushnell. “These 

units were rather large and very 
expensive, costing ten thousand dol-
lars or more. The concept really 
wasn’t applicable for hunters. That’s 
why laser companies laughed at us 
when we first came to them. We 
wanted something handheld and 
affordable that could provide dis-
tance plus or minus a yard. And 
something in the $400 retail range 
was what we looking for.”

Early Days
While they were still in the process 
of developing a laser rangefinder, in 
the mid-1990s Bushnell also acquired 
Ranging, a company that had been 
building handheld coincidence 
rangefinders for sportsmen. An ana-
log device, coincidence rangefinders 

utilize two split images that are then 
merged via a dial to determine the 
distance to the desired object. This 
style of device was less than suitable 
for sportsmen, but at the time it was 
the only way to somewhat accurately 
range objects without physically step-
ping off distance.

“This technology had been around 
for twenty-five to thirty years and 
was accurate to maybe seven to ten 
yards,” says Vermillion. “That 
doesn’t help the bowhunter out 
much. For a rifle hunter, it gets you 
close, but still not close enough.”

While marketing the Ranging 
rangefinders, Bushnell was working 
behind the scenes with companies 
making the laser diodes used in mil-
spec rangefinders, urging them to 
develop a system that was both 

smaller and, just as importantly, more 
affordable. 

“These companies were using 
expensive diodes that offered accura-
cies down to the centimeter,” says 
Vermillion. “We just wanted accura-
cies of one to two yards. They also 
were worried about lasers burning 
out and what kinds of different mate-
rials were available. We continued to 
push the envelope and work with 
manufacturers to get where we need-
ed to be.”

Bushnell also recognized the 
importance of making a product that 
was very user friendly.

“One of the things we wanted is to 
make a product that was really con-
venient and easy for the hunter to 
use,” says Vermillion. “Putting the 
distance in the display was another 
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big challenge. No one was making a 
view-through liquid-crystal display, 
but we wanted the information and 
distance readout in the optic and 
were able to bring that to the table 
when we introduced the first con-
sumer laser rangefinder in 1995.”

That initial rangefinder—the 
Bushnell Lytespeed—quickly found a 
market among hunters, most of 
whom realized their distance-judging 
skills were less than adequate. 
Nonetheless, there was a faction of 
hunters who looked down upon this 
new technology.

“When we first introduced the 
rangefinder, some people didn’t think 
it was ethical,” says Vermillion. “Our 
stance has always been it’s actually 
more ethical to know the true dis-
tance and then you can confidently 
know whether or not to take the 
shot. If anything, a rangefinder actu-
ally offers less chance of wounding 
an animal by keeping hunters from 
taking shots they shouldn’t.”

For most of the late 1990s, 
Bushnell owned the rangefinding 
marketplace. Ironically, two of its 
first competitors were Simmons and 
Tasco, companies that now fall under 
the Bushnell family of brands. At the 
time, neither was very successful, tal-
lying high return rates that 
Vermillion attributes to less-than-
stellar components and overblown 
marketing claims.

“Our stance has always been to err 
on the side of conservative,” he says. 
“When we claim a rangefinder rang-
es to a certain distance, those num-
bers are done in the worst condi-
tions. And, all objects are not created 
equal. When testing, I don’t just take 
the range of a deer-sized object, I 
used a deer decoy with a real deer 
hide draped over it to get real-life 
measurements. We want the consum-
er to walk away with a good experi-
ence.”

Looking Ahead
When asked how Bushnell has con-
tinued to lead that innovation, 
Vermillion refers to his office wall, 
where he has the company’s entire 
rangefinder family tree—from that 
first Lytespeed to the newest 
G-Force ARC—on display.

“It’s funny, our original goal was to 
offer something handheld and afford-
able,” he says. “That first model was 
bulky and only ranged to 400 yards. 
The same price point unit today will 
range to 1,000 yards. We were the 
first to make rangefinders ergonomic 
and first to put it in a vertical model 
that fits in a shirt pocket.”

Since introducing the first laser 
rangefinder in 1995, Bushnell pushed 
the envelope to range farther and 
integrated new technologies to get 
down to half-yard accuracy and cal-

culate how angle affects the shot. 
Most recently, they’ve introduced 
variable sight-in distance, allowing 
rifle hunters to set their rangefinder 
to how their rifle is sighted-in to get 
accurate holdover information.

“Competition has been good for 
us,” says Vermillion. “Technology has 

changed a great deal over the last 15 
years, but we’re dedicated to making 
hunters better than they were 15 
years ago by listening to what they’re 
asking for and continually pushing 
the envelope to meet those needs.” 
Booth #12519. (800-221-9035;  
bushnell.com) 

Bushnell’s Scout DX 1000 ARC laser rangefinder (shown here in Realtree Xtra) 
measures from 5 to 1,000 yards with 18-inch precision. Its E.S.P. processor pro-
vides almost instantaneous readouts, letting hunters get on their game faster.
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Let There Be Light...And Power
Energizer is far more than just a battery manufacturer By Slaton l. White

Y ou may know Energizer primarily as a battery company 
that uses an iconic pink bunny banging on a bass drum to 
advertise its products. But Energizer does a lot more than 

make millions of AA batteries; it also makes innovative lighting 
and portable power systems that enhance the outdoor experience 
for millions of hunters. 

At SHOT Show, you’ll see a new 
line of flashlights and lanterns that 
utilize a technology never before 
seen in outdoor lighting, as well as 
enhancements to the design and 
usability of the company’s top- 
selling headlights. And since more 
and more outdoorsmen won’t leave 
home without their electronic 
accessories, Energizer is also fea-
turing a sleek new line of portable 
charger systems.

Lighting the Way
The new line of lighting products 
begins with something Energizer 
calls Light Fusion Technology. 
Basically, rather than the traditional 
bulb, light is delivered through a flat 
light panel. 

“This exciting new innovation was 
sparked by consumer demand for 
more versatility, flexibility, durability, 
and overall performance from their 
flashlights and lanterns,” says Steve 
Einig, director of marketing, North 
America Lighting Products. “Light is 
transmitted through slim laser-etched 
acrylic panels. The result is clean, 
uniform light unlike anything seen 
currently on store shelves. Our lights 
are also very compact for easier pack-
ing and carrying.”

The Energizer Folding Lantern 
($39.99) is the most radical looking 
of the four products in this line. The 
flat lens can pivot in order to provide 
360 degrees of illumination. When 

not needed, it folds down for com-
pact storage.

According to Einig, Light Fusion 
Technology was originally developed 
for use in household accent lighting 
for Energizer’s Edge Accent Lights. 
“It worked so well, we saw an oppor-
tunity to translate this new and inno-
vative way to deliver light into our 
flashlights and lanterns. Our market-
ing and development teams spent a 
year and a half gathering consumer 
insights to ensure we were going to 
deliver on what consumers said they 
truly wanted.”

The end result, he says, is “bril-
liant LED lighting fit for any occa-
sion.”

In addition, says Einig, consumer 
research revealed a need for more 
control over both the brightness of 
the light and the battery life. That 
was the impetus to add Smart 
Dimming Technology to the lights. 
“Now an outdoorsman can custom-
ize light intensity and battery life to 
best suit his individual needs,” he 
says. “Some of the models in the 
new collection also incorporate the 
flexibility of choosing between lan-
tern and flashlight functionality, for 
either area or directional lighting.” 
All four models will be available in 
the spring. Expect to like the 
revamped headlights as well. 

“Specifically, the 4 LED ($21.30) 
and 7 LED ($26) headlights are 
getting significant upgrades, with 
no increase to the retail price,” 

Einig says. “These upgrades will 
include a wider, more comfortable 
(as well as removable and washable) 
headband, a recessed electronic 
push-button switch for ease of 
operation, and a more compact 
lighting unit.”

Einig notes that though the head-
lamps are more compact, each bene-
fits from a 25 percent increase in 
lumen output, largely due to the 
addition of a more advanced reflec-
tor. The upgrades were also in direct 
response to consumer requests for 
more compact, higher-performing 
gear. 

“One of the guiding lights at 
Energizer is to pair new technologies 
with unmet consumer needs,” he 
says. “It’s one of the reasons 
Energizer remains a market leader. 
We want to keep raising the bar.” 

And how does Energizer have the 
ability to keep raising this all-
important bar? Because, says Einig, 
“Energizer has been inventing and 
manufacturing flashlights for 114 
years, and we never stop learning 
and innovating. We know our cus-
tomers are looking for exceptional 
performance from their lighting 
products, which we provide at a 
price that allows them to purchase 
outdoor gear and still be able to 
afford their adventure. Throughout 
the development process, end users 
tell us which attributes they truly 
need and which they do not, 
enabling us to provide the right 
light at the right price.”

Portable Power
Staying connected is a priority 
among modern outdoor enthusiasts, 
all of whom want to take a break 
from civilization but not from their 

favorite devices. Energizer’s new 
portable chargers and premium 
USB chargers were developed to 
help do just that. Both lines feature 
long-lasting power storage, conve-
nient cable-wrapping mechanisms 
and sleek, ergonomic designs to 
help clear the clutter and stay 
charged for GPS tracking, photog-
raphy, and calling home with stories 
of the hunt. 

At the SHOT Show, the company 
is showcasing a line of four portable 
chargers, each designed to help out-
doorsmen stay connected via their 
most critical devices. For example, 
the Energizer Instant Charger is 
powered by three AA Energizer 
Ultimate Lithium batteries (includ-
ed). It can double the runtime of a 
smartphone and revive a device with 
a completely dead battery ($19.99, 
iPhone/iPod; $17.99, micro USB 
devices).

Hunters with such power-d 
raining gadgets as handheld GPS 
units and tablet PCs will want to 
check out the Energizer Universal 
Multi-Port Charger ($75.99). This 
charger offers simultaneous charging 
of any two USB-powered devices, 
regardless of brand name. It includes 
magnetic cable clips that attach to 
the charger, a rechargeable 5,000 
mAh lithium-ion battery, and dual 
ports that can charge a smartphone 
and tablet PC at the same time. 

I’ve used both the USB charger as 
well as the Energizer Instant 
Charger. The latter was particularly 
handy on a spot-and-stalk elk hunt 
during which I was out from before 
sunrise until well after sundown. 
When the charge on my iPhone ran 
low, I just plugged in the charger 
and kept on hunting. Booth #1414. 
(314-985-2000; energizer.com) 

The radical-looking Energizer Folding 
Lantern (above) takes advantage of  
Light Fusion Technology. rather than 
using light bulbs, light is transmitted 
through slim, laser-etched acrylic 
panels. The lantern folds flat for easy 
storage and can pivot on a hinge to 
provide a wider arc of light. The 
Energizer universal Multiple Port 
Charger (left) offers simultaneous 
charging via its dual uSB ports.
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Helping to Create a 
Better Shot
Timney helps your customers improve their 
accuracy By Christopher Cogley

I f you’ve worked behind a gun counter for any length of time, it’s a safe bet that 
you’ve had a customer approach you and ask for advice on how he can become a 
more accurate shot. There are, of course, the standard responses of suggesting that 

he spend more time at the range, or try using shooting sticks in the field, or even 
upgrade to a more expensive rifle that has proven accuracy right out of the box. And 
while those responses are all valid, there is an alternative that’s significantly cheaper 
than a new gun and can dramatically improve the accuracy of most rifles.

“Before I started working here, I had no idea 
how much changing a trigger could improve your 
accuracy,” says Kevin Dee, a technician at Timney 
Trigger. “The first time I put my finger on that 
trigger, though, I was amazed what a drastic differ-
ence it made.”

That was the basic concept that led gunsmith 
Allen Timney to form Timney Triggers in 1946, 
after returning from World War II. Dee says that 
Timney wanted to help make his customers’ rifles 
more accurate, but by working on each trigger indi-
vidually, he was severely limited by the number of 
rifles he could improve in any given day. To over-
come that obstacle, Timney came up with the con-
cept of building a trigger that had the same specifi-
cations as the ones he was upgrading his customers’ 
rifles to, then manufacturing it as a preassembled 
unit to make it easy for people across the country to 
change out their factory triggers with a Timney and 
significantly improve the accuracy of their rifles. 

Sixty-six years later, the concept hasn’t changed. 
“The key to accuracy is consistency,” Dee says. 

“When you put your finger on the trigger you’ve 
set at 3 pounds, you know that when you put 
3 pounds of pressure on it, it’s going to go off 
every time. It’s consistent. And that makes all the 
difference when it comes to accuracy.”

Typically, the difference is most noticeable in 
older rifles—the rifles that many of us don’t want 
to give up either because we can’t afford to or 
because we’ve grown too attached to them. 

“As hard as the economy is today, if you can put a 

new trigger on an old rifle and shrink your groups 
by half, you have an opportunity to reinvent the gun 
you have,” Dee says. “With this one simple, and rel-
atively inexpensive, step, you can take a gun that has 
been handed down to you or bought second-hand 
and turn it into an incredibly accurate rifle.”

And when you consider the fact that the vast 
majority of Timney triggers have an SRP of less 
than $130, with many—especially for older bolt-
action rifles—under $100, it makes the accuracy 
results they deliver even more impressive. Combine 
that with the ease of installation (Dee says that near-
ly any customer can install a Timney trigger in 10 to 
15 minutes), and the sale becomes a no-brainer. 

But Dee says that it isn’t the cost or the ease of 
installation that ends up selling most Timney trig-
gers. It’s the feel.

“All it takes is for someone to pull the trigger 
once to know the difference,” he says. “I tell retailers 
all the time that if they want to see ‘the look’ on 
their customers’ faces, all they have to do is let them 
pull the trigger. The dealers who do that tell me that 
it works all day every day, because once their cus-
tomers feel the difference, they’re a fan for life.”

It’s a difference that’s felt not only at the range, 
but in the field.

“The bottom line is that if you can help your 
customers improve the accuracy of their rifles, 
they’re going to be able to make better shots and 
take game more humanely,” Dee says. “And at the 
end of the day, that’s what it’s all about.” Booth 
#1846. (866-484-6639; timneytriggers.com) 

you can help upgrade a customer’s rifle 
without forcing him to pay a king’s  

ransom to do so. The secret? Installing 
aftermarket triggers such as those  

manufactured by Timney.

CCi teams 
with Swamp 
People Stars
By Doug howlett

T he hit Swamp People has become a 
modern reality-show cultural  
phenomenon that in many ways 

helped pioneer a spate of programs that 
feature down-to-earth, small-town peo-
ple going about their lives far removed 
from the typical city dweller. Its primary 
stars, patriarch Troy Landry and son 
Jacob, are the center of the action in 
each episode as they pursue alligators 
throughout the forbidding swamps and 
bayous of Louisiana. 

With the Landrys’ unparalleled skills at gator 
hunting, it was a natural choice for CCI to team 
up with Troy to offer a signature series of ammu-
nition. The line includes CCI’s proven .22 LR 
Mini-Mag and .22 WMR Maxi-Mag rounds, 
ammunition the Landrys have used for decades, 
according to CCI. The light, hard-punching 
rounds are ideal for dispatching gators and many 
other critters. The Mini-Mag comes in a 
36-grain copper-plated hollowpoint with a 
reported muzzle velocity of 1,260 fps, while the 
Maxi-Mag is a 40-grain jacketed hollowpoint 
that fires at a blistering 1,875 fps. The loads 
retail for $24 and $48 per box, respectively. The 
Mini-Mag comes in 375-round packs and the 
Maxi-Mag is offered in 250-round boxes.

The CCI Troy Landry Signature Series can be 
readily spotted on store shelves as they feature 
the familiar face of Troy Landry on the box. As 
part of CCI promotions, the Landrys—Troy, 
Jacob, and younger son, Chase—have been mak-
ing appearances at sportsman’s events around the 
country.

“Troy and Jacob are the real deal,” says ammu-
nition brand director Rick Stoeckel. “After years 
of experience with their well-being and lives on 
the line, they know good ammunition matters, 
regardless of what game they’re after.” Booth 
#14562. (866-286-7436; cci-ammunition.com) 

Swamp People’s troy landry
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Blackhawk Unveils New Holsters 
Renowned for its SERPA line of duty holsters, Blackhawk now boasts a strong stable of additional holster models and designs to 

fit most handgun makes and carry situations. This year sees the introduction of three new models, headlined by an Epoch 
Level 3 Light Bearing Duty Holster, which delivers three levels of weapon retention for a high level of security that tactical 

operators and law enforcement will appreciate. 

The first level of security is achieved by engaging 
the firearm’s ejection port when holstered, and 
maintaining that hold until manually released. The 
Pivot Guard also opens by thumb activation and is 
designed to prevent it from closing until the firearm 
is holstered. Third, the Epoch Auto Lock release 
employs an outboard index finger indent that com-
pels a full master grip by forcing the index finger 
and thumb into proper alignment as the release is 
depressed and the firearm drawn. As such, the hol-
ster not only aids in securing the firearm, but also 
promotes proper shooting form. The Epoch Level 3 
is made from a proprietary polymer carbon-fiber 
blend and can accommodate TLR-1, TLR-2, X300, 
and X400 barrel-mounted lights. Available in matte, 
basketweave, or plain finish. SRP: $108 to $125.

Two new models of GripBreak Holsters are now 
being offered, including a line of leather models and 
one made of nylon. The GripBreak Leather Holster 
allows retrieval of the firearm with a simple thumb-
release lever. It’s made of premium drum-dyed 
Italian leather and an inner-molded shell, and fits 
belts up to 1.75 inches wide. SRP: $77. The 
GripBreak Nylon Holster boasts the same features, 
but is made of a thermo-bonded three-layer lami-
nate with 1,000-denier Cordura nylon. SRP: $40.

Always looking to expand the utility and perfor-
mance of its holsters, Blackhawk is also introduc-
ing the Versa-Harness Holster/Accessory 
Platform, a chest-mounted platform held in place 
with an aero foam shoulder harness and nylon web 
straps with quick-detach buckles. Initially designed 
to carry a firearm securely near the chest while 
backpacking or hiking, the Versa-Harness’ utility 
goes beyond simple carry. It can also hold a cam-
era case or binocular case via a mounting plate.

The mounting disk is made of injection-molded 
durable plastic and comes with a mounting plate 
or five-position molded hole pattern. The shoul-
der straps provide comfort, while the quick-detach 
buckles aid ready access to whatever is attached to 
the harness. The Versa-Harness is compatible with 
Blackhawk nylon holsters, injection-molded hol-
sters, and Serpa Quick Disconnect System adapt-
ers. SRP: $70. Booth #14562. (800-694-5263; 
blackhawk.com) —Doug Howlett 

The GripBreak Nylon Holster is made of a thermo-
bonded laminate with 1,000-denier Cordura. A 
thumb-release lever allows for firearm retrieval.

Blackhawk’s new Versa-Harness Holster/Accessory Platform features an injection-molded 
mounting plate that will hold either a handgun or a camera or binocular case at the ready.
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Colt 3-Man 3-Gun 
Championship 
Colt’s Manufacturing sees value in sponsoring 
3-Gun event 

Colt’s Manufacturing Company, the title sponsor of the 2012 Colt 3-Man 3-Gun 
Championship, recently announced a successful end to the two-part competition 
series. Clint Upchurch, a Colt’s Manufacturing sponsored shooter, joined 

Brownells-sponsored Novekse shooting team members Jansen Jones and Rob Romero 
to win the competition.

The 2012 competition was the first time the 
3-Man 3-Gun Championship was run in a two-
match format. The final match consisted of seven 
stages, including three rolling thunder stages and 
four relay stages. In all, more than 55 teams from 
across the United States and Canada participated. 
The winning team was determined by the highest 
combined score at the end of both events. 
Upchurch, Jones, and Romero had captured the 
lead after the first round of competition in May, 
and then went on to secure victory at the final 
stage of competition during the summer.

“The 2012 Colt 3-Man 3-Gun Championship 
was an exciting and challenging competition,” said 
Upchurch. “It was a thrill to shoot alongside 
Jansen and Rob on the various stages, and I am 
excited to see the continued growth and popularity 
of 3-Gun shooting.”

The winners received a $6,000 cash prize, split 
equally among them, courtesy of Colt’s 
Manufacturing.

The shooters certainly got something out of 
their effort. But what was the ultimate value to the 
manufacturer? 

“There is great value to Colt in supporting the 
3-Man 3-Gun Championship and other shooting 

events,” says Joyce Rubino, vice president of mar-
keting for Colt’s Manufacturing. “We see value in 
supporting the industry and the growth of com-
petitive shooting sports. These events are also a 
great way to get our brand in front of shooters 
and the marketplace. We are very interested in 
supporting this event again in 2013 as the title 
sponsor.”

Such support should reap a big benefit for the 
manufacturer, because not only are 3-Gun events 
the fastest-growing segment in the shooting sports 
right now, but they are especially attractive to new, 
young shooters, both male and female.

These sponsorships also help the manufacturer 
design and build better products. “Shooters who 
use our new rifles during these competitions put 
thousands of rounds through them in a short peri-
od of time,” says Rubino. “Their feedback helps 
refine our design and promotes the evolution of 
the product line. For instance, we recently intro-
duced a new brand to the marketplace, the Colt 
Competition Rifle. We believe this rifle is perfect 
for the 3-Gun shooter. Clint is competing with the 
Pro model in his events, and his experience is help-
ing us further develop the CCR brand.” Booth 
#12529. (800-962-2658; coltsmfg.com)  

Colt 3-Man 3-Gun Championship team members display their winnings. Left to right: Jansen Jones, 
dean deturk (match director), rob romero, and Clint upchurch Back by 

Popular 
Demand
For a number of years, Weatherby 
offered a lightweight hunting rifle 
known as the Back Country. Weighing 
less than 7 pounds, for many hunters 
it was the ideal rifle to carry all day.

and then it was no longer in the line. 
Why? It sure wasn’t for lack of 
demand. The problem, according mar-
keting manager Mike Schwiebert, was 
the rifle’s stainless-steel platform.

“We had a lot of success with the 
rifle, but we also had ongoing avail-
ability issues with stainless steel,” he 
says. “That’s what really caused us to 
discontinue the line.” 

That decision, however, triggered a 
response from fans of the rifle.

“as soon as we discontinued the 
line, customers started asking, ‘Why 
did you discontinue it? When is it 
coming back?’”

upon further reflection, the compa-
ny decided the Back Country was 
worth bringing back—only this time, it 
would use chrome-moly rather than 
stainless steel. 

“We have more availability in 
chrome-moly, but we knew our cus-
tomers also wanted that weather-
resistance feature. Here, the CeraKote 
Tactical Grey finish, which provides 
exceptional corrosion resistance, was 
the obvious choice for us.” 

The Vanguard Series 2 Back Country 
is guaranteed to shoot Sub-MOa (a 
three-shot group of .99-inch or less) 
with Weatherby factory or premium 
ammunition. accuracy-enhancing fea-
tures include a pillar-bedded Monte 
Carlo composite stock and a 24-inch 
fluted barrel. a Pachmayr decelerator 
pad helps reduce felt recoil. 

Like all Vanguard Series 2 rifles, the 
Back Country has a match-quality 
two-stage trigger and a three-position 
safety. The adjustable trigger (to 2.5 
pounds) has an auxiliary sear for a 
creep-free, consistent let-off. Caliber 
options include .240 Wby. Mag., .270 
Win., .257 Wby. Mag., .30/06 
Springfield, .300 Win. Mag., and .300 
Wby. Mag. SrP: $1,399.

Of all those options, Schwiebert’s 
favorite is the .240 Weatherby. “It’s a 
very overlooked caliber,” he says. “It’s 
very manageable to shoot. It also has 
plenty of energy and great trajectory,” 
both of which are important to him 
because he likes to hunt big hogs in 
rugged, brush-choked terrain.

“This caliber has proved itself in the 
field,” he says. “The performance on 
hogs is simply phenomenal. It’s an 
ideal caliber for medium-size game. 
Why punish yourself with heavy- 
recoiling guns when you can have a 
small, lightweight package that’s 
inherently accurate and doesn’t hurt to 
shoot?” Booth #12729. (805-227-2600;  
weatherby.com) —Slaton L. White 
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Mossberg Motivation
Mossberg dealers and distributors rewarded for reaching Triple Crown 
Dealer Program sales goals

T he Mossberg Triple Crown Dealer program is designed to motivate and reward sales personnel as well as raise consumer 
awareness and knowledge of Mossberg products. Befitting the name, the program is made up of three parts, all of which are 
tailored to reward retailers when they meet specified sales levels of Mossberg products. 

Last summer the manufacturer hosted its 2012 
Triple Crown Incentive Program winners at the 
world-renowned Thunder Ranch training facility 
in Lakeview, Oregon. Five retailers and two dis-
tributors reached the top sales-level goals and were 

rewarded with two full days of hands-on training 
with Thunder Ranch president and director, Clint 
Smith, and his wife, Heidi Smith. The course 
included focused instruction on tactical and long-
range rifles, defensive shotguns, and handguns. 

Joining the incentive program winners at the event 
were Tom Taylor, Mossberg’s vice president of 
sales and marketing, and John MacLellan, 
Mossberg’s director of sales.

“We want to congratulate our incentive winners 
and commend their participation in the Triple 
Crown program,” said Taylor at the event. “We 
are in the second year of this highly effective pur-
chase incentive program, and the participating dis-
tributors and retailers have experienced increased 
sales, profits, and a raised consumer awareness of 
the Mossberg brand and products. It’s a win-win 
program for those motivated dealers, sales associ-
ates, and distributors.”

Nick Brown, buyer at Buckeye Firearms of 
Rogers, Ohio, said the experience at Thunder 
Ranch was “unbelievable.” He added, “The com-
pany really took care of us. I even got to shoot the 
MVP at 600 yards.”

Brown notes that hands-on experience such as 
this benefits both retailer and manufacturer. 
“When you get a chance to use the products, 
you’re better able to communicate the features to 
a potential customer.” 

In his case, he said sales of Mossberg firearms 
“went up 20 percent after I got back. That’s direct-
ly attributable to this trip. It’s a stand-out idea, and 
I don’t understand why more manufacturers aren’t 
creating programs such as this.”

Given the level of retailer enthusiasm generated 
by the program, Mossberg obviously feels it has 
hit a home run. “We continue to enhance our sales 
initiatives with programs, such as Triple Crown, 
specifically designed to increase profits and moti-
vate and reward associates,” MacLellan said during 
the event. “And with Clint and Heidi providing 
such a highly desired incentive—a defensive train-
ing course at Thunder Ranch—we experienced an 
extremely high level of participation in the Triple 
Crown Program this year.” 

The 2012 Mossberg Triple Crown sales initia-
tive included a stocking dealer program, dealer 
and distributor associate incentive programs, a 
VIP discount program, and free guns and gear 
opportunities. Booth #12734. (203-230-5300; 
mossberg.com) 

Five retailers and  
two distributors were 

treated to two full days 
of hands-on training at 
the renowned Thunder 
ranch shooting facility 

in Lakeview, Oregon. 
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Core Competency
From Core-Lokt and HyperSonic Rifle Bonded to Tac-XPD and Hog 
Hammer, Remington asserts its leadership role in ammo By Slaton L. White

A lifelong hunter, shooter, and firearms enthusiast, George Kollitides oversees an industrial powerhouse that includes 
such storied names as Remington Arms, Marlin, Bushmaster, and DPMS. Remington also happens to be a major  
manufacturer of sporting ammunition, and when SHOT Daily sat down with Kollitides, he was eager to discuss  

several new products in this area.

shOt Daily: The HyperSonic 
Rifle Bonded features a lead core 
that is progressively bonded to a 
tapered jacket. How does that  
particular design benefit big-game 
hunters? Improved expansion? 
Improved weight retention? 
Improved accuracy?

George Kollitides: Remington 
pioneered bonded bullet designs 
with the introduction of our Core-
Lokt Ultra Bonded Bullet. Now, 

with the introduction of our 
HyperSonic Rifle Bonded 
Cartridges, we are continuing this 
leadership role in the industry. 

Bonded bullets hold their jacket-
to-core integrity, providing more 
controlled and reliable expansion and 
larger expanded diameters. With its 
cutting-edge design, a HyperSonic 
Rifle bullet holds its copper jacket 
better, resulting in fragmentation 
resistance, weight retention, and 
improved penetration. Accuracy is 

also improved, the result of increased 
stability between the bullet core and 
jacket. These factors work together 
to contribute to a more accurate car-
tridge with greater lethality. 

sD: The Hog Hammer seems to be 
yet another example of the trend 
toward species-specific loads. How 
do you intend to differentiate this 
product from other “hog-specific” 
loads? Do you see the trend toward 
species-specific ammo growing?

GK: The Hog Hammer is loaded 
with the Barnes TSX bullet, the most 
advanced solid copper bullet design 
on the planet. Hog Hammer car-
tridges combine performance fea-
tures such as flash-suppressed pro-
pellants and nickel-plated cases with 
projectiles that penetrate and expand 
more reliably over a greater velocity 
spectrum than competing designs.

Remington—along with its sister 
companies—is the largest manufac-
turer of long guns in the world; this 
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gives us a unique perspective on mar-
ket trends. We know hunters don’t 
limit themselves on caliber choices or 
firearms styles. To meet this diverse 
need, we are entering the hog- 
specific ammunition market with 
seven different calibers, providing 
real choices to our customers. 

sD: The green-and-yellow box is 
certainly iconic, but it seems a bit 
dated. Does Remington intend to 
upgrade its packaging to match  
what other manufacturers are doing, 
such as more color, embossed boxes 
for higher-price lines, and color dif-
ferentiation between the various 
price levels?

GK: Remington is focused on per-
formance, not marketing gimmicks. 
We have been, and continue to be, 
the leader in driving ammunition 
performance. Having said that, we do 
believe packaging serves a purpose. 
When done right, packaging helps to 
direct the consumer to the product 
with the features and benefits they 
need. In the future, you will see 
cleaner and clearer packaging from 
Remington. We will utilize this pack-
aging to guide the consumer, not 
simply to wow them. 

sD: The new HyperSonic Pheasant 
load uses something the company 
calls “Xelerator Wad technology.” 

What, exactly, is it? How does it 
work? What’s the benefit to a pheas-
ant hunter?

GK: The Xelerator Wad is the same 
patented innovation and technology 
we launched in HyperSonic Steel. It 
utilizes our proprietary ignition cham-
ber, which produces higher velocities 
at safe pressures. The end result is 
enhanced on-target lethality at greater 

ranges using full-shot payloads. 

sD: Firearms for personal defense—
especially models and calibers suited 
for concealed carry—have been 
strong sellers in the past few years. 
Obviously, you see continued strength 
in this market. Is that the reasoning 
behind the introduction of the Barnes 
Tac-XPD line? You’re marketing this 
load as “a lightweight bullet with 
heavyweight performance.” Is that so 
the user feels less recoil? Would 
advertising efforts focus on the grow-
ing women’s market here? 

GK: The market for personal 
defense is unequivocally growing, and 
growing rapidly. You correctly point 
out that women are entering the  
market in numbers greater than ever 
before, and the concealed-carry mar-
ket is likewise expanding. This trans-
lates into a strong demand for lower-
recoil ammunition that sacrifices  
neither lethality nor performance. 

The new Barnes’ Tac-XPD line is 
exactly what you have described—a 
lightweight, low-recoil cartridge that 
results in a faster recovery time. This 
results in a faster return to target, 
imperative in self-defense situations. 
The Tac-XPD cartridge was 
designed to perform through the rig-
orous FBI protocol barriers, ensuring 
top-tier performance in self-defense 
situations. 

What’s 
happening
ROYAL ARMs 
inteRnAtiOnAL
Booth #6311
50BMG Sniper Rifle Raffle
Tue., Jan. 15–Fri., Jan. 18
Royal Arms International is 
hosting a raffle with proceeds 
to benefit the Wounded EOD 
Warrior Foundation. The  
company is raffling off a 
Bushmaster BA50 .50-caliber 
BMG Sniper Rifle as well as a 
Royal Arms Custom Glock 17. 
Drop by and get a ticket for a 
chance to win one of these 
great guns. Tickets are $20 
each.

The nonprofit Wounded 
EOD Warrior Foundation pro-
vides assistance to wounded 
explosive ordnance disposal 
(EOD) technicians and their 
families. On average, there are 
more than 7,000 brave men 
and women serving as EOD 
technicians within the four 
services. They are responsible 
for disarming, rendering safe, 
and disposing of unexploded 
military ordnance and terrorist 
devices, normally called IEDs.

George Kollitides says the market for 
personal defense is growing, and 
women are a key part of that market.
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Two Iconic 
Brands Join for 
New Collection 
of Knives 
The SHOT Show is definitely the place for 
big announcements and grand unveilings, 
and this year will be no exception as W.R. 
Case & Sons Cutlery Co. and Carhartt 
announce their new partnership and unveil 
the Carhartt Knives by Case Collection.

“Carhartt and Case share an unparal-
leled and rich history,” says Ed Jessup, vice 
president, sales, W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery 
Co. “The quality craftsmanship that has 
defined each of the brands since 1889 is at 
the heart of each knife and is encom-
passed by a style that will sincerely reso-
nate with the Case and Carhartt consumer. 
We could not be more proud or excited to 
have this opportunity to manufacture and 
deliver these exciting new knives.”

The collection, which debuts today, will 
include 22 different models, all of which 
are designed to have the durability and 
rugged appeal for which Case and Carhartt 
are known. The Carhartt Knives by Case 
are all made in America and feature Tru-
Sharp surgical steel blades as well as 
Case’s Strong Shoulder Grind to provide 
added strength at the tang. The initial col-
lection will include three specific families, 
each with a distinctive handle design. 

The G-10 family will have a durable han-
dle with an earthy color and rugged tex-
ture that mimics Carhartt’s signature Duck 
Canvas, while the Molasses Bone family 
has a more classic handle design suited 
for everyday pockets. The knives in the 
Rough Black-Over-Cream family are made 
with a durable resin to be the ideal combi-
nation of stylish good looks and rugged 
functionality. 

“Like Carhartt’s legendary work apparel, 
Case Knives are built to the highest stan-
dards of handcrafted quality, which makes 
it a perfect extension of the Carhartt 
brand,” says Rick Fecowicz, director of 
licensing at Carhartt. “They understand 
what is essential to Carhartt’s core con-
sumer and have delivered an exceptional 
accessory offering Carhartt durable DNA 
through and through.”

The entire Carhartt Knives by Case 
Collection can be seen at Booth #13905.

 —Christopher Cogley

The G-10 Hawkbill features Tru-Sharp surgical-
steel blades as well as Case’s Strong Shoulder 
Grind for added strength at the tang. 
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Critical Mass
Wild Things sees a future of mass customization, not mass production 
By Slaton l. White

A short while after America’s military might in World War II reduced the Japanese industrial base to a pile of smoking rub-
ble, a small group of visionary businessmen from the defeated nation visited Detroit, home of Ford’s massive Rouge River 
factory. At the time, it was the largest facility of its kind in the world, a cathedral raised to the vertical-integration model 

(in which a manufacturer has complete control over production, from raw materials to final assembly). 

What they saw left them dumb-
struck. Though they stood in awe of 
Ford’s size and capacity, they knew 
they could never replicate this colos-
sus in their homeland. And so they 
sought a different model, one based 
on a smaller, leaner, more nimble 
production process, which, years 
later, Toyota introduced to the world 
as Just-in-Time production.

Ed Schmults, CEO of tactical 
clothing manufacturer Wild Things, 
has a similar vision for the shooting 
sports industry. He believes the 
future belongs not to mass produc-
tion, but to mass customization.

“It’s a new business model based 
on creating variety and customization 
through flexibility and quick 
response,” he says. “The process 
moves the focus from buying on 
price, because all goods and services 
appear to be much the same, to one 

of buying on satisfied needs and 
wants, at a competitive and afford-
able price.”

Specifically, he intends to offer 
customers custom clothing. “In less 
time than it takes to heat a cup of 
coffee in a microwave, a customer 
can customize his (or her) outerwear 
top to bottom by picking perfor-
mance capability, feature sets, fabrics, 
and colors. In addition, he can select 
insulation type and weight, fabric, 
pocket placements, zipper colors, 
logo placement, and embroidery. 
Best of all, the finished garment will 
be delivered within ten days.”

Ten days?
“We can do this because we utilize 

the lean manufacturing techniques 
pioneered by Toyota,” he says. 
“Apparel manufacturers tend to use 
very traditional manufacturing pro-
cesses geared toward mass produc-

tion. You get economy of scale, but 
the price is lack of flexibility. This is 
how brands can get stuck with large 
quantities of finished goods with 
uncertain sales prospects. We stage 
raw materials at our manufacturers, 
but leave it to the customer to tell us 
what they want made. The new lean 
techniques we use allow for rapid, 
cost-efficient production, and the 
process allows for profit, even for 
very small production runs.”

According to Schmults, consumer 
benefits include the ability to create 
garments with new textiles, features, 
and colors, “but these custom prod-
ucts will be sold at mass-produced 
prices.” He also says this collaborative 
involvement enables customers to 
share their custom products via 
e-mail, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, 
and other social media outlets. This is 
a key point, as younger buyers want 

this sort of engagement, and will flock 
to companies that provide it.

Businesses also benefit, he says. 
“They can minimize the risk of hav-
ing high inventory, which helps elim-
inate the race to the bottom when 
you’re stuck with a bunch of ugly 
orange jackets no one wants. The 
system also captures more consumer 
demand to create garments with new 
textiles, features, and colors.”

Again, this is a key aspect of con-
necting with younger buyers, as they 
have repeatedly said they prefer 
“exclusivity” within their age group. 
This is also the generation that 
demands more choices—choices 
made by them, not an outside entity.

Schmults clearly believes the sys-
tem will give Wild Things a compet-
itive advantage. “This is a whole new 
way to buy. It is the convergence of 
retail, entertainment, and technology. 

Wild Things 
offers a variety of 
customization 
options for its 
gear, including 
color, fabric, trim, 
pockets, and 
insulated lining, 
thanks to its flex-
ible business 
model. Pictured 
are the Women’s 
Insulight Hoody 
(left), Women’s 
Insulight Sweater 
(top right), and 
Men’s Wind Pro 
Hoody (bottom 
right).
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The process to build your own prod-
uct is fascinating; you can choose 
your performance criteria, your fash-
ion criteria, and/or your pricing cri-
teria. In two clicks you can post your 
creation on Facebook, Twitter, or 
Pinterest to engage your friends and 
followers. Think of it: crowd sourc-
ing for the individual! It allows the 
customer to get exactly what they 
want. No longer will the customer 
have to compromise. The best prod-
uct for you is one that is ‘built’ by 
you—with a price and feature set 
that meets your needs.”

Certainly, this will appeal strongly 
to customers already comfortable 
with online ordering. What about 
those who prefer to wander into a 
store and try on something to check 
the fit?

Schmults admits this is a critical 
issue for any e-commerce or catalog-
based business, and he says Wild 
Things intends to provide sizing 
information and product comparison 
guides so the consumer will be 
assured of proper sizing and fit. He 
also says Wild Things will also 
accept returns on all items except 
those that have been personalized 
with embroidery.

The next part of his vision will no 
doubt rattle many retailers in the 
shooting-sports industry, for the 
brave new world that Schmults envi-
sions is far different from what exists 

now. Wild Things uses a direct-to-
consumer model. In other words, it 
bypasses the traditional retailer.

“All of our products are made in 
the USA,” he says “As a result, the 
cost to make them is higher, and 
yet we have to price them at the 
competitive level set by other 
premium brands. Our margin 
structure makes it difficult to 
support the typical wholesale-
retail model, in which the 
retailer gets a 50 percent mar-
gin for stocking and selling 
the goods.” 

But it’s not just economics 
that is driving him to adopt 
this model. It’s also because 
a new generation of custom-
ers is demanding changes in 
the traditional model.

“Traditional retail is in 
trouble,” he says. “The 
brand merchandisers and 
retail buyers act as fil-
ters; they make the 
choices for the consum-
er. We intend to be differ-
ent. We don’t make consumer choic-
es; our technology allows the cus-
tomer make his own choices.”

One e-commerce retailer that he 
particularly admires is Moosejaw, 
which he says understands that the 
modern shopping experience is far 
more than simply buying and selling 
a product. “It’s about creating a rela-

tionship with that customer,” he says. 
That’s why Wild Things intends to 
partner with Moosejaw in order “to 
take advantage of their engaged cus-
tomer and their e-commerce reach. 
And though we are bypassing tradi-
tional retailers, we are using drop-
shipping to work with Moosejaw.” 
Schmults notes that the drop- 

shipping model has a different mar-
gin structure and so provides a way 

for Wild Things to work with 
other e-commerce companies 
and progressive retailers. 

The economics of this seis-
mic shift are compelling. As 
Schmults says, “there’s no 
need for markdowns any 
more.” 

This new mass customiza-
tion model could also bene-
fit the U.S. military. 
“Consider this,” he says. 
“Wild Things could pro-
vide the military with 
camo patterns, and we can 
deliver finished product 
within two weeks, not two 
months. Furthermore, the 
customer can specify 
exactly the type of camo 
he wants, whether it’s for 
use in snow, high desert, 
or jungle.”

Wild Things also has 
been working with Smith 

& Wesson to allow custom-
ization of S&W’s new line of tactical 
clothing. The idea here is to offer 
these products directly to the con-
sumer, but they’ll also be available 
through selected e-commerce outlets 
and progressive retailers. If you’d like 
to see the future, stop by the Smith & 
Wesson booth. Booth #13731. 
(wildthingsgear.com)

Women’s Wind Pro Hoody. Wild 
Things is also working with Smith & 
Wesson to help customize its line. 
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A Shot in the Dark
Crimson Trace initiates 3-Gun night-shoot competition by W. H. Gross

T hree-Gun shooting competitions—handgun, rifle, and shotgun—have been around for more than two decades and have 
grown more popular in the past few years, particularly with younger shooters. Crimson Trace, the industry leader in 
laser-sighting systems for defensive handguns, has become a large sponsor of these competitive shooting events. 

“The sport of 3-Gun competitive shooting has 
seen the largest increase in participation of any of 
the shooting sports in the past five years,” says Iain 
Harrison, media relations manager with Crimson 
Trace. “As a result, we wanted to be part of that.”

Laser sights give competitive shooters more of 
an advantage at night than during the day, so 
Harrison and others at Crimson Trace came up 
with the idea of holding a 3-Gun night competi-
tion to showcase their company’s products. The 
first ever 3-Gun night competition anywhere in 
the country, the event was held last July at the 
Cossa Shooting Range in Bend, Oregon, and 
attended by 120 shooters—men, women, and 
juniors.

“It was the first shooting match of any kind 
Crimson Trace had ever conducted,” says 
Harrison, “so we put a lot of pressure on ourselves 
to do it well. We must have succeeded, as we still 
have competitors tell us, months after the event, 
that it was the most fun they have ever had at a 
shooting competition.” Harrison gives much of 
the credit for the success of the event to the expe-
rienced range safety officers who were hand-
selected for the night. 

Harrison got the news media involved by not 
only inviting them to attend, but by actually hav-
ing writers compete in the various events. “That 
way they got to experience night shooting and use 
our laser sights firsthand,” he says. “Writers also 
got to shoot against and interview some of the best 
3-Gun competitors in the world.”

The downside to such an event? “Everything 
takes much longer in the dark, both the actual 
shooting and the administration,” says Harrison. 
“For instance, a particular shooting station that 
might take a competitor 20 seconds to complete 
during daylight may take as much as two minutes 
or longer in the dark.” The event began at 9:30 
p.m. and the last shooter finished about 4:00 a.m.

Asked if Crimson Trace plans to hold such a 
night event again, Harrison says, “Absolutely! It’s 
already scheduled for August 2013.” Booth 
#16731. (800-402-2406; crimsontrace.com) 

Crimson Trace’s 3-Gun competition, held last 
July at the Cossa Shooting Range in Bend, 

Oregon, was the first of its kind held at night. 
It attracted 120 shooters. 

What’s happening
ADvAnceD ArmAment corp.
Booth #14268
Raffle to win a complete 16-inch AAC 300 
Blackout MPW rifle. Through Jan. 18.

remington DefenSe
Booth #14262
Rifle Raffle
1st Prize: XM2010 Enhanced Sniper Rifle
2nd Prize: Remington/AAC Model 700 300 
Blackout Rifle with one case of .300 Win. 
Mag. ammunition
3rd Prize: One case of Barnes .338 Lapua 
ammunition
Ticket prices: 1 ticket $5, 5 tickets for $20, 
30 tickets for $100. Through Jan. 18. 
All proceeds to benefit the Special Forces 
Charitable Trust.
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A Long-Term Investment
Mil-Comm helps keep firearms in fire-ready condition 

For years, collectors and other aficionados have been relying on the protective capabilities of the TW25B brand of lubricant 
protectants from Mil-Comm Products Company. And while most people approach firearms maintenance for their immediate 
needs, TW25B and its sister formulas can turn out to be quite a worthy long-term investment. 

“Who doesn’t want to keep their firearms in 
fire-ready condition?” asks Gordon Furlong, presi-
dent and CEO of Mil-Comm. “Our lubricant pro-
tectants have been proven to provide substantial 
resistance to rust and corrosion and not leave you 
with a seized or gummed-up action at a critical 
moment. That’s what fire-ready condition means.”

For the past 25 years, Mil-Comm has focused its 
energy on the formulation of synthetic greases and 
oils that are safe and easy to use. That’s why 
TW25B light grease is the choice of a long list of 
manufacturers. (The company’s product-licensing 
agreement with the National Rifle Association also 
helps.) Today Mil-Comm offers its lubes and 
cleaners in both the NRA-licensed Gun Care 
packaging and in its original military National 
Stock Number (NSN) packaging.

Beyond TW25B’s popularity, Mil-Comm offers 
the same technology in more of an oil base with the 
MC2500 brand product. Others have discovered 
the benefits of a formula with a viscosity between 
the two. In this case, the choice is MC3000 semi-
fluid, a formulation that migrates like oil, but offers 
a particle content more like low-viscosity grease. 

“It was originally developed for the specific 
needs of combat aircraft gatling-gun systems,” says 
Furlong. “You don’t want to over-lubricate—a  
little goes a long way.”

TW25B EP, developed for U.S. Air Force  
and Navair weapons programs, is a non-aerosol 
pressurized-spray-can product that delivers an 
even coating of TW25B for storage purposes, 
especially for long guns. The carrier fluid of this 
special bag-on-valve technology is isopropyl alco-
hol, which evaporates quickly without any solvent 
residue that can interfere with the lubricant.

Last year Mil-Comm introduced Revolver Blast, 
a true aerosol, which leaves a light film of 
TW25B, but far less than the amount recom-
mended for long-term storage. And after years of 
customer feedback, Mil-Comm recommends a 
mothballing procedure that involves using a com-
bination of the TW25B EP spray and MC3000. 

“MC3000 has been proven to offer the best of 
TW25B’s long-term, corrosion-resistant weapons-
storage features by providing a similarly heavy 
protective treatment, while being faster and easier 
to apply,” says Furlong. “If you follow our instruc-
tions, you can mothball hardware reliably and 
safely until you are ready to call on them again.”

Furlong notes that retailers can benefit by 
explaining to customers that special procedures 
need to be followed for any firearm headed for 
long-term storage. “Explain the benefits of prepar-
ing the firearm properly. If you tell them how to 
do it right, they’ll reward you with a sale. 

“It is critical that you thoroughly clean all parts 
before applying the lubricant-protectant,” Furlong 
says. “For optimal results, you want to establish a 
pH-neutral condition on metal surfaces. A neutral 
pH condition of about 8.2 pH is best to discour-
age cleaner residue-caused corrosion.”

Furlong recommends starting the process with 
Mil-Comm’s MC25, a water-based, enzymatic 
cleaner-degreaser. Follow that with a thorough 
cleaning of parts with 91 percent isopropyl alcohol, 
commonly found in retail pharmacies. This will 

ensure a neutral pH, residue-free, parts-surface 
condition. Always use clean, dry cotton to apply, 
and do not re-introduce solvents. Inspect cotton 
applicators and continue until visibly clean. Let 
stand until dry, about two minutes.

Furlong says that when the surface is completely 
dry, immediately apply MC3000 semi-fluid or 
TW25B grease. “Apply evenly with an appropriate 
applicator—dry, clean cotton patches or swabs. 
Ideally, you want to work the lubricant protectant 
thoroughly into all the various parts. Use enough 
lubricant so you can see it on the parts; at the 
same time, you still should be able to see the metal 
surface through an obvious white haze of the 
lubricant protectant.”

As an alternative, Furlong says, TW25B light syn-
thetic grease can be used. “If you have the TW25B 
EP spray bottle, spray down a firearm in a two-step 
process. Spray parts once and let sit until dry. Then 
rub grease into parts. Now, the hardware is ready for 
storage in a gun safe or other secure storage.”

Furlong recommends that the owner periodical-
ly inspect stored firearms for any signs of corro-
sion. “If you identify any peppering of rust or  
corrosion, repeat the process on those areas.” 
Booth #4227. (800-743-4518; mil-comm.com) 

Mil-Comm’s products establish a pH-neutral 
condition on metal surfaces, discouraging 
residue-caused corrosion.
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sKB
SKB’s iSeries injection-molded 
waterproof cases are constructed of 
ultra-high-strength polypropylene 
copolymer resin and feature a gasket-
ed, waterproof, and dustproof sub-
mersible design that is resistant to 
corrosion and impact damage.

The molded-in hinge with  
stainless-steel hinge pins, patented 
“trigger release” latch system, com-
fortable, snap-down rubber over-
molded cushion grip handles, secure 
stacking, and automatic ambient 
pressure equalization valve (MIL-
STD-648C) all contribute to its  
military-grade design.

The new iSeries 3614 M4/Short 
Rifle Case has three SKB patented 
trigger latches, four reinforced pad-
lock locations, and cushioned snap-
down handles on three sides. In addi-
tion, recessed in-line-skate–style 
wheels make transporting your guns 
around the world both worry-free 
and trouble-free. 

The interior of the case measures 
36½ by 14½ by 5½ inches, and fea-
tures a custom foam base with con-
voluted foam on the interior of the 
lid, facilitating the secure positioning 
and cushioning of your gear. 

The case has a uni-body design, 
which eliminates the need for exces-
sive metal reinforcing hardware 
found on traditional flight cases. As a 
result, it weighs less than 20 pounds. 
Available in black, tan, or green. 
SRP: $210. The case is covered by 
SKB’s Million Mile Guaranty (a life-

time warranty) as well as a $1,500 
content coverage, if the gear you’re 
carrying is somehow damaged by an 
airline. Booth #14305. (800-654-
5992; skbcases.com/sports) 

Zippo
Campers value LED lights because 
they don’t cause fires or emit the 
nauseating odors common to some 
petroleum-fueled lanterns. At the 
same time, many LED lanterns are 
inherently delicate and rarely last 
more than a season of serious use in 
the field.

With this in mind, Zippo has built 
in impressive durability to its new 
LED Rugged Lantern. A metal sup-
port cage and rubberized corners 
provide protection from the hard 
knocks that are so common when 
camping. The lantern is durable 
enough to survive drops from as high 

as 6 feet. If it falls into a lake or 
pond, it will float.

In addition, the controls give a 
user the ability to dial in the bright-
ness from 100 percent (high) to 50 
percent (medium) to 10 percent 
(low). For added safety and peace of 
mind, the lantern also incorporates a 
flashing S.O.S. feature. A flexible 
pop-up handle lets owners hang or 
carry the lantern anywhere. SRP: 
$74.95. Available spring 2013. Booth 
#13905. (814-368-2700; zippo 
outdoor.com)

Chef’s Choice
The Sportsman 4635 is a manual 
three-stage sharpener that puts a 
super-sharp, durable edge on fishing 
and light hunting knives, pocket 
knives, and serrated knives, as well as 
both 15-degree and 20-degree edged 
household knives. Featuring a dedi-
cated stage for fishing knives and 
another for hunting knives, and a 
separate ultrafine honing stage, the 
Sportsman 4635 creates a razor-
sharp, double-beveled, long-lasting 
arch-shaped edge. Using Chef’s 
Choice signature 100 percent dia-
mond abrasives in all three stages, it 
will sharpen faster than other abra-
sives and create shaving-sharp edges 
along the entire length of the blade, 
from tip to bolster or handle. 

The Sportsman 4635 can be used 
right- or left-handed and features  
an ergonomic handle that fits all 
hands. The slip-resistant feet on the 
bottom of the sharpener hold fast to 
the work surface. Engineered and 
assembled in the U.S. Available for 
$29.99. Booth #225. (800-342-3255;  
edgecraft.com)

Próis
The new Próis Glommit (combina-
tion glove/mitten) guards hands 
against freezing elements. The 
Glommit incorporates a pop-top 
mitten for additional warmth and 
protection with silent operation via a 
magnetic closure. Thinsulate insula-
tion guarantees warmth, while its 
laminated brush tricot lining gives 
waterproof and windproof protection 
against rain, ice, snow, and sleet. A 
high-performance fleece palm keeps 
the wearer’s hands warm, while the 
integrated palm patch and the Próis  
signature “P” finger grips maximize 
dexterity.

The Glommit is specifically 
designed to fit the female hand, and 
sports elasticized wrist cuffs and a 
specially tailored cut. Available in 
two camo patterns: Realtree AP HD 
and Advantage Max-1 HD. SRP: 
$45. Booth #10223. (970-641-3355; 
proishunting.com)

 sKB The new iSeries 3614 M4/Short rifle Case features a  
gasketed, submersible design and has three trigger latches, four 
reinforced padlock locations, and cushioned snap-down handles.

Hawke Sport Optics  
Whether you’re looking for high-power tactical-style lights for law 
enforcement, gun-mounted lights for varmint hunters, or hand-
held spotlights powered by lithium-polymer batteries, Tracer (now 
carried by Hawke Sport Optics) has a product that will fit. The 
Tracer Tri-Star Pro offers 1,600 total lumens with a 1,000-foot 
spot beam. The Tri-Star is powered by a lithium-polymer battery 
that weighs less than 12 ounces and provides 6 hours of runtime 
on one charge. With a growing number of states being plagued by 
feral hogs, and the liberal hunting regulations associated with 
them, many Tracer products may also find use chasing these dam-
aging animals. Booth #13609a. (877-429-5347; hawkeoptics.com)

 Chef’s 
Choice The 
Sportsman 4635 
has a dedicated 
stage for fishing 
knives and 
another for hunt-
ing knives, and a 
separate ultra-
fine honing 
stage. It puts a 
super-sharp, 
durable edge on 
field knives and 
household knives 
alike.
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